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FOREWORD

In recent years, the Wisconsin Department of PUblic Instruction
in cooperation with the- Wisconsin Communication Association has
developed a series of teacher resource curriculum units in
communication arts: _Public speakingis the fourth publication
in this_seriesc_ This- resource -unit includes several- components
organized_for_direct_teacher_use;__These_aret an introductory'
motiyationaLstatement4_a set_of_instructional_objectives,_a
content outlinei_learning_activities, assessment suggestions
and selected references and materials;
Besides offering'stimulating ideas for teachers, this. publica-,
tion has the ultimate aim of improving communication skills-Of
students in Wisconsin schools. To this end, the author of
Public Speaking has directed this resource to assist teachers
of adolescents.

The author and the Department of Public Instruction welcome
feedback from those teachers using this resource unit.

Arnold M. Chandler, Director
Bureau for Program Development

INTRODUCTION

AM1

The_COntemporaryiteacher of speechicommuni
cation has ,a noble heritages.
In ancient
Greece, questions about
power of buwan
2Speeth were posed and discusse:hy leading
thinkers like Plato andAristotle. Famous

The Instructional Objectives_are_stateciin:
behavioral terms and progress_from_lower to
'highe order cognitive behaviors for each
major area oCcontent.

Rom:aria such as Cicero.and quintilien_also

The Content Outline presents the body of,
knowledge tp_be:treated'in each unit..; Each
Romannumer4idivision of the content outlin(
is reflected in recall; -Comprehension; appli:
cation, analysis, and synthesis instructions]
objectives.

contributed to thought abOut the kinds of
problems communicators face. Through -the
ages; people have been seeking ways to improve the communication skills of students.

t.

Today- =the search for new'inaights_and
fuller underStandings continues by 'build.ing-on a sound tradition.

The Learning Activities proVide many creative

'

student - oriented exerr.ises that function at.

The focus of_instruction in_public speaking
is oon skill development,and quite properly
so.
ASWayne Thompson noted:
.

.

.

the. peculiar_province of

work in rhetoric andlublie.
address is skills -- skills in

logical analysis; skills in
making ideas clear and°per8uaSiVei-skills in research-7
ing solutions
and of
.

.

.

course SkillS:in, Organizing,

phrasing and delivering ideas.1
Instruction in_these fundamental skillsA)erferMS a vital function in the general education of today's high school:students: At
time when people are calling for a return to
the "basics" what could be more basic than
the ability to,organizo, phrase, and deliver
ideas effectively?'
It is_the_purpose_ofIthis_resource curriculum
to_suggest_a_wealth of_learning_goaIs;. con- %
tent descriptions;_learning_activities;;__
assessment procedures;_and_selected_references,from which_individuai_teachers may__
choose in.planning inStruction; The intention is that this resource curriculum -will
serve'as an aid in planning and will be
modified and adapted to specific circumstances and need
The_fOrMat for:each unit in this curriculum
fellOWS a Standard,design:

the various cognitive levels.

The InstrUctiongl'AssesSment i A-ened to.:
provide an effective means of
altatifig-the,
success of- instructional techniques, and to
determine .the_extent7of
'The ffrst_part_of_each instructional assess ment section identifies content that may be
tested at the recall andcomprehension_
levels.' The second section points - -to the
' learning activities that may be_taken_as__evidence of student progress_toward_higher_
level cognitive goals. the third parrof±thE
instructional assessment section callS'attention to activities that require students to
demonstrate mastery over the entire unit.
_

The Unit' References identify sources of information regarding unit content. Each re-.
ference includes an annotation that is in
tended to guide the teacher_toladditienall
source materials" lor the learning_actiVi--ties
_and to further teacher knowledge in the in=
dicated areas:

It is_belieVed that -the orderof theunits
is the logical sequence.- to-follow.

UnitOne

is designed to_alert_thestudent to the importalte of publiccommunication and its
study' in his/her own_life_and_to_place public
speaking within the broader context of -all
public communication.. QuaIities_of_public__
communication that distinguish.itfrom_other
forms of speech communication are.diScusgd;
Students are introduced to several of their

.&_

The Introductory Statement'for each unit
presents an±overview of -the area of public
addreSS dealt i.410toinIthat unit and provides special suggestions- regarding the
use of materials in the classroom.

.1Waynel3. ThompSon, "IfindleSS Change and
Thoughtless Repetitiveness", The Southern
Speech_ Communication Journal 40 (Fall 1974)i
pp. 5-6.
"

It is natur'al.for a resource curriculum to
contain more material than an individual
teacher -is likely to use in a particular
'unit or course.
Its eomprehensiveness is
designed to offer ranges of choice for a
variety-of-,teachers.- Each teacher'must
choose_tzllose area of content and those
instructional foci Most_appropriate_to!the
interes
nCeds'and ability levels of
his/her students;

respronsibiiities as senders and receivers.,
Uni

Two examines aspects of. dqivery

It is
erelevant; te,public speaking;
sented early
arly in the curriculum because

4eliverybehaViors are often resistant to
changeYet they are important throughout
the_coUrse.
In_ad4fon, activitie_for
this_section_are_designed_to_increase
student_willingness to,participate with
positive. feelinga and attitudes in the
. content of later units.: Unit Three focuses

/4)

A well,taught course in public speaking can
train students in vital skills.
This
resource curriculum is designed to aid
teachers and students in their efforts to
master the skills of a valuable tradition
of instructionin public speaking. It is
my belief_that this is the most'complete and
carefully4,designed resource curriculum
currently available for high-school teachers
of pubt.j.c speaking'.
During the three vars
that this curriculum was in preparatio4e, I
had the epportUnity to test these activities

.on .qualities. of effective language use and

figures of speech that may.enhance expression.
Unit Four focuses on the organization
of public messages.
Many-aftivities are
-esented tohelp students.see various
rcllationships among ideas. The fifth unit
ccncenErates on skills.neededfor the
effective sharing_of information. Numerous
IpethodS of amplification are presenVed and
The
listening Skills areggivenemphasis.
sixth unit-is designed to- improve the persua'sive speaking.and critical listening-skills
of- students,., The Seventh unit concerns the
,nature and types of occasions that-call for
ceremonial discourse. This form of public
speaking ,completes the series because it_
requires the speaker to satisfy especially
high standards of competence.

with my students at Cedar FallS High Set-tool.
Learn pleased to offer`' these materials to
you:, I hope that you find them as useful
and eijoyable as we did.

vi

UNIT ONE

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC COMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.

-..so- pervasive andvaried are_ the_
efforts ofsome.tO influence thee
beliefs and actions of others that our
very environment_is7taking_on_a rather
distinctly rhetorical character.1
%$

Robtrt L. Scott and Bernard Brock
#e -thOds.of-RhetoricaL Criticism

Professors Scott and Brock suggest that there
is an environment as worthy of our attention
and protection as our natural physical environment- -our rhetorical or communication environment,
Before focusing primarily on
communication skills .for_pUblic,speaking, it
is important for students to 'realize that a
broad range of public messages are available
for analysis'by those thinking rhetorically.
Far too often our communication surroundings
are passively accepted.

;
The purpose of this unit is to motivate students to think About_the nature, scop04 and

significance ofpublic communicationin
their personaa.lives and in the life of
society at large.
The first section discusses three qualities which help to distinguish public communication from other.
relatedforms. This list is not meant to be
exhaustive; finer distinctions;,may be made.
Additional--points of_difference!cSuch as -de-

gree of formality and evidence of communicator purpose may be included if the teacher
wishes.
The second sectionoffers some
statistical data on thevarious media to
help teachers alert students to the scope
of the public communication environment.
Many forms of public communication are
discussed in order to place public speaking within a broad context. The social
significance of public communication is
also explored._ .The skills -of- public

speaking are presented in a manner that
preViews later units. Thr third major part
of this unit offers some guidelines for

effective communication byiresponsible
speakers and listeners.
This list could
be expanded, but the goal herb is to
encourage consideration of the ethical
dimenSiOns of communciation without setting
down too many cumbersome rules;
Emphasis
should -be placed on getting students to
see the value of applying these guidelines
when participating i1 all forMs of public
communication.
Two final_suggestions may assist the teacher
...°When approaching this introductory unit.

First, you may Ae this unit to:provide A_
general overview,bf what is to come; it may
help acclimate students to the study of
public- communication.
Take time to discuss
areas to be exploked,_methods of approach
to -be taken, and student expectations.
SeCondly, remember that-stimulating the
interests of learners is critical at this
point. Allow adequate time,and.provide a
sufficient number of activities for students
to realize the personal- importance of the
study of public communication:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
I.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
'A.

The student will be able to list
three_distinguishing features of
public communication:

B.

The'student will be able to match
three paraphrased descriptions of
the distinguishing features of
public communication with key
wordsi.in those features;

C.

Given a list of instances of
communication, the student will
be able to_idsntify those instances*
which qualify as public communication.

II.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR JUSTIFI=

CONTENT OUTLINE

CATION FOR SWING PUBLIC.COMMUNICATION
I.

The student will -be able to list
,...-Thfour justifications for studying
'public communication.
A.

B.

C.

The student will be able to match
paraphrased descriptions of
justification's for studying public
communication with key words in
those justifications.'

There are three particular features
_
which may serve to distinguish public
communication from Other fOrMS of
communication.
A.

The roles of speaker and listener
are relatively stable over time -in
public communication.
1.

Speakers assume primary respon-,
sibility for maintaining
mutually rewarding communicative
experiences with embers of
their audiences: 2m

2.

Listeners acquiesce in the
arrangement of speaking-:
listening responsibilities
for not- always- predictable
periods of time. Generally_
a sense of "turn-taking" stops.

The student will be able to -list

five instances or,exampes of
public communication to which
he/she is exposed:during the
course of a typical day.
The student -will be able to discuss
the subtle and direct claims beingmade in at least two instances
of pUblic communication.'.
E

F.

.

The student will be -able Co_describe
how _public communication skill's
contribute to success in at. least
three careers.

3;

The student will be able to describe
ways in which -at least -three public

communicapionsSk4ls contribute
to a healthy communication
environment.
B.

III.

INSTRUCTIONAL_OBJECIVE-b.r 0R_GUIDE7.
LINES FOR EFFECTIVEJUBLIC COMMUNICATION
A.

The student'will,t'

four 6idelineS9
speakers and fopy
responsible
B.

'able to list
I.esponsibie

defines for

The Student itill111* able to match
paraphrased deScri4ptions of

effective speaker and listener
guidelines with.kcy words in those
guidelines.
C.

Given descriptions 46f communication
situations, the student will_be
able -to identify those situations
where either speakers or listeners
did not follow guidelines for
effectiveness.

In his opening remarks during
an address to students at
Princeton, the late Adlai
Stevenson:highlighted the
relative stability of speakerlistener roles: "As I
understand it I am_ here to
speak andLyou are here to
Let us hope_that_we
listen.
both finish at-the same time."

The public speaker always_has the
task of adapting to an audience.*
A speaker may benefit from-knowledge
about many distinct aspects of
audience members such as their:

_

1.

Age ;

2. 'Sex

*Students may profit from thought
about the degree to which a
speaker should be-willing to
adapt his/her position to_his/
Consider
her-immediate audience.
times when a speaker may feel an
ethical responsibility not to
adopt position-or-arguments to
particular audiences; A speaker
may choose to address posterity.
A speaker apyehoose to address
an audience that is not physisically-present in appealing to
other people of greater intelligence and reasoning abili67;

.a

3;

Race

4.'

EduCaional background

5.

Religion

6;

Socio-economic status

7.

Major reference groups and
persons

b.

Millions of hours arc
broadcast annually.
1.)

C.

8;

Knowledge of subject

9.

Attitude towarlisubject

10.

Skills as an audience

11.

Ability to mediate change

Almo!;t 700 television
statdonsi op'4ated as
p rivately-owned profitseeking ventures,,
annually broadcast
four million hours of
progiramming.

2;)

About 250 public and
educational stations,:
supported by contributions and subsidies;
annually broadcast an
additional 1.4 million
hours.

The size of an audience for public
ta8ually l,d rimer

c.

Television programming
draws large audiences.

than -for some other forms.. of

communication.

1.)

The:Set_in,the average televiSion ,household is on--aimost,
seven hours each dar._
,

J.

A public speaker's message
usually must be -of interest,

and importance_to a group of
people as a whole rather than
to one person or a few individuals.
2;

2;)

The- average viewing

of children of elementary school age is
twenty-seven hours
per week..

With a_larger_number ofpeople
involved; there is a greater
opportunity for intra- audience

3 ;)

,AffectsAnetworks of messages
sent and received by- audience
meMbers-thMselves) to -play a
role in determining the influence of the communication.3(

On a typical evening
between 8 and 9 p.m.
the, audience is ninetyeight million personts,
about -half the population oe the country;-

%

II.

Pour impor

nt iustificationz for
ShOUld
be considered;

2.

-

_

"Public communication_is pervasive
in contem orary American society.
Consider a_few of the ways people
are exposed to public
use an f;)
communication.
1.

Radio is pervasive.

AMericans have many radio
receivers in use.5
1.)

There are about two
hundred fifty Million
radio receivers 'in
64.1 million homes
(95'1: of all house.holds) .

Television is pervasive.4
K
'a;

American homes are full of
television sets.

2.)

There are about ninety
million radio receivers
in cars.

1.)

Almost every American
home has one or more
sets.

2.)

Almost half of AMerican.households h.4Ve
two or-Mare
vision sets.

3.)

There are about ten
Million radio r ceiVers
in public places.

b.
.

1.)

Many people listen--to
radio i)rogr.iiii
1.)

Total theater admi.!;-'y

ston. to Hnited'States
theaLer wa!,
I.06.1200000 in 1'177.

Over a week's time,
061: of all people
twelve years and
older - -with certain
exceptions - listen
to or hear a radio.
,(This figure. does

2.)

Fi'conency of atten7

dance for the total
puhlic,ago twelve ,incr

over in 1977 was:

At least once a
n79month

not include people
in .prisonsi most

of those in the
h

armed forces, .Stu

dents.in dormitories,
and people in other

Once every 6
241

month:;

irlstitntions.)

c)

Less than Once In
141
6 months
.

During morning drive ti c _(6 -10 a.m.), the
nu er of total
'4
tenors, per average

2.)

4.

Print media are pervasive.9
a: Newspapers are in' abundance.

quarter hour is fortytwo Million.

1.)

0

Total listeners at
niA-Iht (7-12 p.m.) per

3;')

2.)

°Vex. 1,500 towns were
served by dailies.

3.)

It is estimated that
78% Of:the population
aged 18, years and over
read at leapt one
daily paper.

teen million.

Film is pervasive.
a.

Manyfilms are produced
fbr AMerican audiences
each year..

1.)

2.)

3;

7

S

The overall number of
United States daily
"newspaper titles was
1,761 iii 1972.

average quarterhour.
come toabout nine-

3.

.

.

Around 280 feature
films are produced
in the unitod States
each year;
Around 229 foreign
features are imported
each year.

b.

Periodicals ae.in abundance.
1.)

In 1972, 9,573 P'eri-

odicals were published
in the United States.
2.)

Circulation of periodicals is high.

AIDOut 14,000 non-

theatrical productions are made each
year.' (For example,

a.i

The top twelVe
periodicals have
over five million
copies'per issue
circulation.

b.)

A further thirty
magazines circulate over one
million copies
each per issue.

films .for business,

industry government
and educational groups
are produced each
year.)
b.

.

Many Americails attend film .

presentations each year.8
,

.

MuSie on recerdeditape:.; and

Roccivers'decisionoptions

records is

are limited and extended
through public communication.
In both direct andSubtle ways
public messages influence the
choices we make;

a.

A great deal of money is
spent on recorded music.
1:)

An estimated 4.2
million dollars was
spent on records and

3.

tapes in 197E1.10

Consider the potential influencesson beliefs, attitudes,
values, and behavior of at least
two media._

Pop, rock,.and_soul
music account for
62$ in dollar volume
of.recorded music

a.

s,leS.

Unit sales of reword

The- social impact of tele_ViSiOn is being studied.
Tt has been suggested that
television may do things
such as the fOnowIng ti2

albums' ari high.11
1.)

Many albums sell
more than 500i000
copies.
a; )

Offer information
about,events

2.)

Provide models for
OMUlatiOn

3.)

Introduce new ways
of behaving

4-.)

Affect the leVel of

In ,1976, 149

albums sold over
500i000 copies.
In 1977, 183

b.)

1-.)

albuMssold over

or_inten8i_ty with

500;600 copien:

which acts are performed

c.)

Iri 1978; 193

Albums sold over
500,000 copies.
2.)

5.)

Many albums sell over
a million copies.

6.). Suggest attributes
Associated with

success, power, and
dominance ortheit

In 1976; 37
albums sold -over
a million cOpies;

a.)
1i^

opposites
b.

In 1977, 68
albUMS sold ovda million cOples.:

b.)

The_social impact of music'
is' being studied.
1.)

In 1978, 102
albums sold over
a.Millien:OOpiee.

c.)

Shape future patterns
of behavior

The lyrics of popular ;
songs may be vehicles
for the transmission
of beliefs,. attitudes,
and valtio,
FOr'
'example, they may.:

Public:, communication is signifi__

cant in contemporai*American.

a)

society.
1.

-

Receivers aie exposed to a
.-large number of competing
;demands thrOugrithe public

Relate to basic
questions of
adolescent iddnt'ity13

b)

co)munications addressed to
them each day_

Propose anew set
of cultural

5

VLues14'

c)

Suggest changes in
the nature of
interpersonalrelationships15

d)

2:)

Lawyers require competence' in
public communication skills.

3.

Business and industrial
executives require competence
in public communication skillS.

O

Reflect dominant
moods and themes
of society at
large16

Engineers require competence
in public communication skills.

The use of music in
commercials:may reflect:and shape popular attitudes and
values.
a)

2.

There is:increased
recognition that
product claims
can be made indirectly through
the:subtleties of
music.17
Consider how many
people -have memo-

rized the words to
advertising_ jingles

D.

5.

Preachers and ministers of
different religious faiths,
require competence in public
communication skills.

6.

Politicians and d-iplomats
require competence in public
communication skills;

The-helth of our communication
,envioipent asia whole=requiress
ders
compete t
A conof Public communiCation.
sideration of relevant public,
communication skills will clarify
this idea. Speakers and listeners
/need to be competent in skillS

relatk to:

like the?: following

from Sid NOloshin4

1;

The deliverof public communiAreas to consider
cation.
include:

Inc.!

for

1970

The nature of public
speaking settings

MCDonald'S
'-'You de-

.

serve a
break today"

b.'

.

1971

for State
Farm Insurance
"Like a
good neighbor"

d.

Methods of delivery
_Aspects of vocal delivery
Aspects of physical
delivery
'

2.

The language of public communiAreas to consider
cation;
include:

1975

for

McDonald's--

a.

Qualities of effective
language use

b.

Figures of speech that'
enhan6e expression

"You
You're
the one"

Public communication skills contribute to personal dchievement and
success in a great number of
For example; consider the
careers.
following positions:
1.

Teachers require competence in
public communication skillS.

3.

The organlz_a_tkori of- public

communication; Areas to
consider include:
a.

Patterns of organization

III.

Functions and devices
of intrbdtctiOn8

b.

Func
of c

onsiand devices
elusions

There are several guidelines for
effective public communication-.
A.

Speech outlines

d.

Atong the guidelanes for responsible speakers_ are the following:
1.

I!

Z.

4

mation: AteaS to consider include:,

2.

The formation of
subject sehtences

3.

a.

To be well informed on the
subject under discussion and
other'relevant subjects
To respect the viewpoints and
opinions of receivers
To be willing to present the
q_tioiwboes (facts; attittideS,

The formation of

b.

values, and motives upon which
conclusions are based

main looints

d.

5:

Methods Of amplifitation

4.

Ways to improve
listening,skills

Among the guidelines for responsible listeners arr, the following:

Speaking to influence.
Areas to consider in2
elude:
a:

The-f-ormation of

1.

To prepare physically and
mentally to canCentrate on the
message

2.

To eliminate or minimize any
diStractiens that would interfere With comprehension

3.

To prevent premature dismissal
of a_topicand/or speaker
based on such things as the
speaker's prior reputation or

propositions
b.

The formation of
contentions
.

c:

-cL

Suppo;.t for contentions through
evidence

°immediate appearance

Dimensions of source
credibility

4.

Motivational appeals
CritiCal listening
skills
6.

To accept full responsibility
for what they say

To reserve final judgment while
actively applying critical
thinking SkillS dutihq the
listening process

LEARNINGACTIUTIES

Speaking on ceremonial
occasions. :Areas to con-

J.

_Activities related to distinguishing
keatur(!s of public communication

Sider in-chide:
A.
a.

b.

c.

Distinctive features
of ceremonial
speeches

Thehasic concept in the- content
poLlinc itly he pre!;en'tedin a
lecture -drscuion formAt drawing
(Al Appropriate exdpiples supplied

by the teacher and generated from
classroom discussion. To insure

I-

Types. of ceremonial
speeches

that students: understand flint.(

basic ideas, the teacher may ask
students working individually or
in small groups to:

Guidelines for::
achieving excellence
in ceremonial speaking
7

1.

a.

Stability of speakerliStener releS

b.

Necessity -of adapting to
an audience

c.
2.

1.

List three distinguishing
features of public comm
A sample response
cation
would be:

(No

the grocery -store

rel_e_s_aro

on an errand for
his mother spots
a group of
friends walkingby or the way to
a party.
He
pokes his head

not stable._)

.

out the door- long
enough to yelli
"Heyi wait up.
I'll be out in a
second" befere he

Size of audience

Match three paraphrased,
descriptions of the distin,guish.Ing features of public
communication with those
features.
(Audience

goes back in the
store to complete
his errand.
2;

(P-.C.)

A husband and
wife are watching
the Six O'Clock
Nightly News from
their localitelevision station.

3.

(P.C.)

The office mana-

More people -are

,size)

usually involved
in receiving the
messages of public
communication.

(Stability
of roles)

Speakers are given
greater responsibility for the creation and_presen-

ger calls a meet ing of 10 members
Of the "staff to
present- her -ideas

tationofimessages

about morale and
efficiency in the

while liStenerS
accept primarY.

office.

roles as- receivers
of messages.
4.

('No

communicator
roles are
not stable.)

(Audience _The speaker -must
adaptation) carefully consider
the audience and
adjust the message accordingly.
B.

A teenager at

communicator

Ailist of briefly described in-:
stances of communication is presented below. When considering
each instance; students should
complete two tasks. First,
studentsishodldidetermine
whether -the instance qualifies -as
If it does;
public communication.
they should write "P.C." in the
space provided.: If_it does -not
gualify,Tthey shouldiwrite"no":
in the blank. Secondly; students
should explain any "no" choices
by noting what distinguishing
feature was not present.

Three high schoW.
cheerleaders meet
in the gymnasium
after school to
practice their
.routines and exchange ideas
about school
spirit.

5.

8

(P ; C_; )

A guide at the_
Wisconsin Dells
has a boat full
of people out for
a one hour tour
of the Dells'
most Scenic spots;
While the guide
explains the history of the area,
iseveral touriStS
casually
among themselves.

6.

tNo communicator
roles are
not stable.).

II.

TWo astronauts on
the.launeh,pad
are in constant
communication
with mission
control just
prior to take
off..

Eby

(d)

keep our communication environment
pollution free.

Before advancing to more difficult
activities the teacher may wish
to check student:comprehension of
basic ideas in the content outline.
Teachers may ask students
working individually or in small
groups to:

4a)

tion.
B.

List four justifications for
studying public: Communication.
A sample response would be:
Public communication is
pervasive in contemporary
American society.
b.

Students should become aware of
how public communication is a
regular part of their daily lives.
Have students list instances of
public communication to which they
are exposed during a typical day'.
Common instances which they -might
list-for this exercise would include:

Public communication is
significant in contemporary American society.

1.
,

c.

d.

Public communication
-_skzlls contribute to
personal achieVement and
success in a great number
of careers

.

The health of our communication environment as a
whole'

requires .competent

:

Match paraphrased'descriptions
of justifications for studying public communication with
key words in those justifica-

C.

Pervasiveness
Significance

e.

Career 'success

d.

Healthy communication
environment

Enjoying a local radio show
while driving to work

4.

Listening to a favorite album
While doing some'homework at
night

5.

Watching the last part of a

One of the primary goals of this
section is to start students4Ithinking about their roles as- speakers
and listeners during more inforMal and less obvious instances of
The followpublic communication.
ing activities may alert students
to the subtle influences ofyublic
communication.
1.

(c)

Hearing'afriend share a good,
story_with_a_group of students
in,the cafeteria

late night -talk show before!
going to bed

tions.

b.

Sitting in a classrobm listening to a teacher

3.

'receivers and pervaders
of public communication.
2.

Individuals in con temporary--American

society are continually addressed
through vaiious'forms
of public communica-

-

1.

Competent speakers
and listeners -can

ACtivities related to justification
for studying public communication
A.

Individual choices
are influenced by
the competing demands
public communication
makes.

Effectiveness and
-success in many jobs
depends on:public
communication competence.

.
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Write out the lyrics to five
popular songs. What_bellefF:,
attitudes, values,.liiestyles,
etc. are being portrayed?
the portrayal poSitive or
negative? Examples for analy_sis could include:the Beach
Boys' songs associated

-

2.

theiCalifornia Surf, rock musicals like "Hair," and the compositions of activists like
Joan Baez and Bob Dylan.

3.

Consider -the public communication of a popular film. To
what degree may this form_of
"entertainment" be transmitting
a set of values, beliefs, and
attitudes?- Examples for
analysis would include "Catch-

22i" "One Flexerthe Cucoo's

tries.

Have students describe ways in,
which at least three public.communication skills contribute to a
healthy communication environment._
The following suggest possibilities:

E.

"t

:Nest," and "TA? Deerhunter."
3.,

Consider the appropriate listener responsibilities when
watching a favorite television
Trogram. What are the explicit
and implicit messages of very
successful shows like

1.

"M:AS.H;" "The Waltons," and
"Little House on the Prairie?"
What valuesi beliefs, attitudes,
or behavior may be encouraged?
D.

Lawyers require competence in
Rublic communication skills
both in and out of -the courtroom-situation. In court they
need to be.able to present
positions 4early_and per-

2:

Students could explain how senders and receivers who under-.
stand the nature of public
speaking settings contribute
to a healthy communication
environment.

3.

Students could explain how
senders and receivers who:_
understand methods of amplification contribute to a
healthy communication environment;

s

III.

suasively to -the judge -and
Outside
members -of the -jury.

of th9 courtroom they need to
be able to prepare documents_
and transact legal business in

Activities related to guidelines for
effective public communication.
A.

tp,ways. that will reach a variety

of audiences. _Successful
lawyers are also good listeners.
2.

Students could describe how
senders and receivers' trained
in the qualities of effective
language -use contribute to a
healthy communication environment:

Have students describe how public
communication skills contribute to
success in at.leaSt three careers.
This is an opportunity for students
to explore several careers which
interest them._ The- following
suggest possibilities:
1.

Orplomats-must be able to present the positions of their
governments in many_forms.
Their skills in explaining
and justifying actions and
,policies -need to be especially
well developed. They also
must have communication skills
that allow them to understand
.the positions of other Coun-

Teachers require competence in
public communication skills.
They need -to be able to present ideas and materials in
ways that students can underThey also need to be
stand.
able to counsel individual
students and confer with all
those interested in the
educational process.

Before advancing to more chqllenging activitiesithe teacher may wish
to check student understanding of
ba4c ideasifromlthe content outline. -Teachers may ask students
working individually or in small
gr8ups to:
1.

List four guidelines for
responsible speakers and four
guidelines for responsible
listeners in public communica7
A sample response would
tion.
be:
a.

10
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Responsible speakers
1.)

Are well informed

2.)

Respect receivers

3.)

4.)

b.

then conclusions

Possess relevant knowledge aboutthe topic.

Acc ptresponsibility

.LSO not- prejudge a speaker

for what they say

based on clothing, Hair
style or assiimed character.

Present grounds for

Za)

Responsible listeners
(d)

1.)

Prepare to concen-.
trate on the message

2.)

Eliminate or reduce
any distractions

3.)

Prevent premature
dismissal of a topic
and/or speaker

4.)a -Apply critical listening skills to -the
message while reserving final judgment.
2.

Match paraphrased descriptions
\of guidelines:for responsible
speakers and- listeners -with key

ords in those guidelines.

Key words in guidelines

)

DO_

4

Be ready to share information about the sources
that support your position.

Be ready to direct attention to the message.
Treat listeners-as-youwould wish to be treated
if you were a member of
an audience.

Several public communicatiop situations are briefly described below.
In each case students working
individually or in small grolips
are to accomplish three tasks.

Student's shouldfirstdetermine
whether or not the,situation represents a communication problem-.
If there is -not a problem, students
should write "none'! in the space
Secondly, if a, prob7
provided.
lem,exists students should identify
whether it is primarily "speaker
caused" or "listener caused" due
to a failure to meet important
responsibilities. Third andfinally;_if students_have identified problemS, they should specify
which speaker or listener responsi-

A.

-Informed

b.

Respect receivers

c.

Accept responSibilityi

d.

./tresAk grounds

e.

Prepare to concentrate

bility has not been met',

f.

Eliminate distractions

1.

g.

Prevent dismissal

h.

Apply critical listening

skills

Paraphrdted descriptions
(h) .Reflect,critically on
the Message.
(c)

Be accountable and
answerable-for the
message:

(f)

Remove or reduce
obstacles which might
prevent understanding
of the message.

.aistener
caused
failure to
prepare__
physically
and men--

Lisais_attending a meeting of
the Youth Group
at church_toShe takes
night.
a\chair at the
back of the room
behind a column

tally to
concentrate
`-'41p,s soon as the
on the
guest speaker
M4S-0-age-1-

begins., she 'slumps

down in her chair
and starts to read
a pamphlet she
brought along
about a,nearby resort spot.

\
2.

(-speaker

failure to
present the
grounds
upon-which
conrIusions
are based)

A citizen protesting_the_building of a nuclear
power plant claims
that the power
company plans to

songsiabout race
telatienS,Lthe
environment, and
world peace; }en
thinks the musical
artist looks, like
a bUM,iand he can'

increase- the -size

of its facility
each year until
it eventually controls an area
five times the
presently proposed site. The
citizen gives no

not- believe his

friends want to

hear anyone who
looks'like that.
He goes back'home.

hint dsitohow
She arrived at
her prediction;
.

4.

5.

(none)

tSpeaket
caused
failure to
be well
informed
on the
subject)

(listener
cauSedi-_
premature
dismissal
of the

Therhigh school
principal is
talkihg to students about the
problem of vandalism at school
over the public
address system
during a homeroom
meeting.
John
asks his friends
to be quiet so he
can hear what
action the
principal plans
to take.

(speaker
caused
failure to
accept
responsi-

Two weeks ago
star professional
basketball player

bi-fitty for

vised- interview-

what was

that several of
his teammates
were_using_ille-

'said)

claimedin a
nationally tele-

01 drugs before
big games.
Now
one of the teammates he mentioned
is -suing him_for
defamatioh of

character_ The
star now denies
that he-ever made'
any_charges and is
asking everyone to
,orget the whole
thing.

A candidate for

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT

school--board has

been urging that
property taxes be
raised to better
finance community
schools:- When
asked about the
recent history
and current
rate-of taxation
for the city,_
the speaker is
unable to reply.

I.

A unit -test -may be constructed to

evaluate student understanding of_basic
terms and concepts.
Items that could
be included in the test to check understanding at recall and comprehension
levels would ask students to:
List three distinguishing features
of public communication
B.

Match- three- paraphrased descriptions
of distinguishing features of public
communicatZOn with those features

C.

List four justifications for studying public communi ation.

D.

Match four paraphrased descriptions

Ken has gone to
the art _fair in

the park with
pome friends.

His friends also
want -to hear a

of justificatiovfor studying public

popular musician
Who is at the
fair.
The singer
is famous for his

communication withl key words in those
justifications
12

II.

E.

List_four_guidelines for responsible speakers and four guidelines
for responsible listeners

F.

Match paraphrased descriptions of
guidelines for responsible speakers
and,Jisteners with key words in
those guidelines

C.

Evaluate student analyses of subtle
influences of public communication,
in more informal and NAss obvious
instances

:Ole of tI'e work prepared in the learn-

D.

Evaluate student desci-iptions of
how public communication skills
.contribute to success in at,least

Collect and ,score student lits of
common instances of public communication in their lives

ing activities may befevaluated. For
example, the teacher n y choose to:

three, careers

A.

Collect and score student efforts:,
to determine whether particular
instances qualify as pUblic communication

E.-

Evaluate student descriptions
ways in which at least three public
communication skills contribute to
a healthy communication environment
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UNIT TWO
DELIVERY

!ii

U

Focusing_opn delivery early in the course

anoWs all students the opportunity to experi...from the fact we understand numbers
of things, and its expression is often
equivalent to all the words we could
use.'

ment and practice with -their own special
talents.
While participating in a series of:
exercises designed to develop delivery skills,

students are0_n effecti presenting a:number
of mini-speedhes.
Later speaking assignments
build -on these mini-experiences by providing
more -§ormal and disciplined practice -in the
combined aspects of vocal and physical
delivery.

Quintilian
Institutes of Oratory

Quintilian's observation aboutthesignificance of- facial--expression- highlights the

importance of delivery as speakers transmit
messages to receivers. The study of delivery will be_c>f value td students both as
speakers and listeners.
Sound Instruction
in_delivery should enable students to complement and reinforce their verbal messages
while avoiding behaViors that could distract,_confuse, or irritate receivers.
Sound instruction in delivery should also
make students more, sensitive to nonverbal
clues so they may more readily interpret
messages.

It is the goal of this unit to develop
student awareness -of and skill in the many
aspects ofdeliveryiwhich make significant
contributions to the effective sending and
receiving of public messages. The first
part of this chapter reminds students of the
broad variables that operate in pubfl.speling s 111 ings. The second part focuses
on t the type
of delivery that are available
to speakers. The third section is concerned
with the aspects of vocal delivery. The
fourth part offers suggestions -for the use
of the various aspects of physical delivery.

But sound instruction in delivery is not
always provided;in the secondary schObl
speech ciassroOr Delivery -is slighted
for a variety of faulty reasons.
Some
believe that "average" students do not
need anV instruction in delivery. If
a- severe problem comes along, the speech
clinician can be called,in to -work
individually with the student. Others
believe that with attention given to the
joy:and excitement of communicating ideas,
delivery will take care of itself..

When using this unit, teachers should allow
sufficient time forstudents to master the
aspects of vocal and--physical- delivery presented.
Lasting improvement in student
skills is more likely .if delivery receives
focused attention here. _Reinforcement then
takes place throughout the course. Teachers
should also be -aware of the get-acquainted
function that may be served by the 'exlercises.
Students will be working in silvan gelips
sharing_ information about their interestsi
activities, and plans. At the conclusion

Finally,_delivery_may_be_rilentioned_at

the cognitive level without providing a
series of graduated exercises contributing
to skill development. As a result, there'
is- little or no improvement in the vocal

of this unit, students should feel more
confident about their vocal and physical
.delivery skills and reassured about the
nature of the_speech classroom as a
positive setting for the delivery of
future speeches.

and_physical_abilityofstUdents_to deliver messages; These approaches share
the common fault of assuming that students
are confident and competent in skills requited fbr the effective transmission and
reception of public messages- This
assumption can lead to disappointing
speeches from the perspective of both
studentsand teachers. If students are
faulted for lacking skills that were
never directly taught, they justifiably
feel frustrated and unfairly criticized;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
I.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR
PUBLIC SPEAKING SETTINGS
A.

The student will be able to name
two aspects of the public -peaking
setting that influence communication.

15

;

B.

The student will be able to match
two aspects_of_the public speaking
setting with descriptions of those

III.

aspects.
C.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR ASPECTS
OF VOCAL DELIVERY
A.

Given descriptions of sample public
speaking situations, the student
will be able to identify the aspect

The student will be able to name
four aspects of vocal_delivery behavior involved in public Speaking.

The student Will be able to match
four aspects of vocal delivery
behavior with descriptions of
those aspects.

ofd -the setting that might hinder
effective communication..
The student- will -be -able to analyze

public speaking settings from the
perspectives of spatial relationships and physical conditions.
The stUdent will be able to adapt
.spatial relationships and physical?
Conditions'to promote more effective communication..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR *PES OF
DELIVERY

C.

The student will be able to identify the aspect of vocal behavior
violated in sample instances.

D.

The student will be able to
analyze the vocal; behavior of
speakers from the perspective Of
the four aspects 'studied.

E.

The Student will- demonstrate
variety in volume; time,, quality
and pitch ih specified communication situations.

4

he student will'be able to name
four types of delivery used for
public_ speaking.
B;

C.

IV.

The student will be able to match
four types of delivery with descriptions of those methods

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR ASPECTS
OF PHYSICAL DELIVERY
A.

The student will .be able to name
five aspects of physical behayior
related to public speaking.

B.

The student will be;able tit. match
'five aspects_of physical deliNiery
behavior with descriptibnS of
those aspects.

Given descriptions -of- sample

public speakkig situations; the
student will be able to identify
the types_oi\delivery that would
most'likely be used in the situations.
D.

Mb

The student will be able to identif the-aspect of physical de- _.
livery behavior violated in sample
situations.

The student will be able tojidentify, from the public speakingjle/
she is jexpOsed to in the period of
a few days; e),,camp4.es of at least.,

three of the four types of de-

,

livery.
E.

Given demonstrations-of the various

The student will be able to analyze
the physical delivery behaviors -of
speakers from the persPective of
the five aspects studied.

types_ of- delivery, the- student

will be able to analyze the
demonstrations from the perspective of the advantage and disadvantages of each methOd.

E

.

P.. The - student will be able to create
four thirty-second to two-minute
talks using'the methods of manuscript, memorized, extemporaneous,
and impromptu delivery.

The student will be able to use
appropriate variety in general
appearance, facial expression, eye
contact, gesture and bbdily movement in specified communication
situations.

CONTENT OUTLINET.
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There ,Ire two e:;pe(-killy impbrLant_

aspects of the public

-setting
that influence -the- speaker's delivery:

it as aryindication that the c,

spatial relationshipsnd physical

If the attempt to reduce interpersonaldistance is accompanied
by additional positive clues such
as smiAing, the listeners will

speakeri.S._intereSted and intent.3

conditions.
akers should..seek to maintain

A.

pei-ceive the speaker as being
friendfy and concerned.

sPat-j,a1- _relationa-hips that are

physically and psychologically
4womfortable and appropriate.

)
3.

1.
4

Speakers' delivery behavior
can influence-perceived interpersonal distance in foUr key
ways:2
a.

The amount of direct eye
contact maintained With an
audience will- affect perceived_interpersonal distance-":"
(Increased:eye
contact will result in a
reduction in perceivd
interpersonal distance and
vice versa.)

.4.

and their own delivery behavior to
evoke the nature and degree of
audience involvement desired. For

The body orientations_
speakers adopt can influ-

example:

encerceiVed interperson-

a.

Speakers may speak without
lecteri)s, tables, or platforms
separating them from their
audiences.

b.

Speakers May arrange the seating of, the audience in_a semicircle to increase direct eye
contact and body orientation
to more people.

The amount of measurable
physical distancip speakers
maintain between them. elves
and an audience will
feet
perceived interpersonal
distance.
(As the measurable distance between speakers and-listeners is reduced
there Willibe a corresponding reduction in perceived
interpersonal distanc'e
vice versa.)

d.

i

d

Whether aiiV bbjeCtS ihtee7
vene between speaker and
listeners will affect perceived interpersonal distance.
(As_speakers move
out from behind or down
from objects thatmight.
separate them from their
listeners perceived inLerwill be
per:iorhil dl:;Loriu
redUeed
.../

In general; when a speaker acts
Lo

To the:degree that speakers can
control spatial relationships in
public speaking Jituations, they
should take caret0 cr-eite interpersonal distance ConduC'ive to
effective communication,
Speakers

may beable to adapt the setting:

al distance:
(A.more
direct body orientation
will result in a. reduction
in perceived interpersonal
*distance and vice versa.)
c.

Spati 1 r()lationship$ may also
reflect status relationshIps.
In
general, persons of importance or
in .authority occupy positions above
and: in front of others.

ast,

5.

Listeners should -be sensitive to
the ways iPterpersonal space may

be used in public speakingsituaListeners_ should analyze
SPlatil relationships for possible
clues about levels of speak'er
interest arid involvement; the type
of relationship the speaker wants
to create, and possible status
differences the speaker sees in
the relOtionship.

Por example:
What might. listeners infer
from a spatial arrangement.
that pntb tlw speaker on A
podiNM hollind a Le :tern l ooking down tow,ird
G111-.it:

I

ii

intr.riwri;onal

liriterwri; wilt inLerprift

i

tit

1/1114':;
t h

1

i

L

t

i

i

out

ui l

I

L1Ri

i

f

r (An {will/id

nu wen Low.t I

thd aUdiente?

3

The physical conditions of a
public speaking environment may
also influence_the speaker's
delivery tehaVibt.

teners: should be aware of
In asking questions about :
aSpects'of.the physical setting-.
a.

'

/Indio aspects-of the-'set,
ting (e:g;; to what degree

may I bedistracted by
I.

audio interferende with

A_numbdr of specific physical
_conditions .should to consid-

t.heiSPeakersmessage?
-;WhatfUnction might that

ered..
a.

b.

c

The amount- and type of
sounds that can be heard
in the room (noisy.farts
background music; voices
overheard from an adjoining room, etc.)

ViSual aspects of the
Setting (e=g.,bo what
degree may I bedistracted
byVisua.1_,_interference?
-How may thdiSe flags and

posters be operating

The comfort and appearance of t he furniture
(hard,and straight Or'
plush and comfortable)-

this situationV
II.

Aopoaker_may choose from four typos:
of. deliverY, manUscript;:Mettory;
extemporaneous r and impromptu. 'There

Temperature may have an
infltence (extremes of
either kind could be
uncomfortable)

:

maybe some speaking occasions that
can for a combination of these types.
A.

d.

:baCkground_music be de-k'
signed" to serve?)

.

The amount and quality
of lighting (natural

The manuscript :type. oE do-liven/
involves readirig the speech from:
a complete prepared manUSCriPt.':-

light, spot- lights; or
1.

overhead flourescent
bulbS)

Thi:s'type;_iS.ospecially useful
in three speaking situations.
When the speech, is of-great importance and -the

Colors can create moods )
(dark; -rich browns;

speaker, usually someone
in a position of responsibility; wishes temake sure
that it -will noi..4,0 mismis7
understo F a manuscript
(For
is almos 11( sential.
example;' a ead of State or
ambassador might use a
manuscript.)

bright yellows; soft
blues; etc. may
influence the total
setting)
2.

'

$peakers,would'-be advised to

'adat their deliVery behaViorS
if necessary after considering
the physical conditions of the
speech setting.

This type, isalsoiusefta:_,
if'the speaker must remain
within enforced time
(For example,
.limits.
those whoi?>peak on tele:
vinioh ant radio must adhere do enforced time

Adaptations in the vocal
aspects of delivery -may be
necessary (e:g. variety to
maintain interest; increased volume to be
heard, etc.)
.

b.

Adaptation- in the physical
aspects of delivery may b(
necessary (e.q.i 'urger.
and more fryquent
to be Seen, inereaSed

limit.:.)

Anoceaslon ofqreatfor-__
Mallty or significanee;may
require poll*hod languagy
which would hive to\by_
prYparod bl2forehand_\ (POr

bodily movementi; more direct eye contact or less;

oxaffililt),

a

;IfYaker

110 eulogy for a national

etc.)

Iii

herd might use a manuScript.).

This
a.

b.

Practice aloud, to :title
.

'type has advantages.

4e.akets maydetermine
advance exactly what they

hearsal

wish to say and find_the
precise language desired.

Be very familiar with yot,4-

manuscript so you can con,'
ce-ntrate:On using the vocal
and:phySibal:aSpeetsof;
delivery behavior:

preSefitation

speakers need'not.worry
f- about suffering ft- in
memory:lapses because
the complete -text is be.'
fore them at all times.'

4

This type has many disadvan-

-

.

tages.

the speech and to listen
for awkward ot diffiCult
-phrasing;
Prefer frequent
short rehearsal periods
over one prolonged re-

Prepare the manuscript so_!itcan b read ,eaSily. Pre- ferably t's'houlaibe typewritten;
ri:Plie:spa-Fed,' with
all pages

-leatin\mibered.

Many speakers do not

jrierptetatiensmay be mark,pd'Orl.;the manuscript- -

b.

Mal-1'y speakers have

ble

important words or phrases
maybe- .underlined, vocal
'inflettions and pauses
signaled; and'chaliges in

'trou-

tryrrigto maintain_

,

:direye_contact with
the

dience8'when,

volume °noted.

1I(Ali

Teadingjroma manu- I*,
Script. 'If:thishappens;
rapport:with an audience
i

.

TheMemory type,of4dellyery intivIves

preparing. .inandscr:ipt and then !

i;.teduced
,.

A
5

meMorizing the,entire speeCh.

iSpeakerS using manuscripts
mayireStrict their movement.
The speaker may
feel- encumbered by the
manuscript and never move
out from behind the lectern to establish more
persOnal contal with the
audience. "s\

1.

Therilemorizedspeech:is useful

foishort,speecheswhen the
speaker wants -to- stressisin,2

cerity and the impression of
spontaneity while; at the
same time, giving careful
attention to the-4language-and
organization of the speech.
2.

d.

The use of a manuscript
makes aud*ence adaptatiOn difficult. The
:speeCh may take on a
"canned" flavor rather
than aPpeat to be a live
c011Municative transaction

The memorized speech has most
Of the adyantages of the manuscript speech...It allows for:
a

Timing to stay within
limits

b.

Catcall choice of langu-

hAween speaker and

.

age

audience,
el-

c.

Considerable polishing

d.

A smooth presentation, if
properly memorized

A

peaker planning to use,the
manuscript type of delivery
.should consider the following
suggestions.

type Jias several dsadvan-

3.

Wri.te the f',1)e(2C:11 i n

-

1'

oi

LOgeti

style remembering that it.
Wi 1 I be raid aloud
19
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4

regitired, time limits are
rigidly enfOrced, or t}10
Use of note:; might be interpreted as a lack of sincerity.

The time required to memorize a speech can be a disadvantage. Memorizing even
a short speech can be a
long and ardUOUS task for
many people.
U.

b.

4.

Many people have difficulty
speaking naturally and conversationally when reciting_
MeMbrized_
frOM memory,.
speeches are only common
in the theatre, and it may
take a skilled actor to
make a smooth presentation.

t;

There is a_danger of forgetting part of the message
and never being able to regain Composure.

d

The memory method also
hinders adaptation of content to audienCe during
the speech.

2.

The advantd4OS of this type; for
the majority of speakers; arc
many;
a.

c.

suggest -ions a throUgh c

Under U8ing_a manuscript
apply here as well.
3.

Be sure you memorize=
thoroughly far enough in
advance of the time you
will be delivering your
speech.

COncentrate on the sense
Or meaning or your-message
and -do not panic if memory
lapse occurs. Pause to
gather your thoughts and
continue trying to convey
the sense of what you

The extemporaneous type requires
extensive advance:study, careful
organization of the speech, preparation of an-outline or notes,
practice; and presentation using
only an outline or set of notes.

a

The research; outlining,
and practice required may
take a great deal of time.

b.

This type may result in
thecareleSS and dUll use
Of language.

c.

Nonfluencies and vocalized
pauses may distract from
the speaker's idedS.

d.

The novice speaker may not
yet trust his or her ability
and may feel lost without a
manuscript or memorized
speech.

e.

1.

If the speaker makes proper
use of notes or an outline,
movement and gesture are
not inhibited.

Some disadvantages may be
associated with this type.

Mean.
C.

Eye contact is more easily
maintained thus Contribut
ing to a more personal
style.

d.

b.

The speaker can remain
fleXible and continually
adapt the message to the
audience.
.Naturalness and spontaneity
are encouraged.

A speaker planning to use the
memory type should consider
the following suggestions.
a.

Normally a skillfdl Speaker
with earofuliproparatioh
can use the extemporaneous
type effectively even when
the aboVe conditions apply.

15.1q4akers may refer to their

notes or outline constantly.
When this haPpens the

This type is useful on most
OceaSiOnS.

crucial link -of -eye. contact
a;

between sender and receiver
is lost;

It may be inappropriate
where a very precise statement of one's message is
20
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A__speaker planning to use the
extemporaneous type could profit from the following sugges-

a.

Remember that audience
expectations are reduced;
consegUently, you do not
have to match the polish s_
of a Presidential Inaugural
Addr(,..

b.

PO brief. Concentrate on
two or three aspects of
the topic that you aro most
familiar with'and avoid

tions.
a.

b.

Keep notes or outline simple and brief;
Make sure
they are legible.
It is helpful to write
notes on only one side of
small notecards.

digresions.

Practice the speech often
and aloud.
.

c:

The impromptu type of delivery
involves delivering the speech
without any advance preparation.
1.

There are many occasions where
the speaker is required to use
this type;

III.

Many conversations may be
thought of as nothing more
than a series of short,
impromptu talks.
b.

A person may decide, without advance preparation,
to get involved in a
discussion or debate.

2.

The vocal aspects of delivery are important in that they are responsible
for bringing the speaker's message to
the ears of listeners. The most
eloquently worded, well organized
carefully supported; and thoughtful
text may have little impact if the
speaker's voice fails to convey the
intended message.
A.

A person may be asked without any advance notice to
give an opinion or provide
some information.

Remember the, principles of
good organization no your
remarks are structured to
include the sense of an
introductioni bodyi and
conclusion.

Volume is a controllable aspect of
vocal delivery.
1.

The process of making a vocal
sound begins with the exhalation of air from the lungs;

When air is expelled from
the lungs with force and
intensity the vocal folds
are caused to vibrate
vigorously and a loud
sound strikes the ear.

The advantage of the impromptu
type is that it results in
spontaneous and Conversational
delivery;

3. 'This type has many disadvantages.
a.

b.

4;

b:

It -does not permit the
speaker to carefully -consider his/her subject, ;'
ideas, supporting materials, organization,
style, or delivery in
advance;

When the_amount and force
of air expelled from the
lungs is reducedi.the impact of the air against the
vocal folds is decreased
and a_softer sound strikeS
the ear;

2.

It allows no time for
practice.

Difficulties -may occur with
regard to volume control.
a;

Some suggestions may help the
impromptu speaker;
21

Insufficient volume or
excessive volume can be
troubleSome.
When the
message cannot be heardi

a.

everyone's. time is wasted
no matter how valuable the
ideas might be. When
volume -is so_great as to
cause discomfort to
listeners, ideas may be
denied a clear and favorable reception.

may ::imply. b' too Cast for

listeners to grasp what is
being said: Speakers new
to the public speaking_
situation may especially
suffer from a hurried rate
as a result of nervousness
or anxiety. Speakers may
also speak too slow to hold
listeners' attention and
interest.

.

b.

3;

Lack of variation in
volume can cause proBoredom may set
blems;
in and listeners may be
confused since lack of
emphasis Makes all ideas
seem equally important;

The speaker who maintains
sufficient volume for the
size of the room apd the
audience can be heard
clearly without assaulting
the liSteners' ears.

b;

Proper variation in
volume can emphasize certain ideas, help build
to climactic points_in the
speech, and reinforce
transitions in the text.
Proper flexibility can
help a speaker maintain
audience interest as

3.

Time is a controllable aspect of
vocal delivery.

c.

There may not be_sufficient
variety in the timing of
vocal delivery. The result
may be an audience lulled
A metronomic
to sleep;
type of delivery may also
confuse listeners as all
ideas seem to be given
equal importance.

Control of timing can improve
the vocal delivery of public

a;

It may be helpful to begin
at a deliberately slow_
pace because many speakers
have a tendency to accelerate their delivery as they
progress. Speakers may
check the timing of their
delivery by recording and
listening to themselves.

b.

EXcessive vocalized pauses
The
should be avoided.
most efficient use of
pauses takes place when
they are used to allow the
speaker to breathe, to
allow the speaker to think
about ideas before proceeding, and to allow the
audience time to graSp what

The time relationships among
sounds uttered in speaking
are_composed of three
aspects:
.

2.

Often effective use is not
made of pauses._ _Thosein
the public speakinu situation may fear pauses-so
they move to fill them
with nonfluencies like
"er" and "uh" that distract
from what_is being said.
Such nonfluences can damage
the speaker's image.

speeches.

Well.

1.

b;

Proper volume control can benefit both listeners and speakers.
a.

Duration is the length
Of time any given sound
is made to last.

b.

Rate is the number of
words spoken per minute.

c.

Pause is the silence
between words.

The timing bf delivery

There may be_problemS with
the timing of vocal delivery;
22
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has been said before moving on;
Silence is not
bad: The trained speakeriuses pauses effectively
and aVoidS meaningless
sound connectives.
c.

3.

Variations in vocal quality
may add interest to public
Speeches. There_ may also be
times 'when the ability to
imitate or create particular_

Timing needs to be varied
to maintain audience interest.
The speaker who
Can use timing well can
hold audience attention,
stress important points,
and create dramatic
effects.

.

vocal qualities aids in setting
mood, developing character, or
evoking laughter.
D.

Quality is a controllable aspect
of vocal delivery;
1.

speaker's personality
.baSed on vocal .characteriStiC8 alone.

Pitch is a controllable aspect of
vocal delivery.
1.

Pitch is_determined by the
number of vibrations made per
second by the vocal folds.

Each person's voice,quality
is unique.

Using muscles in the larynx,

a speakercontrols the
a;

b:

t_

An individual's voice
quality is determined by
the size, shape and texture of the mouth, nose,
and pnatynk which alter
and modify the quality of
sound produced by the
vocal chords.

lengthiand tension -of the
vocal folds to prOdUce
variations in pitch;
b.

TOMS such as "vibrant,"
"harsh.," "shrill,"
"husky,
"nasal," and

"hard" describe some of
the ways listeners may
perceive voice quality.

2.

Problems related to pitch may
occur.
a.

2.

Problems may occur when people
make inaccurate associations
betWeen vocal characteristics
and personality stereotypes.4
For example:
a.

Audiencesimay interpret
monotony in pitch as disinterest and lack of involvement on the part of
the speaker.

Nasality in males and
diAted with a wide array
of socially- undesirable
characteristics.;

c.

If the same pitch is main-'
tained threUghbut a speech,
the audience may lose interest.

'females isoftenasso-

b.

The greater the tension
the faster the vocal folds
vibrate and the higher the
pitch;
The more relaxed
the vocal folds, the slower
they vibrate and the lower
the pitch.

3.

A flatness in vocal
qUality for males and
females is often associated with more masculine more sluggish
'
colder, and more_withdraWn perSOnalities.

Suggestions for iMproVeMent in
the use of pitch may be offered.
a.

Speakers should attempt t6
extend their range of
pitch. Pitch changes may
serve to- emphasize- ideas,

aid smooth transitions;
and convey interest and
involvement in the message.

The critical listener
does not jump to any
conclusions about the

b;
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RepetitiOuS pitch patterns
should be avoided; Pitch

variation may be used to
acid interest and convey
the complexities of the
message.

b.

The physical aspects of delivery include general appearance, facial
expression, eye contact, gesture, and
bodily movement.
A.

The general appearance of the
speaker can be an important
element of physical delivery in
the public situation.

sented.
B.

1.

Research suggests some interesting things about those
parts of a person's general
appearance that are more
physically fixed;
a.

b;

c.

Facial expression is a key aspect
of physical delivery.
1.

Some experimental re-,
search suggests, that bbth
males and females are more
likely -to be persuaded by
"attractive" members of
the opposite sex than they
are_by "unattractive"
members.5

Audiences read facial expression to form impressions about
the speaker's attitude toward
them, toward himself or herself, and toward the subject
matter.

2;

One study concludes that
listeners are flattered
when an attractive speaker tries to persuade them,
but -react negatively when
an unattractive speaker
does the same.6

Facial expression should be
consistent with and reinforce
'ideas and_emotionsLbeing con(For example,
veyed verbally.
excitement and_enthusiasm
should be registered in the
face as well as in the voice
and words.)
Generally, facial expression
should be animated and alive.
An expressionless face may dull
enthusiasm or be taken as a sign
of lack of involvement.

Receivers should be aware
of -such tendencies and
remind themselves to base
their decisions about

Eye contact is an important aspect
of physical delivery.

speakers on_ more_ relevant

1.

and rational factors.

Matters of dress and grooming
are open to personal choice
so listeners are likely to
make inferences about speakers
based on these factors.
a;

Generalizations will be
dtawn based on personal
appearance,and_speakers
should be prepared to
accept the consequences.
Speakers should be groomed
and dteSSed in a manner
appropriate to the audience
It is usually
and occasion;
best not to distract through
one's general appearance
fkOm the ideas being pre-

People consider direct, eyeto-eye contact when-attempting
to determine whether a speaker
Those
is sincere and honest.
who avoid eye contact are not
necessarily dishonest, but
negative inferences may be
drawn which damage speaker
credibility. This will vary
with cultural norms.

\

Listeners should ask themselvesi first, whabis
being communicated by
dress and grooming and,
second, whether it is
relevant to any decision
about the speaker's com7
petence_or overall credibility in the matter at
hand

2.

24

Avoidance of direct eye- contact
may increase the interpersonal
distance between speaker and
listener. When not included in
the speaker's eye contact, receivers may feel leSs important
and less involved in the communicative transaction. They

may "wander off" both mentally
and physically.

1.

3./ Speakers should register their
commitment to audiences by
looking directly at them. In
smaller groups this can mean
establishing_eye contact with
every individual.
In larger
groups this may mean including all sections of the
audience by focusing on particular people within sections
before moving on.

Movem nt to the designated
speaking area and back to your
seat is an important detail of
body movement.
Walk to the designated -area
with firmness and poise'
conveying the impression

a.

that you are preparedand
welcome the opportunity to
speak.
Do not begin your
speech until you have
reached the designated
speaking area.

.

4.

D;

Direct eye contact with an
audience can provide valuable
information about responses
to the message. The wise
speakA_will process this
feedback and make adjustments
in the message and its
delivery as necessary.

Gestures are primarily movements of the hands or arms.

2.

Gestures are of two main
types:?
a.

b.

3.

E.

cluded with a sense of
finafity at the lecturn
should you- return to your
seat quietly and deliberately;
2.

Speakers should positibn themselves so as to facilitate
movement. They should adopt
postures -and stances that allow
free movement during the presentation of the message.

3.

Movement should always be purposeful. Movement isia factor
of attention so the speaker
should take care to see that
the attention gained is favorable.
Meaningless movement can
distratt; irritate; or confuse
an audience;

Gesture is an important part of
physical delivery;
1.

Only -after you -have con-

b.

Descriptive gestures aid
in illustrating a speaker's
They complement the
ideas.
verbal message by showing
direction, movement; size,
number, shape, etc.
(For
example, the words, "There
it -is," accquanied by -pointing sgras direction.)

4.

Implicative gestures imply
feelings or attitudes.
They can often be given
rather precise verbal
definitions because of
their conventional meanings.
(For example, the
"V sign" may stand for
peace or victory.)

Speakers should strive to use
a variety of natural, appropriate, spontaneous, codrdinated,
and complete gestures.

Movement may convey meaning to
complement and reinforce the
verbal message.
a;

Movement toward an audience
can convey the urgency or
significance of an idea.

b.

Movement away from an
audience can signal that
the audience should ponder
and assimiliate the most
recently uttered remarks
before moving on.

c.

Movement to either side
may signal a transition
from one point to the
other.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Movement of the total body is an
aspect of physical delivery.

I.
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Activities related to the public
speaking setting

A.

Before attempting more difficult

2.

exercises, the teacher- -may-wish

to check student understanding
of the basic concepts-in the
content outline. The teacher
may ask students (working individually or in groups) to:
1.

(Spatial
relationships)

Name two important aspects
of the public_ speaking setting
likely to influence the
:speaker's delivery.
A sample answer would be:
a.

Spatial relationship§

b.

Physical conditions

3.

(Spatial
relationships)

(Either order is acceptable)
2.

Match the aspects of the public
speaking setting-with- descriptions of those aspects;
a.

b.

Factors such
(Physical
conditions) as temperature,-color,
and-lighting
may influence deliverY.
a
relation-

listent es-

ships)

tablish_.nterpersonal distances that
are physically
and psychologically
comfortable
and-appropriate;

AV'

Many audience
members are beginning to wonder if the
speaker even
knows they are.
She
there.
hasn't looked
up from her
manuscript for
More_than_thirty
seconds in the
fifteen minutes
she has been
speaking.

4.

(Physical
conditions)

The speaker had
not realized that
light coming
through the sky light-would -make

Speakers and

(Spatial

People sqated in
the first four
rows_feel like
the speaker is
bullying them.
Only four feet
separates them
from a speaker
who frequently
moves vigorously
toward the
audience.

it difficult to
show his movie.
5.

(Spatial
relationshtpq)

Audience meMbers
resent-the-senseof superiority the
speaker conveys4by
speaking- from a

raised platform at
the front of the
room.

B.

Students should identify the aspect
of the public speaking setting
that may hinder effective communication in-each-of the following
Choices include:
situations;
spatial relationships and physical
conditions.

6.

(Physical
conditions)

The air conditioner has broken
dOWn on one of
the hottest and
most humid days
of the summer.

Theonesmall
1.

(Physical(nnditio s)

Extremely soft,
padded chairs invite total relaxation and some
listeners are
even dozing off.

window does not
offer -any breeze.

Listeners are beginning to wilt
from the heat.
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C.

Working individually_or in small
groups, students shouldbondUct a
thorough examination of at least
four public speaking settings;
These may be in the school or
the larger community. Diagrams
should be prepared. Students
ShbUld analyze the settings from
the perspective_of desirable_and_
undesirable spatial relationships
and physical conditions for
public speaking. _Student
analyses may be the subjects for
short talks to the rest of the

b.

script.

(Extemporaneous)

II.

the exact language to be used.

Working in groups of_four or
fiVe, StUdentS ShbUld adapt the
classroom, or a room assigned by
the teacher; to make it most
appropriate for speeches to be
All students
given to_the class.
in the class may speak brieflY to
the class from the rostrum to
experience the new arrangement.

d.

B.

Activities related to types of de-

liver
A.

Students.' understanding of the
basic concepts should be chetked
before moving on to more difficult aiirvities. Theiteacher may
ask thOWStUdentS WOrking individually or in small groups to
1.

(Manu7
script)

1.

(Extetporaneous)-

Denise is given
until the end of
next week to prepare a short oral
report to the rest
Of the class aboUt
her recent trip to
San Francisco;

2.

(Memory)

Linda knows well in
adVance that she will
be giving a short invocation at the
Senior Class break-

A sample response would be:
Manuscript

Memory

c.

Extemporaneous

d.

Impromptu

The entire
speech_is composed befbre
presentation
and then read
to the
audience.

Students should identify- the -ype
of delivery most likely to e used
in theifollowing public spe king
situations. There' is_one best
answer, but-,a discuSsion could
center -on -the advantwes and
disadvantages of each type given
the situation.

Name four types of
delivery used in public
speaking.

b.

The speaker
carefully prepares the mesage except -for

class;
D.

The speech is
written out
and
beforehand
then spoken
without the use
of notes, outline, or manu-

(Memory)

fast.
3.

(Any order is acceptable;)
2.

4ZMpOmp Fred unexpectedly
tu)

receives an award at
the Band Banquet and )
is asked to say a
few words.

(Manuscript)

The President of_
the United States
is delivering the
State of the Union
Message.

Match:the types of delivery
with descriptionS of thoSe
MethOdS
4.

a.

(Impromptu)

The speaker has
no time for
advance Prepara
tion.
27

5.

(Extempp.-;- Sarah will be a
raneous)
delegate from the

speech classroom.
After students
have identified the samples, they
may_bc asked to gryc short talks
explaining the advantages and
disadvantages of the types for the
different situations.

Soviet Union to the
Model United. Nations
General Assembly"
She
next month;

will be responsible for presenting
the basic Soviet
position on nuclear
disarmament, but
she will have to
adapt her talk to
the statements of
speakers who precede her.
6.

(Impromp-

rul-

Dig The teacher should arrange for
demonstrations of the various types
of delivery for students to analyze.
If the school has a_forensics program; members of the team maY be
asked to visit the class to present
examples of the different methods.
The teacher may also wish to invite
guests from groups like ToatMasters
to visit as well.

Aft p. practice one

aftrnoon a group

E.

of boys are talking about Larry's
decision to quit
the football
team.
Larry hadn't
planned terprovide any'explanation, but now he
decides to tell
them a few of his
reasons.
7.

(Manuscript)

Students should create four thirtysecond to two-minute talks using
types of manuscript, memorized,
extemporaneous, and impromptu
delivery.

III.

Activities relacted to aspects of vocal
'delivery
A.

Tom has been
given exactly
eight minutes on
a local television
program_to detail
the operations of
the Big Brothers
Organization over
the past two years.

It is advisable to cheek student
undarstanding of the key concepts
in the content outline before
attempting more difficult activities

In order to insure .students'

grasp of the core terMs; teachers
may ask_students individually or
in small groups to:
l.

Name four aspects of vocal
delivery behavior involved in
public speaking.
A sample response would be:

8.

(Memory)

Susan's volunteer
work at the county
hospital will be
ending tomorrow
night, and she
knows her group
plans to give her
a little party and
a gift.
She wants
to say something

2.

special about -the

fun she has had and
the kindness she
has felt.

a.

Volume

b.

Time

c.

Quality

d.-

Pitch

MatCh four aspects df vocal
delivery with descriptions of
those aspects;
(Pitch)

Over a period of three or four
days; students should be asked to_
identify samples of at least three
of the four, types of delivery from
their experiences outside the
28
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Variatidns occur
when the vocal
folds are
tightened or
relaxed.

(Volume)

c.

d.

Whether the
sound is loud
or soft depends on the
quantity and
force of air
striking the
vocal folds;

After Toni's last

G.

speech, you wonder

if the is Lone deaf
or,very unsure of
herself.
(Quality)

7.

in Bobs ghost story
muddled together.
honestly couldn'ttell when he_was

Pauses for
breathing and
emphasis affect
the rate of
delivery.

(Time)

(Quality)

the prince, the old
witch; or the ogre."

You take pride
in your husky

8.

(Time)

ability to
recognize
friends' voices
over the phone.

thought her talk out
a little more carefully before trying
to deliver it."
C.

Students should analyze the vocal
behavior of various people.

tions.
(Quality)

"It really burns me
When people_say_'you
know' all the time.

IwishISuehad

Working individually or in small
groups,students should identify7
the_d§pect of vocal delivery being
violated in the felloWing situa-

1.

stddentS may analyze the vocal
behavior of one or two classmates during short talks about
favorite types of music.

A speaker, attempting to mimic Grouch°

Mark,Sbunds more
like Don Meredith;

2.

Stddents could record, liSten

toLand analyze thevotl,be(Volume)

2.

'

3.

AO

(Pitch)
c-

Sitting in the back
of the classroom,
you fihd it diffi=
cult to hear the
speaker;

havior of various people on
local and national radio. For
example
Newscasters -- during regU-

11$1y scheduled news and
reading emergency or
special bulletins.

The speaker was
trying to build
suspense;:but
every sentence
followed the same
pattern of inflection.?

b.

Sportscasters -- regularly

scheduled reports and
during play by play reporting of a sports contest.

4.

(Time)

Joe's speech took.
him'ten minutes to
deliver at hoMti
but he rushed_
through in only six
minutes in class.

c.

(Volume)

Disc JockeyS-transitions
betweenrecords, interviewing uests, or while advertising

d.
5.

I

tryingto talk like

Vbice_andyour

B.

"All the charaeterS

"Mr. Dane must have
been a drill Sargent
before coming here.

roducts.

Talk show hosts or moderators--during
panel dis_
_
cussions or call-in programs.

He shouts- -out his

assignments like he
is addressing a
platoon.w

e;
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panels
Guests--people
or those who ca'l in.

f.

"After this, our work wip

Commercial onnouncements-7'
by-national figures, local
people, owners of companies,

be &inc."

etc.

1.)

Excitement--glad to
be finally finished

2.)

Diltouragement--it is
impossible to go
further

3.)

Moderation7-merely

Religious Speakers-7.
regular Sunday broad-,
casters, spot_announcementsi and special
programsD.

;

stating a'-fact

Students should get. involved in
activities that will alltA_theM
to_experiment with and practice
the varitus vocal delivery behaviors they have studied and
analyzed.! Practice helps
students to master, and even-'..,
tuaIly feel,comfortable with,
variety in all aspects of
The exercises
vocal delivery.
that Tolima provide some oppor -.
tunities,for practice- Consult
the Sele8ted References for
additional suggestions;
1.

b.

"The National Qualifier's
from our school are Pam
Smith, Ray Nance, and
Joel Burr."
1.)

Hesitation--want to
be sure to get the
ight ones

2.)

.uspense--thiS is the
moment- everyone -has

been waiting for

Volume

3.)

Matter -of- fact -all/

this infOrmation has
'already'been announced

Working in groups of three,
students - Should communicate

the statements below using
the volume appropriate to

3.

Working in groups of three,

each situation.,
a.

b.

Quality

,,students should -try to- imitate
'the vocal qicialities associated

Telling a close friend
over dinner, "I really
enjoy being with you."

with the following characters:
a.

A very old man

b;

A ghost

tomorrow because I
have_to go to Green
Bay."

c.

A little.girl

d.

A giant

Telling a0,5141 in a
large hail With many
pepple_talKing, "If_you
Will all get_settled, we
can get started- I expect
our guest Speaker, Mr.
Nader, in just a few
minutes."

e.

A witch

Telling a small group
in,a mediuM sized room,
"We wOn't l)e meeting

c;

V

2.

Working in_groups o three,
Students should try to imitate,
the vocal qualities of the
people whose names follow.
Sample statements are provided,
although you may wish to create'
your own.

Tithe

a;

Working in groups of three,.
students should deliver the
following statements using, a
rate appropriate to the meaning and underlying emotion
indicated;
30

Steve Martin: "I'm just
a wild and crazy guy.
Let's get small. Well,
excuse me."

Barbara Walters: "I'M,
here talking with Fidel
Castro about agricultural
reform in Cuba. We have
just come batk fkoM a
tour of the countryside."

b.

Parent doubting son or
daughter's explanation for
late return from a date:
"nli

b.

c.

Humphrey Bogart:
"Stick
around sweetheart. You're
a different kind of dame."

d.

Ed Sullivan:
"With all
of those talented performers,:we've got a
really big show."

e.

Phyllis Diller:
"My
husband is a riot. Fang
is always telling me how
beautiful I alm..!

Carol Channing:
"I just
loved_ appearing in 'Hello
D011y' on Broadway.
It
was_a marvelous experience."

i.

John Wayne:
"I'll head
up a posse and go after
theni_ This looks like the
work of Bifg Ed's gang -and
they'll be riding for the
Pecos by now."

tug?

'I:adio sportscast r announcing the final e ght seconds
Of the State High School
Basketball Championship.
The score is tied as the

it up again - -no good._

Adler again on the rebound- this time it's gooth
Neenah has just won the
State Championship."
c= Aikementary_school
teacher
_
t rying.to.expIain to -some`

Paul Harvey:
"This from
Hollywood- -Paul Newman is
Suing MGM'for two million
dollars over a contract
dispute
Good day."
h.

_

crowd's favorite team
Neenah puts the ball in
plEiy,
"Jackson passes to
Smith who starts to bring
it up court
Stith almost
has it stolen by Watson.
Smith shoots and misses.
Rebound by Adler: who puts

President Jimmy Carter:
"I want an America as good
and as pure as the American
people."

f.

yes?

small children why recess
has been cancelled today:
"I know you all want to
go outside, but the weather
isn't nice enough -for us to
do.that.
Maybe we can find
something just as interesting to do in here.
Let's
all try to think of something".
IV.

ActiVities related to physical aspects
of delivery
A.

Howard_COSell:
" "These
dazzling darlings of' our
Olympic team are capable
of performing feats of
aquatic artistry that
would-make Neptune

It is desirable to check student
understanding of the essential
concepts in the content outline
before- attempting more difficult
activities._ Teachers may ask
students working individually or
in small groups to:
1.

Name five aspects of physical
deliverv'behavior related to
public speaking.

jealous."'
4.

A sample response would be:

Pitch

Working in groups of three,
students should deliver the
sentence's below with pitch
levels and pitch changes
suitable to the situation.
You may wish to create
additional sentences.

a.

General. appearance

b.

Facial expression
Eye contact

d.
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Gesture

k.

41,

e.

Bodily movement

(Eye

Speaker. fails to

contact)

notiee that several andienceimemhers are yawning and
fidgeting With their

(Any order is acceptable)
Match five aspects of physic Al
behavidr with descriptions
of thdse aspects.
(GeStU-re)-

watches,
(Gene-al
aopea

Useful aids to
the speaker trying to describe
an object or
c9nvey a parti-

Speaker-didn't fjhd_
time to' change clotheS

ancp)

from- work at the g,-11;

station before addressing the. Boy
Scout Awards Cure,

Alar idea non-

molly .

verbally,
4.
b.

(Facial

expresson4-

Emotions registered here
should be consistent with
the verbal
message.

(Gesture)

point.

(acial

Speaker shows little
emotion, but wants
audience members to
get enthused.

expression)

c.

(General
appear,ance)

Clothes and
hair style may

communicate

6:

something because,they are
matters of
choice.
(Bodily
movement)

contact)

Speaker holds up
three fingers to
signal his,seeond

facing an audience
of thirty five people,
the speaker singles
out her best friend
in the first row for
undivided attention,

(Eye

contact)

Purposeful use
of this aspect
may signal
urgency, a time
to reflect, or
the switch to a

7.

(Bodily
Audience is dismovement) tracted by the
speaker's constant

pacing:

Speaker has large
coWlick which gives
hiM a comical rook
on a serious occasion:

new topic-.

8.

(General
appear--

Audiences are
likely to make
inferences about
speaker sincerity and personal

9,
AP

(Gesture) Speaker fails to convey the route to the
hospital because of
lots of confused
pointing in several

involvement -based

on this aspect,

_

B.

Students, working individually or in
small groups should identify the
aspect of physical delivery behavior being violated in the following situations.

Speaker hesitates
(BodUy
movement) while approaching.
the platform and
delivers the conclusion while returning
to his seat.
32

dii'ections.
10.

(Facialexpresssion)

Audience members are
shocked by what they
perceive as a smile
on the speaker who
is telling_them about
the pain of cancer
treatment.

C.

Students should be given the
opportunity to analyze the physical delivery behavior Of many
people;
Possibilities include:
1:

a.

Clothe 's appropriate for

yourjob7-perhaps a unifermreguiredef all

i

employees

Analysis of their classMates'
phYsical:delivery behavior
dUringshort talks describing
their favorite television
shows or movie

e.

ClOtheS appropriate for an.
activity you participate
in--square dancing, hunting,
fishing i

etc.

Using Facial Expression
Portions of a televi
soap
opera could be watched with_
the sound turned off to analyze

Working in groups of three;
students should deliver the
f011owing phrases using suitable fatial expression.

how the characterSre conveying emotions and attitudes nonverbally.

a.
3;

Students could be Shown-isilent
movie clips and be asked to
analyze how characterizations
are done through nonverbal
means.

b.

I'm very proud of you.
represented us well.

YOu

9,00't PreSS your luck.

*his is the lat time I'm
going to -ask you to mow the
lawn every Friday;

At this point, students should be
involved in a number of activities
designed to give them a chance to
experiment with their on physical
deliVery behaviors.
Below are
some suggestions related to each
of the five aspectS presented in
the content outline. Teachers may
wish to refer to sources mentioned
in th0 Seleeted Unit References
for additional activities.

c

my best friend just got a
new TranSAM. Now we can go
to Milkaukee for the concert.
He says he can't be bothered
With us now--something about_
our not being "Mature" enough.
-

e.

We're going to miss- you:
ijkzisn your family didn't

have to move during our
1.

Using General Appearance

,Senior year.

OV
the period of a week,
stu
s should come to schedl
wearing'a variety of clothes
that are normally associated
in their minds with particular
places -or events.
Reactions
from classmates and peers iii
other classes should be noted;
What kinds of inferences do
people make_about us based on
our CletheS? Some suggestions:
a.

.

USing,Eye Contact

The ClaSS shOuld
be divided into qi-oups of three StUdents.'
Students should take turns -being
the observer in their groups

while theiother two carry on a
conversation.
At the-conclusion
Of each situation, the observer
should be prepared to comment
on the duration, frequency; and
direction of eye contact maintained during the_ interaction.
Eath student Should aiSo Share
personal reactions and feelingS
about the experience;

Clothes appropriate-for a,
Saturday night disco dance,
ferel

b.

.

Cldthes appropriate for
doing yard work around,
the house

a.

Clothes appropriate for
attending church or a
wedding
33

Students should talk about
places they would like to
visit -while maintaining
"normal" levels of eye
contact with their partners.

b.-

c.

StudentS ShbUld talk about
their-favorite_types of
music while maintaining
very direct eye contact
with their partners.

c;.

Procedure for recoiling
a hose

d.

DimensionS of some stereo
speakers you want to buy

StUdent8 ShbUld talk_about
plans after high school
While consciously avoiding
direct eye contact by
looking at the floor,

e;

Action of a hawk claiming
its prey

f.

Barber Shatpening his
blade before giving a
shave

g.

Height'of the_center on
the basketball team

h;

Floor plan of the first
floor of your house

i.

Shape of a weeping WillbW,

around the room,orata
spot -two inches over the
speaker's head.

Members of the class should be
diVided into six person groups.
StUdentS,ShOUld_take turns
being:the speaker by standing
and talking to the others
about some high school problem and what can be done
about it. '(For example, -the
parking situation; cafeteria
food; or open lunch privileges
would be possibe topics.)
a.

At firSt, speakers should
ignore the group -by avoiding direct eye contact.

b.

Speakers_ should then-try
to inclUde everyone in
theit eye contact: --If
audience members feel
left out, they should
complain by raising
their hands.

C;

4;

A bullfighter in the ring
5;

Using Implicative Gestures
Working in groups of fbUt;
studentS shOuld take turns
using implicative gestures in
such a way that other members
of the group can_identifYethe
meanings that follbW.
a;

I don't want to hear another word about it!

b.

I
I guess it's hopeleSS.
don't know where we go from

here;
c.

A--discussion should
follow that centers on
the value of eye contact
in the public speaking
situation.

business.

Using Descriptive Gestures
Working in_grogps of four,
stUdentS Shbuld:deSCtibe
objects or events through
gesture alone so that other
members of the group can
identify which of the
following is being deSetibed.

d.

Now_calt.down; Getting
upset won't solve this.

e.

You mean to tell me that'S
all you can db?
Get: out of here!

fj

a.
h.

One -two punch of a prize
fighter

Now what was her name.
if I could just think of
it--give me a minute.

h.

Folding'a sheet

We showed them we meant

T've had it with you.

You deliberJtely Vied to
protect }iOurelf.
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Hang in there. We're
going tO win thiS thing,
partner;
6.

Prior to delivetfnq their SPeeches,
students, should make any necessary
changes in the arrangement or
conditions of the room to better
accommodate their purpose and the
mood they wish to convey.

Using Bodily Movement
Working in groups of three,
students should experiment
with the types and directions
of bodily movement that might
go with the following sen-

`-INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
_

That summarizes one point
of view, but how do other
people see it? Consider
how the people living on
the north Side of town
might interpret that.
Think it over.

_

'Istructed to

Standing of basic
.tems that test
understanding at recall and abrriprehension levels would ask the student

tences.
a.

_

A unit test may be
evaluate student Or
terms and concepts.

for
A;

List two important aspects of the
public speaking- setting that are
likely to influence the'speaker'S
delivery and listeners' reactions

Consider

'howall_of us are going

Explain (in hiS/ner own Words) how
spatial relationships and phySical
conditions may influence delivery

to be affected. Do you
like what you see?

in the, public setting
c.

I can't'over emphasize
this idea.
Please pay
close attention to this
next part because it
forms the basis for
later points;

C:

List the fOUr tyPes of delivery
used in public speaking
Define (in his/her own words)
each of the four types of delivery

ACtiVitieS for the conclusion of the
unit on delivery

List four aspects of vocal delivery behavior involved in public
speaking ,

A.

Each student should prepare
cutting from a children's story
that can be read in one to two

F%

minutes-: 'StiidentS Should read'

their stories to theireSt Of
the class demonstrating dynamic
and_animated vocal and physical
deliery appropriate to. the story.

C.

Hi

Students should prepare one to
two :minute speeches in which they

Ll
'

Explain (in his/her own words)
each of the aspects; of physical behavior operates in public speaking

Some of the work prepared in the learning' activities rmiy he evdluated.

A

tell d ghbst story, a !;tv;p4,11!;e
story, or_a series of jokes

around a central. tlwmo

List five aspects of physical
deliVer'y behavior

H.

Prior, to delivering their stories,
students should make any necessary
changes in the arrangement pr conditions of the room to better
acCommodaLe their purpose and the
mood of the story.

Define (in hiS/her on words) each
of the fOUr aspects of vocal delivery behavior

Par

cHILect And score stuaent identi7
fiatiOnS 6f.p44,.t:; of tlwpuhliL7
speaking :et.tingtha,i may hfn(14r
at:1(0

The

delivery of the :;1.(.(Al !;h(mld

dcmon:;trat appropriate 1151 of
variety in vocal ,upl physical
delivery.

H.

Ev.iltiAtf

ttidynt.

Spe.tking !:ttin,r;

.

of publie.

C.

Evaluate student adaptations of
rooms to 'make them more appropriate for public speaking

K.

EValtiate student analyses of the
physical delivery behaviors of
others

D:

Collect and score student identifications of types of delivery

L.

Evaluate studenyperformancein
exercises related to physical
aspects Of deliver?

most likely to be used in sami-:le
situations
lII_
E:

Evaluate student analyses of
demonstrations of the four
of delivery

2S

F.

EValuate Short student talks: USih
the various types of delivery

G.

Collect and score student identifications of violations of
vocal deliver behaVibr

H:

Evaluate student analyses of the
vocal delivery behavior of others

I.

Evlauate student performance in
exercises related to vocil a.peCts

Thelearning, activities that come at
the conclusion of this unit red:dire
students to operate at higher levels
Of ahalysis and synthesis Usind the
content of -the unit: _Teiner may
'want to assign additional weight to
the following learning astivities
when determinin'i students' grades
for the unit:
Preparing the setting for a
reading.
Reading a story to the
rest ofthe class d,-7tonstrating
appropria- 1
in vocal and
pn?SicaZ aspects f deliVery.
Pre;faring the setting; for the

Telling a
story to the rest of the class
demen:ftniting=apprOpriate Variety
in vocal And physical delivery:
telling of a ff;tory.

Of deliver':

Collect and score studentidentifications of violationf; of Physical
deliVery behavior
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UNIT THREE
LANGUAGE

When approaching this unit teachers shbuld
remember that StudehtS Are not automatically
willing to investigate alternatives nor to
venture out from their established patterns
Consequently; the teacher
of language use.
may first want to stress how the students
may be used by words if they do not learn
how to understand, and use them themselves;
The teacher can then emphasize the fun that
is part of playing with language and the
satisfaction that comes with the ability to
give dynamic, original expression to ideas.
It is a goal of this unit to help students
build larger repertoires of appropriate and
effective language strategies and to give
them tools for more precise and informed
analysis of discourse.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
we spoke
- -we would be better off
and wrote with exactness-and grace,
and if we preserved, rather than
destroyed- the value of Our
-language.'
Edwin Newman_ _

Strictly Speaking
In his bestseller Newman has balled for
careful study of the_uses and-misuses of
language. From the listener's perspegtive,
it is important to be able to underst- d
and critically evaluate the language o
public speakers. From the speaker's p rspective it is important to be able to
choose language that will convey ideas
simply and accurately.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

4i
There are indications that current public
speaking instruction in secondary speech
classroomsjis_not giving language the
attention it deserves. Allen, Sprague,
and Wilmington recently_ examined five
high school textbooks that give the most
extensive coverage to public speaking
concepts and discovered serious_shortSome books have only brief
comings.
chapters on oral language while others
totally ignore the study of language.
The authors go on to conclude on the
basis of their visits to a large number
of high school speaking classes that these
inadequacies in textual materials are
reflected in public speaking curricula.2
The language of public speaking is not
receiving the concentrated study it merits.
This unit is designed -to encourage skill
development in the_thoughtful use of
language. The first section offers guidelines for how students may effectively_
improve their use of language by considering demands of clarity, appropriateness,
The - second part of this
and dynamism.
unit introduces the student to some of the
figures of speech that can add special
qualities of power and pleasure to disThis list of figures is not meant
course.
to be eXhaustive; additional figures of
speech -may be explored; The goal here is
for students to derive pleasure in using
language for a purpose.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE
EFFECTIVE USE OF LANGUAGE
A.

The student will -be able to list
the three qualities of effective
language use.

B.

The student will be able to match
three qualities of effective language use with descriptions of
those qualities.

C.

Given sample sentences, the student
will be able to identify the_
qiality of effective language use
being violated.

D.

The student will be able to
select from various media instances
of- public communication that violate the qualities of effective
language use.

E.

Given a sample speech fragment, the
student will-be able to analyze the
fragment from the perspective of
effective language use.

F.

The student will be able to-create
instances of public- communication
that evidence the qualities of
clarity; appropriateness, and
dynamism.
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I;

II.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR FIGURES
OF SPEECH
A.

a.

Expect to hear and use words
that are familiar; Prefer
the simplest word that will
be accurate.
(Negative
example:
a person answers
a letter by observing that
"the subject missive was
anterior to his facile comprehension." Translation:
He replied that he didn't
understand our letter.4)

b.

Phrase your ideas in proper
order to convey the meaning
you intend. Avoid unclear
referents and ambiguous
phrasing.
(Negative
examples:
"The queen broke
the bottle of champagne
over her stern as she slid
gracefully into the sea."
"Whenever I get a cold I
buy a_ bottle of whiskey and
within a few hours it's

The student will be able to name
nine_figures of speeCh that may
be used to enhance the expression
of ideas.

B.

The student will be able to match
nine definitions with the figures
of speech they define;

C.

GiVen sample figures of speech,
the student will be able to
identify the samples by name.

t

E.

F.

The student will be able to select
from the various media segments of
public communication that use figures of speech.
Given a sample section from a
speech; the student will be able
to analyze the sample for the use
of figures of speech.

gone."5)

The student will be- able -to create

c.

original examples of nine figures
of speech.
G;

The student will be able to construct a thirty second to one
minute talk demonstrating the use
of at_least three figures of
speech in the development of a
Central theme.
-3

CONTENT OUTLINE
I.

hours.)

Effective language useidemonstrates__
It should
be remembered that none of these
suggestions refer to practices that
are to be avoided at all costs or
used without careful thought about
matters of appropriateness. The
communicator should always balance
ease of understanding with the
-importance of conveying his or her
meaning accurately.
His or_her
emphasis should be on learning a
number of strategies_that_ may aid_
'in the effective reception and presentation of messages.
A.

2.

Effective language use demonstrates
clarity l_n_tIce=o_xp_rsslo_n_of_Ide_A_s_.
1.

Avoid piling up too many
negatives.714egatives may
actually conceal more information than they succeed
in revealing.
(For example:
work release Sophomores who
do not-have permanent study
hall assignments are not
allowed in the cafeteria
nor student commons_during
neither fifth nor sixth

Clarity may be evidenced
through simplicity.3
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Clarity may be evidenced through
specificity.
a;

Concrete word- pictures that
focus on particular people;
places; and actions are to
be preferred.
(For example,
"Something funny happened
Nip there that really caused
a fuss" could be focused
to "When Al's pet boa constrictor escaped from its_
cage in Mr. Camp's science
room, everyone ran for the
doors.")

b.

Lower level abstractions
are_to be preferred over
euphemisms in most cases.
(For example; "Some of my
former statements are now

figures of speech that no
longer provideanY:sense of
discovery for the listener.
(For example, "On Friday after-.
noons everyone pours out of
here like drowning rats escaping a sinking ship" and "we
had more fun than a barrel of
monkeys"-are both lacking in
freshness;)

inoperative" could be transfated "I lied to you preThis does not
viously.-")
mean that critical concerns
of appropriateness are -to
(For example,
be forgotten.
you will not necessarily be
using language more effectively if you decide to
replace "we mourn his
passing" -with "it's terrible to have him in the

II.

grave.")
B.

Effective 1
to:

C.

I.

The speaker

2.

The situation

3:

The audience

4.

The subject

Effective language use deftiOnstates

Particular figures of speech may be
studied for their ability to enhance
ttention, pleasure, and the
rgumentation. Aristotle suggested a
relationship among words, pleasure, and
"Liveliness is specially
'concepts:
conveyed by metaphor, and by-the further
power of surprising the hearer; because
the hearer expected something different,
his acquisition of the new idea impresses
him all the more. His mind seems .to
say 'Yes, to be sure; I never thought
of that.'"8
A.

Simile is a direct comparison
between things that are essentially
dissimilar except in particular
qualities alluded to in the simile.
This kind of comparison includes
the words "like" or "as."

B.

Metaphor is an implied comparison
between tWo'esSentiallydiSSimilar
things. Word-ssuch as "like" or
"as" are omitted.

C.

Onomatopoeia occurs when a word
has a sound that suggests.the
meaning of the word.

D.

Alliteration is the repetition of
initial consonant sounds.

E.

Pe-rSbn1-fltatibn is the endowment
of- inanimate objects with life,
like attributes.

F.

Hyperbole is exaggeration or overstatement used for purposes of
emphasizing without deceiving.

G.

Antithesis is a parallel con.struction of words, phrases, or
sentences that contain opposed or
sharply contrasting ideas;

H.

Parallelism is the repetition of
similar phrases and grammatical
structures to give equal ideas
equal status;

qUalltles±cfdytamism in the
Various types
expression of ideas.
of language are generally perceived as being dynamic.6
1.

Vivid, sensory language is
dynamic; Dynamic sensory
language helps listeners to
see, feel, taste, touch, and
smell the experience' being
(For- example:
described.
"As he opened the door of
the old apothecary's shop, he
breathed the odor of medicines,
musty, perhaps, and pungent
from too close- confinement in
so -small a place,-but free
from the sickening smell of
stale candy and cheap perfume."7)

2.

3.

Personal language is dynamic.
Personal language uses personal pronouns like "you,"
"me," and "we" instead of "one"
or "a person." Personal language may refer to people in the
audience by name and draw examples from experiences the
speaker knows they have had.

Languagethat_is original,
fresh, and distinctive is
dynamic. Avoid the use of
cliches and tired or dead
40

Climax is the arrangement of words,
phrasesi or sentences in series
according to_increasing value or
strength of impact.'

1.

(Dynamiam)

out hope,_ it is

easier for a person
to want to throw in
the towel_and give
up the

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

Activities related to the effective
use of language
2.

A.

(Clarity)

"Many things could
be said about his
propensity to prodraatihate and his
elaborate machina-.
tions to avoid responsibility."

(AqoprOpti7

"My dear peers and
colleagues in study,
esteemed and most
magnificent parents,
highly honored and
brilliant members
Of the faculty- friends of the
Spirit one and all -At this our high
school graduation
it behooVes ate as
class president to
ponder our trials
and dream a vision
Of the-victories be-

After the material of the content
outline has been presented
through:lecture and classroom
diadUaSi-oh, the teacher may wish
to ihVOlVe stUdehta in activities
designed-:to- check their compre-

hension of the basic concepts
The teacher may ask students
workihg individually or in small
groups to:
1.

2.

3.

ateness)

List the three qualities of
effective language use. A
sample answer would be:
a.
Clarity
b;

Appropriateness

c.

Dynamism

"When one is placed
in the position of
those who are with-

Matth-the three qualities of
effective language use with
descriptions of those qualities.

fore us'."
a.

(Appro-

priatenela)

The style is
properly adapted
to the speaker;
situatfbn,
audiencei and
subject.

b.

(Clarity)

"Nowhere in any
part of these United
States_to my know7-_
ledge has any individual not found some
enjoyment with the
people of'this land."

5.

(Dynamism)

"I had to akip'breAk=
fast this morning,
and I was so busy
at work that I only
had time f
a light
lunch.
I'M -eally
hungry.
In f ct,
I'm so hungry
could eat a horse."

6.

.(ApprOpti-

":Geb it's grand to

arcxness)

git a prize like
this from youse
guys in the Lion's
Club.
Me being a
leader really
wasn't nothin'

4.

;

(Dynam-_ The style is
original, personali and
stimulates sensory images.

ism)

c.

(Clarity)t

i,'""i

The style is
both simple and
specific.

Working individually or in groups,
students should identify the
qualities of effective language
use violated in each of the
folloWihg examples.
There is a
violation of appropriateness,
clarity, or dynamism in each ca-so
-

-
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;

special.

start it, and I don't peed your keys.
I have acquired the ability whereby I
can take my bare hands and kill yeti;
I know more ways of
just like this.
taking your money fromyou than I can
I have beteme an
possibly remember.
accompliShedpoker player, and believe
me -when I say that I can deal from
the bottom of the deck with the best
of them.

I_dun

what I saw fit to
do and that'S.the:
truth. NO way did
I think I was gonna
take this here
prize."
C.

StUdentS SheUld select from,books,
Magazines; and newspapers examples
of public communication that they
believe violate the standards of
clarity, appropriateness,_and
dynamism. ExaMpleS may also -be
audio or videotaped from television shows and radio broadcasts.
Students should then present short
talks explaining how and_why they
thinktheir examples violate tht
guidelines for effective use of

In evaluating student analyses of Mr.
Dusterbeck's speech you may wish to
consider the following:
With respect to clarity:

He relies on familiar, "small"
words rather than complicated "big"
Concrete word pictures are
words;
offered 0Mr_the_ideas he wants to
He details what he missed
share.
in prison in very specific termso.
"a long walk in one
(For example:
directioni" a "drive through the,

language.
D.

Students should analyze thiS sample
speech_fragment from the perspective of effettiVe language use_ Is
the passage clear? Does it seem
appropriate? Is the language used
dynamic? The fragment is taken_
from a contest speech by Richard M.
Marvin.9

countryside; ". and listening to
"Childish chatter.") HO also

creates word picturesof_what he
can -do -now as a result of his

experiences behind bars for exactly
"three-hundred-and7forty-six days."
"take your tat; start
(For example:
it,"!'takemy hands and kill you,"
and "taking your money.")

You have read about prision life in
You have seen
books and periodicals.
in the movies and on teleViSieh;
dramatization concerning prision,
attiVity. Maybe you have wondered- What is it really like? I-no longer
I have served time. _I know
wonder.
what it is like to live behind prison

With respect to appropriateness:
The language is probably- appropriate
for him because he Is speaking as
an "ex-con" about his, prison experiences and what he learned from:them.
If his language was to depart in
style too much from his image as a
man who has seen it with his own
eyes; his credibility might be reThe language is probably
duced.
appropriate to_his sUyjett, priSeh
life, because he wants to present a
realistic picture of what it is like.
He implies that dramatizations we
have read oPr seen may not present
ThiSiS a conit as it really is.
test speech so the eiaudienCe consists
of other college students and professors who are judging the event.
The speaker wants to strike some

bars.

Until a person has his freedom taken
from him; he can never fully appreci7ate how precious it really is. Think.
what it means to go fdk a Walk;,a
ldhq walk in one direction - -to be able
to take you car and drive through the

countryside--to pick up a child,_hold
him in your arms, and listen to hiS
childish chatter - -to reachinto_your,_
pocket and take a hickoI--to gaze upon
the third finger of your left hand
and to see your wedding ring. These
are some of the things which you canDuring my
not have in prison.

,

.

three- hundred- and -forty -six daysat
an inmate I saw many things. I met

men I never knew existed before.
During this period of time I also
I can go out
learned many thingS.
on the parking let; take your car;
.

kind of_balancebetween the expectetionS of his audience nit. a slightly
more elevated style in contest oratory, with his own desire to make
clear that he knows the world he is

.
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talking about because he has been

b.

there.

With respect to dynamism:

Our senses are indirectly stimulated as we walk, ride, lift, hold,
listen, reach,_and gaze following
the speaker's ideas; These all
help describe common experiences
he_can reasonably expect his
audience to have had. He uses
several personal pronounsthroUghout the speech- Note particularly
that it is "yourcar"'he can
steal, "your money" he can take,
and "you"_are the_one he can kill
with his bare hands.
E.

tions. ")
2.

Rewrite the following, paying
cloSer attention t concerns
of appropriateness.
SUSan
Jones has just- decided -to run
for president of the Junior
Class. _Her name will be
Placed in nomination by a close
friend at an assembly for_th6
Junior Class at the-end of
the week.
Then Susan will be
asked to give a short talk
ekPlaining Why she should be
BelOW is a Section
eledt-ed
of the talk -she plans to give.
Place yourself in her audience
and tell her. how you would
rewrite the mestage to make
it more appropriate to_her,
the situation, the audience,
and the subject;

Have students working individually
or in small groups complete the
following exercises. They are to
remain as close as possible to
the original meaning of theipaSSage while improving-it in line
with the guidelines;
It may be
necessary to add or subtract
detailt.
;

1.

The words used -do not
focus on particular people,
places, or-actions.
(For
example:
"underclassmen,"
"recent. . .meeting," "a
leader;" and "seine sec-

Rewrite the following so the
speaker's ideas are clearly
expressed.

Valued classmates and reWarding friends, I come here
today -to- entreat you to labor

With me in my race for the
post of president.
I beseech
your vote in this crucial

Intermittent confabulation by
underclassmen at the recent
student council meeting seemed
to cause frequent permutations
in the direction of the Council
President's remarks. A leader
of -the Council had intended to
consider viable alternatives
to resolve the student parking conundrum,but she was not
given the opportunity.
No one
even mentioned the dilapitated
condition of some sections of
the gym that were suppbsed to
receive attention before the
school year commenced.

Conte St: for high:office and

noble calling
I have faith
that you will heed my plea
Answer as if with one voice
Illy call for sacrifices on the '
read to complete_ triumph in

this important challenge.
In revising the paragraph for
appropriateness students
shoUld be concerned with:

,

a.

In revising the paragraph for
clarity students should be
aware that:
a.

_

Unfamiliar words are used
throughout the passage.
(For example:
"inter;i0

mittent confabulation7
"permutations," and
"cOnUndruffi.")
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The speaker,--It is very
doubtful that Susan talks
liKe this'in classi in- the
hallways at school,' or at
weekend parties. 11er
friends who knoW her frOM
other places will probably
wonder why she has adopted
such a stilted style.
They
may say to theMSelves
,!That's not the Susan I
know.
I wonder what got
into her." Speakers who

td the
only a
charge
effort
of the
spair

try to be semoone they_are
not by radically changing
their language styles in
public speaking situations
usually aye dieappeinted
with the yesults.
ID:

The subject' -Susan is probably expected to talk
about her personal
So
cations for office.
:fat she has net said a
word about herself but
instead has focused on the
position ehe_ie. seeking._
Theioffice of Class president haS started -to -sound
like a jop_ohly.a perfect
Some
person should nold

b.

Describe an evening at an
amusement park or a day at
the beach so your audience
can feel like they are
Include
there with you
many words that appeal to
the senses.

AetiVities related to figures of
speech
A.

students might Ivor-der if

anyone_is_wortny of such
a "high-office and noble
tailing" that Y'equires
"sacrifices" before
"complete triuMph."
c

end of his rope
last minute cavalry
or a last ditch
can pull him out
depth and his de-

The audience and sitUatiOn--The-JnniOt Class -is
the only group Susan has
Some classmates
to reach.
in the auditorium are
probably friends, some
probably don't_like her;
and many probably do not
know her. Her language
does little to get
acquainted, stY-engthQn
old ties, or smooth -over
differences with the
people in her audience.
Many may not feel like_
"valued classmates". and
may not want to :oethe
"rewarding frieridS" She
claims they are. They

After a classroom lecture-discussion
on the key terms from the content
outline, the teacher may wish to
Cheek student understanding at
very basic levels before moving
on to more demanding activities.
To insure that students can recall
and comprehend figures of speech;
the teacher may ask students
working individually or in small
groups' to
1.

Name nine figures of speech
presented inithe'content out
Any order is acceptable
line:
and an appropriate response
would be:

a.

Simile

b.

Metaphor

c.

Onomatopeeia

d.

Alliteration

e.

Arsonification

f.

Hyperbole

g

Antithesis

her leading the, March.

h.

ParalleliSM

Students working individually
or in groups should work with
the 'following ideas to express
them in dynamic language.

i.

Climax

will probably Waist _to

get to know her before
answering the "call" or
marching off -6n the "road
to complete triumph" with

3.

a.

2.

Try tot4ritioq thig,s00tenet to make it more
dynamic: Once a person

Match pine figures of speech:
with the definitions provided.
a.

(Personification)

Human qualities
are attributed
to nonhuman

things

decides that he has come
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(Antithe-

b.

COnttasting

heavy thu3 when
opposing skaters

ideas_'are pre-

sented in balanced order
c.

collide oil the ice

contribute to the
exci:ement of
hockey."

A comparison

( etap$or)

between- two

dissimilar
things is im7
plied
d.

(Climax)

Ideas are
arranged to
build impact

e.

(Paral7
lelism)

imilar ideas
are presented
in similar form

f.

(Allit-

Words :in a

eration

series begin
with the same
consonant sound

,(-POS-Onifi "The attic Of the
cation)
old house rejected
all attempts: to
clean it and always settled comfortably back into.
its established
routine following
our attempts to
organize it."
.

5.

mole)

"Mbther should be
pleased. There
must have. been a
million' people
from our neighborhood to'- welcome

'Words are used
to exaggerate
for additional
effect

(Hyperbole)

her at the airport
this afternoon"
6.

(Onomatopoeia)

i.

imtre)

(Allitera-tdb-nl-

.

The word sounds
like what it
means

for their deter-:.

mined defiance -of

any programs de:signed to devalue
the dollar."

Two dissimilar
things are
7.

directly cotiiff,

_(Climax)

pared'
S.

Students should identify by name
each of the sample figures of

(Metaphor)

-"For her efforts
On behalf of the
deaf she was
honored in her
-city; in bet
state, in -her

speeth' presented below.
1.

"The people of our
state are knowi

country; and eventually by the
peoples of the
World."

"His bedroom was
his foxhole,-and
he dove for it at

theslightest sign
of opposition from
his parents or

8.

friends.."

(Antithe-

"He acted as he
did not because he
had to, but because
he chot7e to; not

.

(Parallelism)

"Decide to be
brave; decide to
be honest, and detide to be fair
as you_ r through'
each day."

because iL gave
him power, but
because it allowed,
him to serve others;
and not because it

waspopular, but
-hecmme it: was

3.

(Onomatift-

pOeia)

The frequent
crashing again St

the boards and the
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9.

.(Simile)-

"Her schedule is
like a law of
nature and woe
be to him who_
tries to break

1.

Alliteratio is demonstrated
with "great_moral code7-the
codeof conduct and chivalry
of those whb,guard-this be;"
loved land of culture;
;

it."
2.

Students should select fiom'the
various media instances_of public
communication that use figures of
StUdentS shbUld then
speech.
present shortitalks_expIaining how
figures of speech are used in the
Samples they have selected.
D.

.

Working individUallY or in small
groups, students should analyze
this samplespeech fragment for
the use of figures of speech.
The speech is by General:Douglas
MacArthur and is entitled,

No human being could fall to be deeply
moved by such_a tributeas this, coming

from a profession I haveservedso long
It
anda'people I have loved_so_weI3,.
.fills -me with an emotion I cannot
express ;. -hut this award is not intend-

ed primarllyto_honor a personality,
but to:symbolize aigreae moral code-the code of conduct and chivalry of
those who guard this beloved land of
culture and ancient descent. That is
the animation of this medallion. For
all eyes and-for alltime it is an
expressiop of the ethics of-the AMerican
That I should be integrated
soldier.
ideal
in this /Way with so noble an
ar iises,asense of pride and yet 'of
ility, which will be_with me_
h
Your guidepost stands
always,
.

.

.

Parallelism is demonstrated
with "a profession I have
served so long and a people
I have loved so well."

4.

Simile is found in "like a
tenfold beacon in the

5.

.

."

.

.

You

."

Students should now be ready to
construct instances of nine
figures of speech on their own.
The teacher can provide
St,imulus sentences for six
figures of speech and then ask
studentS to create' original
examples using'the stimulus as
a guide.

Mbnday morning
before school is like

a.

Simile:

b.

Hyperbole: ;hat new TV
show is so poor that

Alliteration: The secret
to success' lies in
and
d.

Metaphor: Getting your
license to drive is

e.

Personification: Ask
students to personify a
car they owni a car they
are familiar with, Or a car
they would want to own if

oUtlikeatenfOldbeacon in the
duty; honor, country. You are
the leaven which binds together the
entire fabric of our national system of
defense. From your ranks come the
great captains who hold -the- nation's
destiny -in their hands the moment the
war tocsin sounds.

.

Metaphor is found in
are the leaven which
binds.

E.

.

3.

night.

"Farewell to the cadot" He
delivered this "speech on May 12,
1962 when he was eighty two years
General MacArthur was at,
old.
West Point to_receivelthe Sylvnus
Thayer Award fbr service to his
nation.10

Antithesis is demonstrated_
with "not intended primarily
to honor a personality, bUt_
."
is symbolize:

night :.,

it waspossible._ For
In evaluating student analyses of these
fragments from General Douglas
MacArthur's Speech; teachers may wish
to consider the following:

example:
"The Corvette can
pretend modesty in town in
its smooth handling of
Light corners, but

challengedit'imMediately

The confident competitor
is always trying_to_improve; the conceited competitor belieVOS he or
she has reached perfection.

t(demonstrates COnfidence,
.raw muscle, and'cool
intelligence in a race."
f.

Onamatopoeia: Ask students
to describe-some activity
they enjoy or. some particularly exciting event they
have witnessed:using wordS
that suggest their meanings.
For example:
"The clapping
hands and swishing skirts__
of the square dancers added
a lot to the enthusiastic
spirit of the party."

b.

passes the Preceding in
value or strength of impact'
jclimax).
c.

.

Students can create instances
of four other figures of speech
by following these suggestions.
a.

Create a series of four or
five statements on the same
subject such that each sur-

Create a series of five
antithetical- statements
that contrast two people;
places, things, concepts,
etc. _By the end of your
antithesis it should
be clear .Which of the
pairyou favor. For

Create a series of three
to five statements on the
same subject using parallelism:in structure. The
following example combines-.
parallelism atld clita.
is taken from the Inaugural
Address of John F. Kennedy
delivered in 1961.11,

Let both sides, for the first
time, formulate serious and
precise proposals for the inspection and control of arms- and bring,the'absolute power:to
destroy other. nations under the
absolute control of all nations.

exaMPle:,

,

The confident competitor
remembers those who have
heIped'in his or her -development; the conceited
competitor forgets the
assistance received from

Let both sides seek to invoke
the wonders of science instead
pf its terrors, Together let
us explore the stars; conquer
the deserts; eradicate disease,.
tap the ocean depths and
encourage the arts and com-

others.

merce.

The confident competitor
always has time to help

Let both sides unite to heed
in all corners of the earth
the command of Isaiah--to
'undo the heavy burdens.
land) let the oppressed go

the. beginner or less
skilled; -the conceited
competitor cannot be

.

bothered with those still
trying to learn.

free.'

The confident competitor
respects his or her competition; the conceited
competitor rakes light
Of the competition.

Activities for the conclusion of the
unit on language
A.

The confident competitor
can handle defeat or
victory with poise; the
conceited competitor
crumbles in defeat and
gloats in victory.

Students should:he given a fUll
length sample speech with complete
description of the context in which
the speech-was delivered. An
excellent example for this exercise
would by a speech entitled "I ti'aVe

a Dream" by Martin Luther King, Jr.
This speech may be found in the
fourth edition of Contemporary
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American Speeches by Wil linkugeli
R. R. Allen and R. Johannesen
published by Kendall/Hunt in 1978
Students should
on pages 362 -366.
analyze the speech from the follow
ing viewpoints:
1.

IT-

Some of the work performed in the
learning activities may be evaluated.
Nor example:
A.

Collect and seorci student identi7
fieations of nample violatioun of
effective lauquage

B.

Evaluate ntaident analyses of the
language in sample speech fragmentn

Is the language appropriate
to the speaker, andience,,
situation, and subject?

C.

Evaluate student pasnagen that

Is the language dynamic?

D.

Effeet-iVe use of language
is
b.

Is the language clear?

dcmion:;trate the qualitien of

effective language use
Collect and score student identifications of nine figi-11-eS Of

speech

Figures of speech
a:

b.

B.

Which figures of speech
can be identified in the
speech?

E.

figures of speech in sample speech
fragments
Evaluate student creations of
original examples of nine figure;;
of speech

How might these figures
enhance the meaning of the
sLeoch?

Students should create and deliver

C.

speeches should reflect the aspects
of language studied in this unit.

III.

--,They should demonstrate clarity,

appropriateness, and dynamism in
At-least
the use of language:
three figures of speech should be
used to enhance the total presentation.

A unit test may be constructed to
evaluate student understanding of
Items
basic terms and concepts.
that could be included in the test
to chedk understanding 4-t recall and
comprehension levels would ask the
student to:

The learning activities that come at
the conclusion of this unit require
students to operate at higher levels
of analysis and synthesis using the
content of the unit. Teachers ay
to
want_toassign_additional weig
the folloWing learning aCtiViti
When deterMining student grades for

A.

Analysis of a_ full length sample
Speech froM the various perspectives presented in the content
outline

Construction of a two- to fourminute speech demonstrating the
qualities of effective:language
use presented in the content
outline

LiSt three qUalitiOS of effective
language use
Explain each of the qualities of
.ffective language use

C.

leant three

'the unit:

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT

A.

Evaluate student talks demon_
strating use of at
figures of speech

two- to fonr-Miniite speeches' deThe
veloping a centy.il theme.

I.

Evaluate student. .inalyses of

L nine figures of speech
ine (in his/her own words) nine
...jures of speech
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UNIT FOUR

ORGANIZATION

INTRODUCTORY STAT EM ENT

... every discourse is put- together
like a living creature - -it has a kind

in the fUnctiOnS Of the initial partition
and the. effective use of transitions is
often missing: Sometimes the emphasis is
on devices or "gadgets" that may be used in
introductions and conclusions; but the
student never develops the sensibility of
a message strategist who is aware of the
functions and methods in interaction with
particular audiences, OccasionS;:subject8,
and purposes.
It is als6 true that many
high school students experience a great
deal -of- difficulty trying-toyisualize
relationships among ideas. Yet di-gal-At-A=
tion of message_ materials remains a key
criterion by which speeches are evaluated;
UnlesS the Leacher can provide a.series of
graduated exercises that help students work
through
methodt and forms of
_
_ _ _ _
_ _ the
_
_
_ various
organization, a unit on otganiZatiOn may
not have a lasting impact on student skill
development and later:success in speaking.

of body of its own, and_hence labks
neither head--nor fbot, but has b6th
middle and extremities; all composed
in such sort that they suit each other
And the Whb16.1
Plato
Phandrus

Centuries_ago Plato wrote about the nature
and significance of structure in_discoUrse.
'Organization remains an essential part of
instruction in public- speaking today: Both_
as speakers and listeners; students maybenofit from close attention to speechorganization.
Speakers need to realize that a public
speaking setting usually allows for -only
limited direct feedback frbt the audience so
it is important that the message be structured so as to anticipate and meet audience
needs.
A_ well-organized speech reflects
well-on the intelligence of the speaker.
A trained speaker recognizes that listeners
cannot go back;:to reread a page nor note,
clues of punctuation like capital letters
and paragraph indentations that are avail able to the teadet.
Thus, clear organization of the message is essential. A carefully planned speech may aid a speaker,
during delivery of the message by making
it easier to remember the movement of
ideas.
A listener trained in the skills
of organization is more sensitive to the
various parts of the message as they unfold.
For example, a critical listener
knowS that speakers have a variety of
means available for clarifying purPoses
and preparing"audiences for what follows.,
A speech that fails -to focus its purpose__
or to suggest its direction may justifiably
be viewed with some suspicion by the critical
receiver.
A:critical receiver is always
asking gues ions about the possibilities
open to the peaker and then evaluating the
choices the
eaker appears to have made.

This unit is designed to develop student
competencies in the organization Of messages.
The-first section focuses en-a few of the
commonly used patterns for the body Of a
spooli:
The second section deals with:
functions which may be assigned to the beginnings of a speeCh;_ UsefUl methods fo:t
accomplishing those functionsare also
proVided. The third section presents functions and methods applieable to the coveluding portions of speeches. The fourth
section puts it all together by considering
the skills of outlining that will helpstudents visualize the key working relationships among ideas.
_

When using this unit, teachers may first wish
to discuss with students'how all of_us,
expect to see and will impose relationships
among ideas and_events.
The teacher may
then highlight how ideas may be structured
in patterns to achieve greater clarity and
force of expres.zion.
As the unit concludes
with the study of outlining, students
should realizothat-the skills they have
developed in this unit will be valuable in
future efforts to structure both written
and spoken messages.

But there are some shortcomings in current
instruction in :organization in the secondary
school speech classroom.
While organization
is traditionally a major unit studied, often
the subtleties and finer points of organization are not taught. For example, instruction
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B.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
I.

terms for concluding devices with
definitions of such devices.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR PATTERNS
OF ORGANIZATION
C.

The student will be able t6 identify the names of six patterns of
organization.

A.

D.

Given sample conclusionsi the
studentAwill be able.to determine
which devices are being used.

E.

The student will be able to construct a conclusion that includes
at least three devices.

Given sample outlines; the student
will be able to identify the
demonstrated organizational
IV.

'pattern.

Given sample speech fragments; the
student will be able to determine
which patterns of organization
were used.

D

Given a topic, the student will
be able to create three main
headings arranged in one pattern
of organization_ and develop
appropriate subheadings using at
least one other pattern of organi-

E.

The student will be ale to idektify sample concluding devices by
type.

The student will be able to
match the names of organizational
patterns with their definitions.

B.

The student will be able -to -match

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR FORMING
SPEECH OUTLINES
A.

The student will be able to name
three general guidelineS for
forming speech outlines.

B.

The student will be able to
match several sguidelines for
forming speech outlineS with
descriptions of the guidelines.
The student will be able to unscramble an outline that includes

zation.

at least one level of Snip-OrdinaII.

tion in accordance with the

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR INTRO=
DUCTrONS

general'- guidelines for forming
'speech outlines.

The student will be able to identify seven functions that may be
assigned to speech introductions.

D.

B.::"Phe student will be_able to Select
descriptions of seven functions
of introductions from a list of
responses.

Given a sample outline, the
student will, be able to analyze
the outline to determine if it
is in accordance with the general
guidelines.

.

C.

The student will-be able to
identify sample introductory statements by function.

D.

Given sample introductions,. the
Student will be able.to_deeermine
which functions are -being served.

CONTENT OUTLINE-

There are many ways of selecting and
arranging the points of a-speech_to_
present them in a unified and orderly
Among the commonly used
manner.
patterns of organization are the
following:
A.

E.

The student will be,ableto construct an introduction that serves
at least foUr functions.

atic way;

The student will be ableto identify five devices commonly used

The time_pattern may describe
events that have occurred over
a period of time or explain
the steps,in a process or

in speech conclusions.

procedure._

1.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBEC-TIVES-FOR.CONCLUSIONS
A.

A time pattern'begins at a certain period or dateand moves
forward or backward in a system-
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2;

Littenett and speakers need to

(cause - effect) or points
to events and shows what forces
created them (effect - cause).

ask:
a.

Is movement in time the
most important relationthiP to be perceived?2

This pattern_mayfpoint out
undesirable conditions (effects)
and ask listeners to-eliminate
the causes or encourage listeners to set particular_
causes in operation so that
desirable effects may be

1.

Are any important_aspects_
of the data and ideas left
out by this pattern ?;.

A_spacepattern arranges
of a whole according to_th

rts

physical relationship. to'ea

other:

secured.

Listeners and speakers need
to ask:

1.

A space.pattern may_de8
0110 item in terms of i

ibe
.

a.

Are the ideas presented
truly interrelated by
causality?

b.

18 it useful to put
causal relationt rather
than some other relations
into the foreground?

different part-8_ ot_a tries-

of items in terms of their
geographical distribution.
2.

Littehert and speakers need
to ask:
a

b.

C.

Are enough-, but no more
than enough, spatial data
provided?

E.

A pattern of ascending or descending order places main points in
sequence according to their
incteasing or decreasing import-

Are relationships in space
in fact the most important relationship to be
perceived?

ance.
1.

A problem
solution pattorn_dividet
ideas into two parts: the-description of a problem (or problems)
and the presentation of a solution
(or solutions) to it.
_1.

2.

2

This pattern may be applied to
problems facing the immediate
audience or to discussions of
potential future problems.

If this pattern is to be
meaningful, are all necessary Stagesof ascent or
deseent included?

Listeners and speakers need
b.

Do the terms "problem" and
"solution" accurately Characterize the situation
described?
b.

,

and speakers need
to ask:

to ask:

D.

Placing -ideas in ascending
order may give_a speech a
sense of climactic movement
and help audiences remember
the last point mentioned.

Dees the speech present a
balanced treatment Of
"problem" and "solution":
in ways that fit the actual
situation?

F.

A topical pattern typically contidert the natural parts or divisions of a subject.
1.

4:caus_al_pa_ttn highlightt certain
forces and then points to the results these forces will produce,"
53

0

Is the relative imp tence,
size or other quality
highlighted really important_for understanding
and perhaps acting on the
ideas presented in the
message?
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Topical patterns are used when
the_audience is already familiar
With or accustomed to a particular diviSion of the subject

(For example,
being_presented;
a_speech on the federal government might be topically divided
into the executive, legialatiVe
and judicial brandhea.)
2.

a.

b.

C.

Aniintroductionmay give the
audIenoe_reasons for listening.
The speaker may have to convince

Doithe "topics" taken together, provide a suficiently clear view of the
subject?

the listeners of the special_
significance of the subject by
Showing how they are directly
affected.

Do the "topics" provide a
reasonable and inclusive
coverage of the subject?

An introduction may be designed to
accomplish several functionS.3 The
particular fundtiona to be Served in
each publid speech depend on the
interaction of the speaker, the subject,
the purpose, the audience, and the
occasion.
A.

An introduction may_present the
speaker's_ credential to speak.
This can be done through reference
to personal past experiences and
interests, particular accomplishments, or study and research.

Listeners and speakers need to
ask:

II.

B.

An intrOdtdtiOn_May focus the
attention of the audience. For
example, this may be done through
the use Of:

D.

An introduction may clarify the
speaker's subject by presenting
the purpose statement- The purpose statement may focus on what
the audience is to learn or under- '
stand, believe, or to value as a
result of hearing the speech.

E.

An introduction may preview the
main_ points of the speech; An
initial partition may help the
audience follow the body of the
speech.

F.

An- introduction may provide essential background information.
Special terms may be defined,_new
meanings_may be assigned fatiliar
terms, hiatoridal perspective may
be offered, etc.

G.

An introduction may establish
common ground between a speaker
and an audience. Facing a_hostile
audience, the speaker may feel the
need to remind listeners of shared
ideas, values, and exRerience.

A reference to the subject when
the audience is friendly toward
the speaker or already interested in the topic
2.

AreferenCe to the occasion
When _it_is,ofspeciaI importance
to those assembled

3.

A personal reference.if the
audience hOlda the speaker in
high esteem

4.

An apt quotation to set the

III.

-mood

The conclusion to a public speech may
serve important functions through the
use of several devices.
_

5.

startling- statement that is
-elevant and does not offend
tandards of good taste

6.

A real or hypothetical illu8=
tratiOn that is- interesting in
itself and closly related to
the central,laea of the speech

A conclusion may serve the follOWing functions:
1.

4

A rhetorical question if_it
puts the audience in a state
of expectancy for an answer
54

The conclusion may function to
redirect the audience's attention to the central point of
the speech. A conclusion is
the likely place to bring the
central theme into focus and
re-emphasize the points the
speaker wants the audience to
remember.

2.

The conclusion may ttinction to
create the mood and frame of
mind thatshould be dominant at
the. end of the speech.

3.

B.

occurs it signifies that the
ideas thus identified -are of_
approximately the same importance.
(For example; I, A, 1,

.

A, 1), a) indicate an order of
decreasing importance.)

The c?nclusion may function to
create closure and leave the
audience with a sense of
completeness.

2.

A consistent system of indentation is used so that the
greater the importance or scope
of a statement, the nearer it
is placed to the left-hand
margin;

3.

Each item in the outline should
contain only one focal idea so
that -clear relationships among
ideas are maintained;

4.

The hierarchy of points is
indicated through clear levels
of subordination so that each
subordinated point directly_
supports or emphasizes the
statement made in the superior
heading.

5.

There should be not one, but
two or more subordinate points,
thus assuring that the leading
idea is adequately developed.

A variety of methods and devices.
may be used in the conclusion to
accomplish the important functions.
1.

A Oballenge or-app.-1- may -be
made 166 the listeners. Through
'challenges and appeals lis-

tenersiare urged to accept
specific beliefs or take
specific actions.
2.

A summary of major points or
The
ideas may be provided.
conclusionoffers a final

chanceto "pullitall together" either by direct repitition or restatement of the main
points of the speech.
3.

A quotation by a respected
source may be used to capture
the central idea of a speech.

4.

A return or reference to
opening remarks MAI-, be espe-

There are several checks on the
TeLlitionships among points inded in an outline.

cially helpful in giving
psychological unity to a

1.

B.

S'

speech.
5.

A statement -of-- the speaker's

personal_ intentions i8 another
convincing and satisfying
method for concluding a message.
By stating a personal intention
to act as the speech recommends
the speaker may strengthen the
total impact of the speech.
IV.

2

Three general guidelines may be offered
fOr the use of speech Outlines: maintain consistent outline form, establish
working relationships among the points,
and include smooth transitions for

2.

The principle of separability.
Though interrelated, each point
in the outline should be
clearly separable frOm other
points in the outline.

3.

The principle of equality.
Consistent levels of importance or scope should be maintained among coordinate points.
Give equal place to matters
of equal scope and importance.

4.

The principle of completeness.
To the_degree.possible, taken
collectively, the points of
the outline should develop all
important aspects of the

movements, between points.
A.

There are several requirements of
good outline form.5
1.

The principle of relevance.
Each p6int in the outline
should contribute to the development_of the subject statement and its own immediate
superior heading.

A consistent system of slimboli-

zationshouId be used so that
each time a type of symbol
55

subject being di,ScusSed.

C.

Clear transitions should signal
movement from point to point in
an outline.6
1;

2;

1.

be:

Rhetorical questions may serve
as transitions by preparing the
audience for an answer in the
point that follows.
(Finr
example,_ a speaker could provide a transition in the
prOblem-solution speech by
asking "What can be done about
thiS dreadful condition?")
Signal words may be used to
alert listeners to the new
idea that follows.
(For
example, a speaker could say
"Similarly we find that their
religious practices_follow
Centuries old traditions;
Consequently, it may be said
that they are a society
Strictly governed by tradi-

Name six patterns of organization.
A sample response would'

2.

.

a.

Time pattern

b.

Space. pattern

c.

PrObibm-Sblution pattern

d;

Causal pattern

e.

Ascending or descending
order

f;

Topical pattern

Match the names of organizational patterns with their
definitions.
a;

(Causal
pattern)

May focus on
what will happen
in the future
because of
forces operating
right now

-(Topical

pattern)

Arranges a subject by its
natural parts

(Space
pattern)

Organizes idqas
by where thingS

tions.")
3.

4.

Progression words and enumeration may be_used to tie ideas
together. "(For example, a
speaker could say The third
step is putting on the spare
tire.
The next step is letting
the jack down. The_final_step
is putting all of the tools
back in their proper places.")

b.

Summary transitions may be used
as they restate the previous_
point and indicate its relation-.
ships-to the point that followsi
(For example; a speaker could
say; "The campaign is marked
by many public appearances,
high level strategy_sessions,
and in addition, thd frantic
pace that all these commitments demand.")

d.

c.

are

*rig order

pattern)
e.
.

f.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Activities-related to patterns of
organization
B.

A.

(Ascending or
descend-

Prior to working with more challenging activities, the teacher may
wish to check- student understanding
of the basic ideas contained in the
content outline. The teacher may
ask_students (working individually
or in small groupS) to:
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(Time

pattern)

(Problemsolution
pattern)

Ideas are related according
to their
strength or
importance
Orders ideas
according to
when they
happen
Examines a
"disease" and
offers a'
"remedy"

Students should be able to idqntify
the organizational patterns used in
the_folBnwing sample_ outlines. _If
students determine thatthe OUtline
needs rearranging, they should indicate the new order (nupber items
1, 2, etc.) and label the new
pattern.

1.

Subject: iCompetitiVe Sports

Students currently park
illegally by blocking
driVeWaya, taking faculty
spots; and leaving their
cars in no parking zones.

Wrestling
Basketball
Baseball
Football

Subject: _Units of Government
(From SMallerto larger degrees
of responsibility)

Track

(4)

State government

SwinmUmg.

(1)

City. government

Golf

(2)

Township goVernment

TOrtra8

(5)

Federal government

(Topical) w pattern

(3)

County government

Subject:

(Ascending Order) pattern

5.

Morning at Camp

(5)

Crafts from eleven to
eleven thirty

(1)

Breakfast at six thirty

North wing

(3)

Boating from nine until

East wing

6.

Subject
Capitol

Wisconsin State

ten

South wing

ic
(6)

Lunch at eleven thirty

(4)

Swimming from ten to

We
.eleven
(2)

4sidAcy pattern

Nature hikes from seven
,thirty to eight thirty

Working individually or in =all
groups students should analyze
the_speech fragments that follow.
Students §hould identify_the major
points of the passage and the
patterh or organization repre-

,

3.

Subject:

Movies

Paramount_ Pictures' next,

release will star John
TravOlta.,

sented.

(CausaI) pattern

1.

The next movie 'r'el

by Paramount Piptt
Will be a boX-of
success.
4.

Subject:

Student Parki

Students who drive
school should
assigned spqts ip7the
parking lot:'

CProblem-Soiutio
pattern

wing

Susan C. Buerk, ;Assistant Vice
PreSident of the Marine Midland
,Bank; doliVered the f011dWing
:.,speech entitled; "Women's
Opportupity...Starting Your
Own Business." She spoke at
MedVille College in Buffalo,
New York on:November 7; 1977.7
Excerpts from her address are
printed below.

"PSSiehblOgiStS...say that men set
-QP

up three_types of teStOor women

in business situationsocial;
,s.exual and
In a
'social sense; men place women in

'' helping' roles such,as getting

the Treaty of- 1903. What follow-

coffee, taking minutes, setting up
appointments., The_sexual
tests...are perhaps theeasiest to
deal with of the three behavior
patterns for ultimately your own
personal choice and decision becomes
involved.... The intellectual
tests that men put,women through
in business situations are- compliBut on the subject of
cated....
intellectual capacity, let us
realize, please* that_women are

ed next was the amazing success of
the Army.Corps of Engineers and
medical people to overcome the
difficulties in-Panama..,. The
design and the construction- aas
completed in just 10 years -'from
the treaty in 1903 to opening in
1913."

Major Points

a

/

not less bright, nor db theyhaVe

1.)

They
Aoless aptitude for busines
simply have less experien e."

The United States
recognized:the need
for a closer water
route.

Major points
-2.)

1.)

Men set up social
tests -for women in

Teddy_Rossevelt got
authorization from
Congress to build a
canal.

/business situations.

at

2.)

Men set up sexual
tests for women in
business situations.

3.) :;The United_States made
an agreement to support
Panama's independence.

3.)

Men set up intellectual

4.)

tests for womenjn
business situations.

The Treaty of 1903
allbwed the UnitedStates to build the
canal.

b.

Pattern:

TC-pical

ThwArmy Corps of

.10b4c.

2.

Engineers and medical
people overcame the
difficulties.

VisVbr V. Veyseyi_Director of
the Industrial Relations Center
at the California Institute of
Technology, delivered the
following speech entitled,

6.)

"Panama Canal Treaties-7-7A

By 1913, the Canal
Was complete.

Flight Down San Juan Hill."

He spoke beforethe_TownHall

b.

of California in Los' ngeles*
California on February 9, 1'978.9
Excerpts from his address are
printed below.

witkthe acg1.4.!_tion

of Californa in San Francisc 7

of the;PanamaCan4e.Early
century the_Unitd4ts-7.:
'

route

Time

Chaim Herzog, Israeli AmbassadOr
to Idle United Nations, delivered
the following speech entitled,
"Egyptian-Israeli Negotiations:
Breaking Down the Barriers." He
spoke to the Commonwealth Club< ti

3.

"YOy_remeMberthe events that

to have a Closer w
"Coa
tween the
Coast..-.
go
to COngress
A,
to build.a C
whiali
put together
At,
States gave su
rt,t
liberty on the 1r Pt.0
Panamanions an
independenge
Thereafter v

Pattern:

ed'

during Marc- s Of 1978.9

Excer ,:s

frem his adhress are printed

9,

below.

d the,14aSt

went
4uthorizration

lagewa
to Unite
igiV'urge f oic

;

the Israeli-Arab conflict is
eeSolved in yhatever way it may be
,gresolved_this will not eliminate the
.cntres of bloodshed in the
ratViid today in general_and in the

iddle East in particular. Only
w months'ago Egyptian and Libyari
Bops were locked in battle:
,

Egyptian planes were bombing...
inside Libya....
During the past
year force of Somalia...backed
by other m tubers of the Arab
League...i itially occupied in a
military i asion almost one thi -d
Of Ethiopi
EVery month
hundreds ie in the s ruggle between Algeria on the o
hand and
Morocco and Mauritania on the other
hand, in the Western Sahar
For years a bloody struggl has
been taking place in the h 118 and
sands of Dhofar, Oman...a large
slice of Chad Territory has been
annexed by Libya.... President
Sadat talks today about_coming_to
the aid of Chad. That haS nothing
to do with the Israeli-Arab cOn-4flict;"

I enjoy them because our
family WatcheS'them together.

I enjoy them because we
used to live out West:
I enjoy theM bedaUse
like that period of U.S..
history;
(Causal pattern),

Comedies are enjoyable(Topical pattern)
I. enjoy early morning
cartoons.
Alk(

I enjoy early, evening situation comedies;

Major Points

a

I_enjoy late night comedy
1.)

There is fighting in

tkits.

Libya;

(Time patter.
2.)

3.)

4.)

There is fighting in
Ethiopia..

Law enforcement shows are
enjoyable=-.(TopiOal pattern)
r

'there is fighting In
Western Sah4ra.

.

at

There is fighting in
otmati

5.)

There is fighting in
Chad.

r

'shows abOt4 *";
'hsows
-t

b.

Pattern:

i'ciate:I.P!

.10'

Space

IL,
'Students should now be familiar
enough with patterns of organiza- 0 1tion to be able to use the patterna'l
for organizing given topics. The
teacher may ask stOnts (working
individually or in small groups)
to take a given topic, create three
main headings using one pattern of
organization, and create three
appropriate subheadings using at
least one other pattern of organiFor example:
zation;

Attiv /es relatdd to intrOdtetiOns
A.

Basic understandings should be
checked before sEudents attempt
more challenging activities._ The
teacher may ask students working
individually or in small groups
to
1.

Name seven_ functions that may
be assigned to speech introductions.
A sample response
would be that introductions
may function to:

Subject:_ Enjoyable Television
Program&-

Westerns are enjoyable. (Topical pattern)

a.

Focus the attention of
the audience

b.

PreSe'ht the speaker's

credentials
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'

Give'_the audience reasons
for listening

Leave the audience
with a sense of
finality

J.

;

d.

Clarify the subject by
presenting, the purpose
statement

e.

Preview the main points of
the speech

f.

Provide essential background information

g.

Establish common ground
between a speaker and
audience

(1)

B.

Remind listeners of
the beliefs, values,
or ideas they share
with the speaker

The students working individually
Or in small groups should match
.Ihe functions that maybe assigned

teanintroduetion with the sample
introductory statements provided:.

Focus attention

(Any. Order is acceptable.)
2;

Select descriptions of seven
functions of introductions
from a list of responses._
Students should place a check
mark next to the seven statements that reflect functions
sometimes assigned to intro-

2.

Present etedentialS

3;

Reasons for listening

4.

Present purpose statement

5.

Preview main points

6.

Provide background

7.

Establish common ground

ductions.
4

a.

(/).

Convince listeners
that .the message is

(6)

worth hearing
Remind listeners that
refrethMentt are
still being served
(

)

Provide historical
perspective on the
and define
tc

c.

s

.1 terms

State the goal of 9.1e
speech
(1).

Comment on the

e.

_

crowed conditions in
the room
f.

()

From every part of the
country we have come hero
today to celebrate the
birthday of a remarkable
woman who touched the lives

(5y

As I explore changes in television programming I will be
looking at the five primary
types of presentations:
situation comedies; police'.
and lawyer shows, variety
shows, sports specials and
news telecasts.

(2)

I have always enjoyed reading
about South America, and last.

'WY Establith the speaker's
competence in the subject

()

If b37 the conclusion of the
'fifteen minutes we share together you_have a better_
understanding of the world
missions of the Red. Cross, I
will consider my speech a
success.

of, all of us.

Apologize for the
nature of the topic

g.

h.

Direct audience attention to the speech

Ohm is one of the'terms that
may not be'familiar.to you.
When a physicist talks about
ohms, units of electric
resistance are being discussed.

Sketch out the main
pointt.te be developed
in the speech
60
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summer my- dream come true
when I was able to spend
three months traveling in
Argentina, Columbia, and
Brazil. Having lived_among
the people.and seen the
countryside, I have -many new
perspectives on this amazing

.

idart of the world.
-(74

(3)

C.

All of us are committed to
the rights of the indiVidUal.
We all agree that if you
want people to act responsibly_you have to treat them
With responsibility. We alsb
share_a belief in the basic
-whonOsty of all people
It is
or(ly in some of the specifics
-.of the case that our view/
points differ.

government.
It broadcasts in 22
languages to the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe....
The present
corporation, RFE/RL, Inc., started as
two separate entities....
Both began
broadcasting in the early 1950's...the
work done by the two organizations is
so critically important, so vital to
the conduct of the foreign policy of
the United States that we are convinced
the public should know more.. During
the past nine weeks_I have visited a
score of AMerican cities....
I have
answered hundreds of questions about
the radios on those occasions-and in
another hundred or so radio a7id television_interviews. One question inevitably comes up. Should the United
States_government support a shortwave
broadcasting institution which jeopardizes detente by beaming propaganda
into Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union?...
I'd like to usethe time
allotted to me to answer th4t question.
1

Interviewing skills might not
seem very important to you
now while you are still in
/our basic accounting courses,
but most of you will have to
complete an interview before
you are hired by any major
firm.
Suggestions offered in
this short_talk can_help you
make a good impression and
land that job you will be
qualified to have

,

-

` In evaluating student analysis of
the_ introduction, the teacher may
wish to consider the following
suggestions:
1.

working individually or in small
groups, students should analyze
the following introduction to
determine which flinctions are being
served.
Sig Mickelson, Chairman
of_the_Board of Radio Free Europe.
and Radio Liberty, ITc., deliVered
the following speech entitled,
"Fining the Information Gap." He
spoke to the Cincinnati Rotary Club
in Ohio on May 25, 1978. 10

A direct reference to the
subject - "critical aspects
of our country's relations
with Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union."

b.

A rhetorical question "should the United States
government support a shortwave broadcasting institution...?"

The functions of presenting
credentials to speak is accomplished when the speaker relates,
that the past nine weeks have
been spent answering "hundreds
of questions about the radios."
The speaker has answered questions in person and in "radio
and television interviews."

3.

The function of giving the
audience reasons to listen'
accomplished through:

some critical

ects of -our country's
relations witii 11P stern Europe and the

Soviet Union-4articularly as they re-
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a;

2.

I'd like to tal,toyou today about

late to electronic communications- specifically shortwave radio. I'd like
:to,taik,about_the objectives of short-.
waVe:broadcasts, their impact and what
they can hope'-to achieve.. But first
Jet me tell you'something about the
company I represent:... RFE/RL, Inc.,
is_a private American-Corporation,
cliaxtered in the'State.of Delaware,
financed largely by the United States

The functions of 6pcusingaudience attention is accomplished through:

a:

The direct reference to
the topic as "critical
aspects of our country's
relations..."

5.

To inform the
audienceof the fOUr major
responsibilities they will
have as a class during the
Purpose;

0

year
br

4.

Th0 speaker!s statement
that "the work done by the
two organizations is so
critically:important, so
vital to the dOndUCt of
the foreign policy of the
United States..."

6.

Main Points:
The Junior -Class will be
partially responsible for
the enforcement of parking
fines against student
violators under the SchOOl's
new parking poliCy.

The function of clati4ing the
speaker's subject by presenting
the purpose statement is
accomplished when the speaker
poses a rhetorical question and
says "I'd like to use the time
allotted to me to answer that

The Junior Class will be
partially responsible for
hosting_ student visitors

b:

froM Ialtdadtd,aS part of

theStMent Council Exchar4 l'ge'
sProgram.

question."
x.

5.

The function of previeWfng main
points is _accomplished when the

c.

The Junior ClassWill have
primary responsibility far
renovation Of the Student
Commons Area

d.

will have
The Junior Cla
total responsibility for

speaker part'itions his- speech
into "the_ objectives of Short-

wave broaddasts, their impact
and 'what they can hope" to

achieve:"

the Prom:
6.

The function of providing essential background information is

III.

accomplished_ when the speakersays "But first let me tell you

something about the company I
represent."
D.

Activities related to conclusions
A.

_

Working individually or in small
groups; students should prepare an
introduction for the following
The introduction
speech situation.
must beideSighed to accomplish at
le,t-fiVe of the commonly assigned
focus attention; prefUn'ationst

Student understanding of the basit
concepts in the content outline
should be assured before moving on
to more challenging activities.
The teacher may wish to ask students
working individually or in groups

to:
1.

Name five devices commonly used
A sample
in speech conclusions.
_
response would be:

senfVedentials; give reasons for
list6ii1ngi_present purpose state-7
ment,;;:preview main points, provide

a.

A challenge or appeal

badkgrOUnd; and establish common-

b.

A summary

c.

A quotation

d.

A return to opening / marks

ground...
1..

Speaker:

2.1- Audience:
'4:3' Class

Junior Class President
Members of the Junior
A statement of personal

e.

L,-

.

3.

'intent

Occasion!..Bleginniiif
(ArW:order is acceptable)

year .aSS80,1Y;'f6.i.he',

Class
.

4.

SUbject", ,

1,11t.c;h terms fur concluding_

deVices wiLh cifinitions of

x4On'sibflities.

rAl&term.

the "Ye, 1f.3

s7:6

6

a.

-(Quota

Borrowing language of anothet
who effectively
expressed the
mood_and thoughts
Of the speech

tions)

b.
r-

(Return

opening)

I probably shocked
some people when
I started thiS
walk by,saying that
everyone here is a
potential genius.
Now that we have
considered the
characteristics of
those who have been
called geniuses
through the ages I
hope you realize
you truly share
that potential to
look at things and
see relationships
that no one else
has seen.

4.

(9Ummary)

You can't be the
perfect owner of
a_German Shepherd
after listening to
only one speech,
but you should now
have a better
understanding of
the feeding,
exercise, and
grooming that
these dogs require;

5.

(Quotation) .,s -we face these

Reference made
to materials
that introduced
the speech

(Personal Speaker's perintention) sonal commitment
to act xeaffirmed
(SUMMaty)

.

(Return to

(Challenge Listeners urged
or appeal) to believe or
act in a.certain way

to

d.

3.

ReVieW of the_
main points of
the speech

Working individually or in small

groups, studentsshouldidentify
the type of concluding device being
used in the following sample statements.
(Personal-

1.

intehtiOn)

Each of you_will_
haVe tfo decide what
kind -of commitment
you are prepared to
make.
As for me I
can -only do what I
believe to be right.

diffitUlt times we
would do well to
remember the words
of John F. Kennedy.
"Ask not what your
_country can do for
you--ask what you
can do for your
Country."

I will continue to
present the -case

for the preservation of America's
wilderness regions.
2.

(Challenge
or apoeal)

Two -years ago the
Seniors- raised five

C.

hundred dollars in the
Bike-a-thon for
Diabetes: Last
year tne SehiorS

p.

raised -seven hnndred and fit
dollars for
diabetes reseL,!
Our graduating
class can improve
on past efforts.
We can reach our
goal of one
thousand dollars
fbt ,this.Very
important work.

Working individual]
mall
groups; students shc
.yze,
this conclusion to
trmin which
devices are being u d.
P;Jah
Pahlavi, the former
1!
of
Iran, delivered the foil ;wing
speech entitled, "Iran- -The Preservation of Our Culture." She
spoke at the Annual Dinner of the
Asia Society in New York City on
January 12, 1978. 11
;

'

'

":In conclusion, let-me return to my
own culture and more generally to that
of_Asia.... The preservation of the
cultures of Asia and the faMiliarizinq
of the people of other landS with the

63

8

Asian world is..-a task -of- crucial

2.

importance for the whole of humanity
For us Iranians; like
in our times;
other Asians, it is important to
realize that in this tension between our traditional values and
modern_technology...the revival c>f
our national culture remains the
one certain foundation upon which
we canbase ourselves...._ r can
do no better than to concliide with
the words of perhaps the best -known
of all Persian poets in the West,
namely; Omar Khayyam.

other people -with the -Asia
world, and c) the revival of

national cUltUreih the face
of modern technologyeffectively reviews main themes in
the speech.

In love eternal He created me
And firSt He thought the love
of charity. Then from my heart
He filed a key that might Unlock
the treasures of Reality.

3.

The speaker is making clear
use of a quotation -from 0Mar
("In love eternal...)
Khayyam.

4.

The speaker is making use of
the device of announcing her
personal intent when she
includes herself in her
challenge to the Asia Society
("May we each in'our own way,
carry the message of life and

I wish the Asia Society success and
new achievement in- making -Asia

better known to America and in
expanding its horizens and activiAnd I express my fervent
ties.
hope that this newivear will brine
to you and to all peoples, peace,
harmony and prosperity; :-May we,
each in ouxowri wayjOrry, the
message ofilov0.and IorAtherhood
to mankind."-jr\

brOthethbOd to mankind. ")

In evaluating student analyses
of the concniion,the teacher
may wish to consider the follow-

5.

ing suggestions,:
1.

Working individually or in small
groups, students should create a
rconclusion, or the following. speech
situation using at least three of
the devices presented in the-content outline (challenge or appeal,
summary, quotation; return to
opening_ remarks, statement of
personal intent).
Student Chairperson
Speaker:
of the Muscular Dystrophy
Dance

The idea of a challenge or
appeal may be included when
the speaker notes:
a.

Without reproducing_the_entire
text of the speech;dt is
difficult to demonstrate how
the concluding remarks may
function as asummary.:- In
faCtthe speaker's tefetOride
to a) preservation of cultures
of Asia; b) familiarizing of

That the activities of the

2.

Student Body of
Audience:
the High School

3.

Occasion:

'Asia Society represent "-6.

task of crucial importance
for the whole of humanity
in our times."

I.

School

AsseMb17 -cge week before
the Dance Marathon

b.

Wishes.her audience
"success and new achievement in making Asia
better known to America
and in expanding its
horizons and activities

4.

Muscular Dystrophy
Subject:
Dance Marathon

5.

Purpose:

To persuade the
lhence to participate in
marathon so that many

aollars canbe raised

Expresses her hope that
we may "carry the message,
of loVe and brotherhood
to mankind."

through pledges:
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Main Points:

6;

a.

Participation in the marathon will be a lot of fun.

b.

The Muscular Dystrophy_
Association really needs
our support.

c.

Our school has a very
strong tradition of helping
Others;

0
IV.

B.

Studied. The Of the statements
belong in the introduction and two
in the conclusion.
The remainde!
of the statements belong in the
body of the speech.
As you order
Main id-eat and subpoints, consider
the Order that WOUld seem most
natural to you.
Teachers may wish
to supply a map of Wisconsin to
each group working on this exercise.

Activities related to general guidelines for the use of speech outlines
A:.

It it important that students understand the basic guidelines from the
content outline before they attempt
more difficult activities.. The
,; teacher may ask students working
individually or in groups to:
1.

Students should unscramble the
'following outline in keeping with
the guidelines that have been

Name three general guidelines
for the use of speech outlines.
A sample response would be:

ThiS spectacular area on the
shores of Sturgeon Bay was
established as a state park in
1928.

Heading into northern Wisconsin
We are treated to the beauty Of
CoppertFalIs State Park.
The_name which
ie lake and the
park share is a..-ibuted to the
winnoh
iiaLLi7-interpreted
Kegoi:
"Lake of Many

Maintain consistent our
line form

Fisht,

b.

Establish clear working
relationships among points

Would v
e to do more to be
in touch With the natural beauty
and historic tradition Of WiScOn-

c;

Include- smooth transitions
for movements between
points

,a.

sin?

The river scenery and wooded
bluffs make thiS park a beautiful spot to conclude our brief
trip to four of Wisconsin's State

(Any order is acceptable)

Parks.
2.

Match three general guidelines
for the use of speech outlines
with descriptions of those
guidelines, Choices include:
consistent form; Working
relationships, and smooth
transitions.
a.

(Smooth
transition)

If WO continue our explorations
in a southern ditootion; We can
enjoy the natural splendor of
Lake Kegonsa State Park.

WhiCh0Ver direCtiOn you choose
to travel, a stop at any of the
many Wisconsin State Parks is
sure to make your trip special.

Words and phrases
are used to help
signal changes
in the direction

The park carries the flank! of the

of the specrch.
b.

(COnsittent
form)

:29 -foot falls thatMarktAb
first drop of the Bad RiAr.

SySteMS Of ideilttion and Symbol
zation are uniformly employed.

Steep slopes and rugged limestbne cliffs along the shoreline ate distincLiVi-ifeatures:'

of this park on the Door County
c.

(WOrking Points are
relation- clearly separable
ships)
and help develop
the subject statement.

Peninsula.
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The order of statements the
author had in mind is the

After 'reading several issues of
the State ParKS=V-iltor,_a
,publication of the - Wisconsin
'DepartMent of Na6ral Resources,
and talking with enthusiastic
-campers from all around the
state, I'M ready to be your
guide for a short trip;
.

folloWing: 12

Introduction:

-

Would you like to do more to
be in touch with the natural
beauty and'historic tradition
of Wisconsin?
1,

1.

The park is named after the
Potawatomi Indians who once
occupied the area.

After reading several issues
of the State Park Visitor, a
publication of the Wisconsin
Department of_Natural
Resources, and talking with
enthusiastic campers from all
around the state; I am ready
to be your guide for a short

.

This area wound Trempeleau
Mountain on the Mississippi
River was designated a State
Park in 1918.

Lake Kegonsa State Park is very
special for its areas that have
been restored to prairie "grass
sometimes reaching a height of
over eight feet.

.

-

trip.

Let's travel to StateParka on
the four main points of the

3.

compass.

Movement in the direction of
the rising sun takes us to
Potawatomi State Park.

Body:
I:

Nicholas Perrot; a 17th Century
French. Canadian fur trader, lends
his name to this park.

Park.

4011t:opper Falls was established as

:ate` Park

A:

in 1929:

Copper Falls was established as a State Park
in 1929.

s"CXavei: 'to State Parks on
,Ilur-Main'Points of the
t
_,
compass.
.,

4,

Heading into northern Wisconsin we are treated to the
beauty of Copper Falls State

B.

The park carries the
name of the -29 -foot falls

that marks the first drop
on the Bad River.

This area_With_three-fourths of
a mile frontage on Lake Kegonsa
was established as a State Park

C.

in 1962.

I hbpo our brief visits to Copper
Fall; Potawatomi, Lake Kegonsa,
a Perrot State Parks have
provided the encouragement you

While we're here we can
take special pleasure in
the waterfalls and gorge
walls that rise 60 to 150
feet on either side of
the swift-moving river.

Movement in the direction of
the rising sun takes us to
Potawatomi State Park.

neededtoexplore the scenic
wonderland that is Wisconsin:

While we're here we can take
special pleasure in the_ waterfalls_and Jorge Walla that
rise 60 td 150 feet on either_ 2
side of the swift moving river:

end of our journeywe
If at
follow the setting sun to
Western Wisconsin, we arrive at
Perrot State Park.

A.

This spectacular area on
the shores of Sturgeon
By was established as a
State Park in 1928.

B.

The park is named after
the Potawatomi Indians
who once occupied the
area.
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Steep slopes and rugged
limestone cliffs along
the shoreline_area are
distinctive features of
this park on the Door
County Peninsula.

C.

Lake Kegonsa; and Perrot.
State Parks have provided the
en-couragement you needed to
explore the scenic Wonderland
that is WistbhSih.
Whichever direction you choose
to travel, a stop at any of
the many Wisconsin State Parks
is sure to make your trip

2.

If we continue our explorations in a southern direction, we can enjoy the
natural splendor of Lake
Kegonsa State Park.
A.

Teachers will note that the
Order of the three subp9ints
Under each Mpoint is not
mandatory.
S
ents sheUld
realize that t
order they
choose under t e first main
point should be consistently
employed in development of
the other main points.

This area with three fourths of a mile
frontage On Lake

,Kegonsa was established
as a State Park in 1962.
B.

C.

1\-

special.

The name which the lake
and the park Share is
attributedLto the Winnebago. Indias--ihterpreted;
Kegdhsa_means "Lake of
Many Fishes."
Kegonsa State -Park is

very special for its
areas that have been
restored to prairie grass
sometimes reaching a
height of over eight

C. _Students should analyze the out.`3.j.ne that follows to determine if

it contains any violations_of the
guidelineE
Students should
identify claws of inconsistent
form, poor relationships among
ideas, and/or use of transitions.
SUbjett:
The UniVersity Of WiScousin System-L3

feet.

Purpose:
IV.

If at the end of our short
-trip we follow the setting
sun to western Wisconsini
we arrive at Perrot State

Univbrsity of Wisconsin System
Subject Statement: The universities of the University of
Wisconsin System are grouped into
three organizational ClUSters,
based on types of mission.

Park;
A.

ThiS area around
Trempeleau Mountain on
the Mississippi River was
designated a State Park

Nicolas Perrot, a 17th
CenturyFrench Canadian

The Doctoral cluster is
distingUished by the level
of graduate work and advanced
research condUtted at the
institutions.

fur trader, 1-endS hiS
name to this park.

A.

I.

in 19129.
B.

To inform_the ausgNnce

the overallstructure
stucre of the

The University of

Wisconsin7MilwaukeeiS
C.

The river scenery and

part Of the Detteral

wooded blUffsmake this
park a beautiful spot to

cluster;

conclude our brief -trip
to some o
of Wisconsin's
State Parks.

1.

Conclusion:
1.

I hope our brief visits to
lsi Potawatomi
Cooper
67

In_addition to an
Undergraduate enrollment of 20;026 there
are also z1660 graduates enrolled at UWMilwaukee.

j
2.

UW-Platteville, UW-Green
Bay, -and UW7Superior
round out the University

There_are doctoral
programs in fourteen
different areas at
UW-Milwaukee.

group.

Charles Van
(Transition:
Hisei a former President of
the University of Wisconsin,
once said that "the boundaries of the university are
the boundaries of the state."
The Outreach cluster of the
University of Wisconsin is a
key means of implementing Van
Hi8O'S famous "Wisconsin

(Transition: The university of Wisconsin System
is world.famous for another part of its Doctoral
Cluster as well.)
B.

The UW,-Madison is part of
the Doctoral group.
1.

2.

In addition to an
undergraduate enrollment of 24, 882 there
are also 8,943 graduates enrolled at UWMadison.

Idea;")

jII.

There are doctoral
programs in one
hundred and twenty-.
eight different areas
at UW-Madison.

The Outreach cluster is significant for the many ways
it expands the_ideas_and
services of the University of
Wisconsin System beyond its
more traditional four year
campuses.
A.

c

The University of If6sconsin Center System is

part of the Outreach

Many admin(Transition!
istrators of the UW System
have offices in Madison.)

cluster.
1.

C.

;-

-

The President of the
University of Wisconsin
System, Edwin Young; has
his office in Van Hise
Hall on the UW-Madison

in Yet an(Transition:
other way the University
offers vital public services to residents
throughout Wisconsin.)

campus.

The University cluster is
noted for. the fine four year
undergraduate programs which
exisUOI.t the institutions.
A.

UW-Eau Claire is part of
the university cluster.

C.

UW-Whitewater is part of
this cluster.

D.

B.

UW-Oshkosh is part of
the University cluster.

B.

The UW-Center system
is comprised of fourteen campuses.

The university_of'Wisconsin Extension is part
of the Outreach cluster.
In evaluating student
analyses of the outline,
teachers will want to
consider the following:
The first
flaw occurs
4
when the. - location of an

UW-Stevens Point, UW-La

administratcr's;office
is introduced as sub-

Crosse, curd UW -Stout are

pointC undehe9 first

part of the University
cluster.

main 'point."Thi.EJ point
does not coiqtribbte to

UW-PatkSide is a member
of the University cluster.

a better understanding
of the subjet statement.
It also fails to deVelop
68
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the immediately supirior heading.

C.

LiSt seven functions that.may be
assigned to speech introductions

The second flaw occurs

D.

Explain (in his/her. own words) why
each of seven functions may some=
times be assigned to speech introdUctiOnS

E.

List five dr.vicbs_commonlysed in
speech Conc_isions

F.

Define (in r.

sense in the list being provided.

G.

List three general guidelines for
the use of speech outlines

The third flaw occurs
when several campuses
are lumped together at
subpoints D and G undr
main point two. Each
of the campuses requires a separate point

H.

Explain (in- his /her own WordS) the

when no- transition is

provided to smooth
movement into the
second main point.

Thelack of transitions_between sub -

points under the
second main point is
permissable because
the movement between

cr own wOrds) each
of the five devices commonly used
in speech conclusions

points -is easy to

three genera' guidelines for the
use of speech outlines
II.

Some of the work prepared in the
learning activities may be evaluated.
For example, the teacher may:

inthe outline because
each of the campuses
has equal weight with
the others in a li
Of thiS type.

A.

fications of the patternsused in
sample outlines

The fourth flaw occurs
when subpoint A under
the third main point
has only one level
of subordination.
Single subpoints
should be avoided.

B.

Evaluate student analyses of the
speech fragments demonstrating
various patterns of organization

C.

Evaluate student patterns for
given topics

D.

C011ett and score student matching
of sample intrOdUttory statements
with the functions which may be
assigned to an introduction

E.

Evaluate student:analyses of the
sample introduction y"

F.

Evaluate the introductions students
create fOr the given speaking
situation

G.

Collect grid

H.

Evaluate student analyses of the
sample conclusion

I.

Evaluate the conclusions students_
Create for the given speaking
situation

The point should have-,!::'

been collapsed into
the superior heading
or further levels of
subordination should
have been developed.
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT

A unit test may be constructed to
evaluate student understanding of
basic terms and concepts. Items that
could be included- in the test to
check understanding at recall and
comprehension levels would ask
students to:
A.

List six patterns of organization

B.

Explain (in his/her own words) the
relationships among ideas established thrbUgh the use of six
organizational patterns

Collect and -score student identi-
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score student identifications of commonly used concluding devices

J.

Collect and score students'
attempts to unscramble the
scrambled outline

K.

Evaluate student analysis of
the sample outline

The more compleX synthesis leVel
outlines associated with- his
unit will be tested as students
are asked to utilize the skills of
organization in the preparation of
the various §pdeche§ in folloWing units.

SELECTED UNIT REFERENCES
Arnold, Carroll C.

Criticism of Oral Rhetoric.

(Columbus, Ohio:

Charles Merrill, 1974).

Chapter Five entitled "Structure and Form" provides a very thoughtfUl analysis of how
The book
structures and forms are very important in the total meaning of a speech.
is not easy reading, but certainly worth the time it takes to consider the significance
of organization in speeches;
Bryant, Donald C. and Karl R. Wallace. Oral Communication: I Short CourSe Er-Spaakitiq.
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentite-Hall, 197
4d ed.
Outline, Introduction, Conclusion"
Chapter Seven entitled "Structure and Movement:
contains useful guidelines and numerous examples for studying the basics of speech
organization.

Principles and Types of Speech
Ehninger, Douglas, Alan H. Monroe, and BruFe E. Gronbeck.
(Glenview, Illinois: SccItt, Foresman and Company, 1978).
8d ed.
COMMtinIOatiO:n;

Chapters Nine through Twelve present sevell_helpful guidelines for structuring the
The examples provided for introductory and concluding devices
elements of a message.
are particularly interesting.
Reid, LOren.

Speaking Well.

3d ed.

McGraw-Hill, 1977).

(New York:

Chapter Ten entitled "Organizing Messages"_and Chapter Eleven on "Beginning and Ending"
are especially good forthe numerous examples they supply_for the principles being
diScus§ed. Some historical perspective on organization is provided.
Vohs, John L. and G. P. Mohrmann. An Intiloduction_to Human Communication:
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975.)
Speakers.

AudiOnta-Saga-S-

Chapter Eight entitled "Messages: Organization, Structure, Reasoning" and the first
Developing Ideas" provide interesting discussions
part Of Chapter Nine on "Messages:
of sample
of the importance of organization. The prints made are tied into thisana
speeches which are provided.
WilSon, John F. and4Carroll C. Arnold. Public Speaking as a Liberal Art;
MasSathUSett8: Allyn and Bacon, 1974);

3d ed.

oston,

Organizing Materials" and Chapter Eight on " Disposition:
Chapter Seven on "Disposition:
Outlining" are both very helpful. Their discussion.of the useable patterns o organization and the functions of outlines are especially good.

FOOTNOTES
_

1Lane Cooper, translator,
e
(New York:
from the-Ria-

.

u4, Ion, Gorgias, and Symp ium with passages
Oxford University Press, 1938)- p. 51.

2Charles E. Merrill,
Carroll C. Arnold, Criticism of Oral Rhetoric (Columbus,-Ohi
I am indebted to Professor Arnold fbr the n ure and significance of
1974), pp. 121-130.
questions which may be asked when partitular patterns a
:
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3

R. R. Allen and Ray E. McKerrow, TheP-racznat-cs-of-P-ublic Communication (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1977), pp; 87-94.

Douglas Enhinger, Alan H._Monroe, and Bruce E. Gronbeck, Principles and Types of
SpeeOh_COMmnibatiOn 8d ed.
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott Foresman and Company, 1978),
pp; 189-197;
5John F. Wilson and Carroll C. Arnold, Public Speaking as a Liberal Art 3d ed.
Allyn and Bacon, 1974)i pp. 194-197.

,'(13-oSt-oh:

6

R; R. Allen-N.Sh-arel Parish, and C.IDavid Mortensen,_CommunicatiOn:
Speech (Columbus, Ohiot Charles E. Merrill, 1974); pp. 250-252.:
7

Interacting Through

,

Susan C._Buerk,_"Women's Opportunity--Starting Your Own Business," Vital Speechea,
44 NO; 8 (1 February 1978), pp. 230-232.

8Victor V; Veysey, "Panama Canal TreatieS,A Flight Down San Juan Hill," Vital Speeches
44 No. 11 (15 March 1978), pp. 331-334;
9Chait Hertog,_"EgYPtianIsraeli Negotiations -- Breaking Down the Barriers,
44 No; 15 (15 May 1978), pp. 457-461.

Vital Speeches

1 °Sig Mickelson, "Filling the Information Gap," vital Speeches 44 NO. 18 (1 July 1978),
pp. 573-576.

11Farah Pahlavi, "Iran--The Preservation of Our Culture," Vital Speeches 44 No. 10
(1 March 1978), pp. 308-3U.
12

Information on these four State Parks was taken from the following publications of
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources: Cooper Falls State Park Visitor (June 2, 1975),
Per-ret-St-a-te Pak Viaitor i(Junei7, 1975) Potawatomi State Park Visitor (June 20, 1974) and
the Lake Kegonsa St-atePajrk=0:11-s-ior (July 9, 1975).
The,dates in parentheses are the dates
the tbublications were officially received at the Wiacensin State Historical Library.
13Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, The St\te of Wisconsin Blue Book (Madison,
Wisconsin:
1977), pp. 451-452'.
The notions of clusters making up the University of Wisconsin
System is presented here.
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""c.

SYORMATIONY

StIA

This lack of
s and main points.
kill .also affects attempts to
1

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

eche *tor presentation;

Because infOrmation cap change's
and beCAUSO the amount"Ofinfortn
dbUbles every fifteen years our
ture

abler tosay "I liked it" or
bu 7-eAnable to provide
their peers ketadSe.
fesedbac4?
More
own Weakf6sses.in auelysf
'n should also be- directed to the
hods of,ampIigicatiep available to
r'

if it is to becomer-enriche qand,

improved by its informat*n, needS
speakers and writers to digest
assithilate this informationand'pre5
it with clarity. The development of
intelligent informative speakers is
necessary to the imporvement of=our
society; especially in our timej

ker._Studentsshould:not proceed

on the rroneous-assumphat others
understand their meanings rand

ad

mes

s,

-stUde.
Otis N. Walter
Speaking to Inform and Persuade

unders't

,

Professor Walter'points out the vital need for

useful informatithat which has been
digeSted, AttiMilad, and presented- with
elarity _In_an age of "information explosion"
said that the major product of
when it
the last half 9f the twentieth century is
likely to_be information--masse of it,"2
both speaker and listeners ?Lay benefit from
close study -of ways to improve the sharing
We are continually creating
of information.
and being exposed to messages which are in_

assume that others will never
Students should feel
d them.

".11,comfoOtable choosing and employing various
,<-methods for clear amplification of their.
ideas. The student as listener,imay be
especially forgotten when it is assumed
listening skills will somehow improve
automatically just because peoplp are
together in a room where speechet are being
given. Writing on current instruction in
speech communication; P. Judson Newcombe and
Karl F. Robinson have noted the great need
"for work to be done in emphasizing the

development of effectivelistening among
members of the audience."3 StUdentS do not
necessarily become better listeners, unless
conscious effort and careful instruction is
devoted to the development of listening

formatiye in -the sense that they present
ideAS, beliefs, values, and behaviors for
contidet4tien._ These messages take many

skills.'

forms such as songs that descr4e life
styles television newsprograms that report
the day's events, and governmental messages
that explain policies.

The purpoSe of this unit is to provide both
speakers and listeners with ways of improving
their ability to process information. The
firSt section focuses on the need to sharpen
a cliaar Subject sentence to guide message
preparation and listeners' efforts to temprehehd the message. The second section
presents some important guidelines for
selecting and wording main points._ The
third section presents several methedS of
amplification. that speakers and listeners
may use_toheIP:themunderstand a topic,

Speakers need to be concerned with focusing
their topicsi selecting their main- points,
and amplifying their ideas with sufficient
clarity to aid littener comprehension.
Litteqett benefit -when they become skilled
at- temprohending and retaining the amounts
and ypes of information they need. Listeners can learn_to recognize the functions
being _performed by various methods_of
amplification-and thus can take a significant
Listeners
step- toward greater understanding.
can aIc) improve their general listening
skills and habits to enhance aUtempts to
understand informative messages.

idea

orstue.'-Thefourth section suggests

aids for the stu)4ntas listener trying to
develop andi.impqkveffectiVe listening
Takentpliqethr, the four sections
tkillt.
should signifi6antl7Amprove the abilities
of bothsPeakers.andrlistOners to process,
information.

There are several shortcomings in present
secondary school speech communication
instruction ip the techniques and principles
of sharing inforMation. Too often rigorous
instruction is not provided in the skills
of analysis needed for forming subject

7

.

It is:just,as , damaging- when

As teachers apprbath this lanit; they should
be especially mindful of tWo aspects; The
main points
-,--section on the development
but the
sAggests only five guideli:
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relative length of this section should not
be deceiving.
TheS0 gUidelirieS are essential
_
tools for building coherent; unified messages.
Students need to understand and apply these
guidelines_if they are to improve their
analysis_of informative messages. _Teachers
should also allow sUfficieht time for the
foUtth section on listening skills. It iS
recommended that teachers spend considerable

D.

The,;student will bdable to analyze
sample speech fragments from the
viewpoint of the general guidelines
for forMing main points.

E.

Given- various topics, -the student

will be able to construct appropriate main points that meet the
fiVe general guidelines.

time-inercises at this point to ensure
student improvement. _Effective listening
for infbrmation is a fbundation for a host
of other important' Skills teacherS will want
students to master;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR M

OF AMPWICAT N
A.

The studen will b
ten-methodS

rn

tion.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
___

I:

B.

The student wil be able to match
each of ten methods of amplification-with descriptions of those
methods.

C.

Given brief samples of -the methods

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR GENERAL
GUIDELINES FOR FORMING THE SUBJECT
SENTENCE
A.

B.

The student will be able to name
seven general guidelines for
forming the subject sentence of
an informative speech.

ofamplification; the student will
be able to identify them by type.

The student_ will be able to select
seven paraphrased general guidelines for forming the subject
sentence from a list of responses.

6;

Given sample speech fragments, the
student will be able to- analyze
the use of methods of amplification.

E.

The student will be able_to construct a one- to three- minute
speech on an abstract concept using
at least five methods of ampli-

Given sample subject sentences, the
StUdent 10.11 be able to identify
thegenei-al guidelines violated.
D.

fication.

Give sample speech fragment:;; the
stu9ent will be able to determine
what the appropriate subject
sentences shbUld

IV.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR GENERAL
GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING LISTENING
SKILLS
A.

E.

II.

Given various topics, the student
will be able to create subject
sentences that meet the seven
general guidelines.

B.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR GENERAL
GUIDELINES FOR FORMING MAIN POINTS
A.

The student will be ablo to name
five, general guidelines for formi
main points;

B.

The IStu9ient_will be able to match"
five 'general guidelines for fOrming

A2.

main points with descriptions of

D.

those: guidelines.
C.

Given sample setslof main points,
the student will be able to
identify the-general guideline
that isliein4 violated.
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The student will be able to name
nine general guidelines for
proving listening skills.
The student. will be able to sel
4-descriptions of nine paraphrased
gUidelineS fbr improving listening skills from a list of responses.

Given brief escriptions of sample
situations, the student will be
Able to identify'violationsrof the
general guidelines for improving
listening skills.
Given orally presented instaAtes
of narration, description,_
d.
exposition, thestudent will be
able to recall main ideas and
important information on a
teacher-prepared test.

D.

CONTENT OUTLINE
Z.

General guidelines may be offered for

fOttiling=thedect sentence of an
informative speech; The subject sentence epitomizes the content of the
Speakers should formulate
speech.
subject sentences and use them te,,_
teSt the relevance of- materials that
May be included in the speech. It
is notaIways necessary to announce
subject sentences to an audience,
A.

.

E.

III.

Taken,togother, main points should
provide a comprehensive deVelopment
of all important aspects of the
subject statement.

The subject sentence should contain a single focal idea.
The subject sentence"' should be
language.

A.
T4.0.4

Quotations help amplify ideas.
1.

A speaker is using a quota7
tion when he /she repeatS the
exact WOrdS of OtherS.,

2.

Quotations are most helpful.:
when someone else's words
carry more weight, possess
greater clarity, or sparkle
With more wit than the

The_subjeat sentence should be
expressed as a ..simple sentence_

Simple sentences are able to unify
-the many elements of the message
WitheUt-fecusing thought on only
part of what is being said;
D.

,.cation aid speakers'

MetbOdg-01_asi

attempts'to explain and listeners'
attempts to comprehend ideas. Among
the most common methods of amplification used are the folleWihg:

phrased in clear, unbiased

C.

Main-points should be'limited in
number (preferably between two and
five) so as to take account of the
=cognitive capacities of liSteherS
to store information.

The subject sentence should be a
declarative sentence which asserts

speaker's.

It should be--formed to
reveal what the speaker understands and what the audience is
being asked to understand.
an idea.

B.

Comparisons help amplify ideAS.
1.

COmpatisons,point out the
similarities between objects
or ideas.

2.

WhenCOMpariSehS develop

E.

The subject serrfence should be
appropriate to the occasion.

F

The subject sentence should be
capable of being adequately
explained within the Speak4pg
time limit imposed.

similarities between things
that are already known or
understood and things that
are not known or_ understood,
they apply,abasic principle

C.

The subject sentence should be
in line with audience intereStS-,
knowledge, and attitudes.

of lea4400-movement from
the knoWti'tO'the-unknown.
A

C

-4=

Contrasts he,lp amplify ideasi=

FlVe=general guidelines may be offered
for the formation `'of main points in an

1.

COhtraSts stress differences
between objects or ideas.

2.

Amplification through contrast may seem to place idea
or items in conflict and thus.
enhance interest;

3.

Sometimes speakers combine
methods of ceMpariSoh and
contrast to develop an _idea:

inrmative speech.
A.

Malb,'-pOInt_,ShOUld relate directly

tO=the subject sentence and aid in
its development.
0
B.

C.

Main points should be clearly
separable from each other.
Main points should remain at a
consistent level of importance.
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Examples help amplify ideas.
1.

e.

Examples may be brief or
extended.

f. Slides
g.

.

A brief, undeveloped example
is useful when time is
short and listeners are
already more or less familiar_with_the idea being

2.

All members -of the audience
should be able to see and/
or hear the aid:,

often use narrative form.
This allbws listeners to
experience the essence of
an idea in a more dramatic
and powerful way.

Examples may be factual or
hypothetical.

A factual example reports
what actually happened.

b.

A hypothetical example,
whil,d it must-be consistent with known facts and
seem probable or likely,
remains an imaginary situation created by the

The speaker should be veryfamiliar with the operation

b.

of the aid So itcanbe
used smoothly and effea'tively.

/

a.

Photographs

General suggestionS fOr the
use of audio and visual aids
may be offered.

b. extended examples prdsent
ideas in greater detail and

2.

Drawings

c.

Aids should only supplement theverbal_presenta7
tion.
The speaker should
remain the primary message
sender whp controls and
directs audience attention.

d.

Aids shbula be relevant to
the primary message so
audience members are not
distracted from the central
°idea of t1 speech.

i

speaker.
3.

Aids, should be-used when
needed, then removed so
audience members cannot
dwell on them when attention is required elsewhere.

Examples may be positive or
negative.
a;

b.

Positive examples are
instances of the point
the speaker is trying to
clarify.

*a.

F. :Statistics help amplify ideas.

Negative examples describe
instances contrary to the
point the speaker is trying
to clarify.

1.

Statistics present information
in numerical forM.

2;

Statistics. often need to be
translated and personalized if
an audience is to grasp the
meaning.

3.

Suggestions for making statistics more interesting would

'

E.

Audio and visual aids help amplify__
ideas.
1.

Many types of audio and visual
aidS exist.
For example:
a.

Maps

b.

Graphs

include:

Report statistics as they
.apply to a specific, concrete and immediate situa-

tionthe audience understandS or is concerned

Phonograph records

about.

Movies
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1.

if,Ota0t;tivii,t's,..are not
06-40:04.,it'..W-heipful to
c14, f f

Repetition can highlight an
ideaiin clear, dramatic
fashion.

.

I

thtie of
Stril=t {tic

Repetition of an idea allows
listeners more than one opportunity to grasp and respond to
its significance.

.

tWOUghout the

Tthethan present

them ..n .what could be Ali

over*Ielming mass.
J.

d.

Use visual methods to
.suppIement the oral presentation of numerical

1.

1,..statement means

'

at an- idea

is presented two o more times,
but each'time in a different
and new way;

data.
G.

an idea.

Restatement helps ampl

DefiiiltiCh_S_ help amplify ideas.
1.

Speakers should use restatement
to add emphasis -and clarify
audience understandings--not
as a device to fill time.

Definitions may take many
forms.5 For example:
-A term can be defined by
naming the subclaw;es into
which it rAy be divided.

W.

Listeners trying to.clain maximum benefit from an informative speech may
fbllow some cf-&tier-A4gUddelit108 for

b.

A,term may be defined by
tiehtibhihg.bhe or more
synonomous terms with
listener is
which t
already amil3,ar.

A.

Listeners should be alert to how
speakers organize -mesa-le:: to make
them more meaningful.

A term may be defined by
explaining the historical
roots from which it is

1.

derived.
2.

H.

Foi4Mal definitibUS-albne may be
Stiff_and_unintereSting; so it
is best to supplement definiA.ions with:other methods of
amplification.

me,age.

2.

In simple formia description
may be nothing more than
recital of the ohatactoristics
of a thing

The body of the speech may
follow patterns of organization and contain transitions
to help listeners follow the
movement of ideas.

3.

The conclusion may pull it all
together in an effective summary
that:reviews the theMe and main
points of the speech.

Historical narrative is a
description of events to help
B.

illuStrate an idea..
3.

A vivid description may appeal
to the senses and clarify3 the
interrelationships that account
fbr the unique Oharaoter of a

Listeners should be alert to all
delivery cues that may enhance the
meaning of the message.
,

1.

Attention to oral delivery such
as Changes in volume or rate
may aid, understanding.

Stbjedt.
I.

2.

aea=oriptions help amplify ideas.
1.

The introduction to a speech
may_contain a direct 'statement
of subject and purpose,jes-Sential background information;
and an initial partition.
These can help the listener
prepare to understand the

Repetition helps amplify ideas. e
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3.

Attention to physical delivery
such as facial expression,I__
ges4re4 'and bodily movements

Li-sildnerS Can recognize that

eXiUtand decide
to concentrate on the message
in spite of-them.

may hqlp thelistener assign
_=,-4_,Mean,ing.to the message.

Listeners can learn to withhold
their final evaluations until the
speaker iS finished.

.

C.

Listiners can d(A2IijkL,qonsiti4ty
to the was lanqpage i.sAlsed to
help coMprehenaand.iretain the
Content of iiitormative speeches.

1;

Too often listeners make_ snap
judgements based on the personal appearance or delivery ,
of the speaker.

2.

Trained listeners focus on
understanding the message before they attempt final
eValuatien.

Listeners can note the aspects

of clarity, appro*Ateness;
and dynamism that speakers
language might posse-e.
2.

Listeners can_not0speakers'
use of figures of'sPeech to
add clarity and force to a
message.

D.

Listeners can learn -to makb_118_eof
the difference between rate of
speaking and rate of listening.

Listeners -can take steps to prepare
themselves to listen.

1.

It-iS estimated that people
speak an_average of-125 to
150 words per minute while our
minds are able to cope with
Approximately 400 words per
minute.6

2.

This time difference may be
used to identify the developmental techniques, consider
the word choices, or consider
the amplification Methods of
the speaker; This should not
interfere with the primary
goal of grasping the main ideas.

Listeners Can:practice their
listening skills by exposing
themselves.to difficult
expository material.
2.

Listeners can prepare questions
About speech-topics in=advance
.of,hearifpaspeech and then
actively listen for the answers
o their prepared questions;
listeners can give serious
thought-to the issues a
speake?" might raise before
hearing the preSentation.

,

H.
4.

-

Listeners can prepare to listen

Listeners can

-,eai6,=to_itzik--e

use

feedback;

:by pagcg themselves within
comffit ble seeing and hearing
range oi:the speaker;
5.

-

ky
E.

Listen rs can prepare by thinkNing,serIously about how they
might benefit from a complete
understanding of a specific
,bbpic both beforeftavad.during
the presentation.

1.

explanation or a?-new interpretation of some portion Of.the
message.
;;if

2.

LiStenekS can_askAuestions of
the,Spe-Aer to
cult points in the message.

ListenerS.can_learn tOCOntrOL
distractionS that might interfere

I..

with reception of the speech.
1.

Listened can signal nonvei
bally that the

EXternallistractions need to
be controlled.

Internal distractions need to
be controlled.

I

Listeners *-'a4davelop

notetaking
Methods tousa.'whilelistening to
an infbratiVe SPeech.7

1. -Notes may beof at Ieast_thre7;
different types: .key words,
partial outline, or complete
Outline.
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2.

Whichever form the notes take,
they should be written as
olOrly_and,briefly as possible
and reviewed at a later-time.

_

g.

h.

TeacherSwill want:toPesure that

()

(v)

A simple sentence

6o6

Asserts an idea

.

k.

One central idea

StudentSshotad identify the
general guidelines violated in:he

Name seven general guidelines
for forming subject sentencefl.
A sample response would be:

following sample sentences. There
is one best answer for each.
(Simple
sentence)

Contain a single focal idea

A declaratiVe Sentencel

d;

A simple sentence

Drunk drivers cause
many traffic deaths

becauSethey often

Phrased in clear; unbiased
language
c.

.

EStablishes speaker
expertise

i.

students underStand. the basic
o
quidelines_from_thecontent Out,line bdedaLmOre 'challenging activities are-introdUced -.Teachers may
ask students, Working in("Ividually
1,
or in small groups to
.

Reflects audience
interests

-(I)

04

Actigities:related,to general guidelines .forjsUbject sentences
A.

_

Includes no proper
names

f.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

Clearly worded

(j)

exceed the speed
limit,,require increased reaction
time, and suffer:
from blurred vision.

e,

e.

Appropriate to the bccasion-

2.

(Tithe

restric-

consistent with given time
limits
.

tions)

I'd like_tO:review
the history of the
Roman Empire in the
three minutes I
'have today.

In accord with audience

3::1Appro-

interests, knowledge,, and'

priate to
occasion)

attitudes

As we honor these
high school:ggdu-_.

ates on theirm7
mencement day, I'd(,,;

Select seven general guidelineS4
for forming Subject sentences
from the responses that
--4-Students ShOtild_Dlace_aioheck
11111F Ilirmarkinext:to the_stateaents
lect the general qUideT
tha

_

like tOvexplain
of the
member

sehoolPoard will
be elected next
yearY.

lin
4;-

Includs a least three
ideas
(V),

lAudienr'e

itiowiirg that third

interests;
etc.)

graders,,4e always

exciteUabout the

Appropriate_- to the

fOriSi410icy of
the Un:-1States,

total speech setting

I_':tre-A*0 ded to

6

ex` our involve'j-r

c;

d.

ment in-the International Monetary

46_ _Can be adequately
developed given time
restriotions

FUnd.

Sure to upset listeners
78

(Single
focal

Cigarette smoking
is harmful to your

idoa)

healthand can be

easier for_you? That; of douef,
is a very broad question and cannot be answered with any great
degree of specificity for you
either individually or collectively.r
I would like to address that topic,
however; from My own experience and
from the perspective of having
written and read about women and
their expectations and the problems
we- encounter in making a transition
from one role to another;"

an expensive habit.
6.

7.

fe

(Assestion)'
(Clear;

unbiased)

many of you
.own your own cats?,

Big time crooked
politicians often

bamboozl ntry
hicks.
C.

Students should analyze the following speech fragment from the view,
ijpoInt.of a properly formed subject
-geritt4nce;
Elizabeth B. Bolton, an
assistant Professoriat Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University5 delivered the following
speech entitled, "Have It Your
Way: Mid-Career Women and Their
Options." She spoke tO the graduating -class at Virginia'Commonwealth
Universitift Richmond, Virginia
on April 13, 1978. 8 Students

In_evaluating student analyses of
this sample speech fragment,
teachers may wish to consider the
following:
1.

4,

.

The closest the speaker comes
to expressing a subject sen-7%
tence is a rhetorical` queStigh:
"What lies ahead for-you-and
how might the path you choose
occupationally be made easier
foryou?7: She later says:she
wants to address.that topic.

should:
2.
1.

The rhetorical question may

Identify-and eValuatthe

be evaluated as an attention

subject sentence if it is
expressed.

gOtting method as well as a
possi4e subject statement.

Develop an appropriate subject
sentence if it iS not ex-

Her rhetorical question violates two gui e ineS for a
subject sent_

,
'!within._ your course of -study you

It con 4,441.5.4

have exAMIned a number of the:
Asues that ,have had an-impacton
your life and the lives of many.
women. YoU have learned that the
Sedialization process is quite
deferent for young -men- than
is
fbr young women. You have also
been told that women need:icred
tialsibeyondithat of men in o der
to get jebS in many cases
You
have_also_explored the -idea that
it is indeed possible to have a
career or job and a family as
well- -that it is not necessary for
you to choose one over the other
and further that you should not
feel guilty for_wanting to_expand
t of the
your horizons beyond
In short, you'ee examine_
home.
the choices that are available to
women such asyourselVes and you
have_taken_the first step-toward
new direCtions; What lies ahead
for you and how might the path
you choose ocCupationally be made

00

It' is not a declarative
sentence.

AlthoUgh,i4idiffiCUlt to
frame a subject sentence whqn

.

one is S-not expressed,::a

appropriate subject:setence,
fbr this speech WOUld:be:
'Women preparing to enter the.rwork force should concern_
theMselves kith five major;
issues.
D.

Studentsishould fbrm subject sentences on topics of`.7intOest to _them.
The subject sentences formed
should comply with all of the
suggestions studied.: Working in
small- groups, students may evaluate
each other's subject_sentencea_and
help each other select the approsubject sentence for the in.

ormat-ive speech. the teacher will
assign.
79
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II.

Activities related to general guidelines for main points

(Limited

c.

in
iniMbter)

A.

Before,ffidre diffiCUlt activities

areatteMpted_it is be8t to ensure
student understanding of the basic
guidelines in the content outline.
The:teacher may ask students

JSepa-rahie)

e.

workilk. individually or in small
groups to:

Name five general guidelines
A
for forming main points.
sample response would be:

1.

B.

Students should identify violations of the guidelines for form-

1.

Clearlyseparable

b.

Consistent levels, of
importande

Subject sentence: CitieS in
Wisconsin-may be organized
intb three main forms of
g
government.
I.

Limited in number

d.
o.

,

Present a comprehensive,
development of the subject

II.

III.

follow:

(Consistent
levels of
tance)

in

nto a
°yarn-

Cities in Wisconsin.qy
be organized under amanagerial form of
government.'

Match five general guidelines
with the descriptions that

.

Cities i
may beci
mayqral.-f
ment.

Any order is acceptable-)

-:,

Each main point
develops a
'discrete part
f the subject.

ing main points in each ''6f the
following examples:

Direct reIitionship to
subject sentence'

a.

Listeners are
presented with
a reasonable
amount of information to
remember.

The subject is
developed by
focusing on
aspects of
equal eiqnifidance and

IV.

In 1976 there were eleven
Cities_ in Wisconsin operating under the managerial
form of government.
Cities in Wisconsin may
be organized'under the
commission form o
-*_:
government.
-

scoje.
.

Corrpr_

hgisiire

deVelOp7
ment)

Students should'note,that two
guidelines are vidiated in
this exampie;, Main Point lit,
breaks the consistent level of

message is
'zaCterized
a' sense of

importance S.Eandard.

gpIeteness
because all
relevant parts
Of the subject
have been
explained.
2.

c.

(Direct

Each V,main point

relationship to
subject
statement)

grows out of
and helps to
explain the
subject state-

'It also

breaks the guideline About
separability -of main points
because it is a subpoint of
:main point II.
Subject sehter,
has th -ee majc
areas. 1
I.

ment:.
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:=ed

is a major
4adiso
urbehi2 d area in
WiSCOnS n.

Appleton is a major
urbanized area in
Wisconsin.
III.

The coat of arms is a
symbol of the state.

'Wisconsin.

Students should note that these
main- points fail to present a
complete development of the
subject sentence; Milwaukee
would have to be included in
any comprehensive treatment
of the major urbanized areas
in Wisconsin.
3.

II.

The great seal is a
symbol of the state.

IV.

The mourning dove is
the state symbol of
peace.

V.

Subject sentence: The main
branches of Wisconsin state
government parallel the
branches of the federal
government;
I.

III.

Green Bay is a major
urbanized area in

The legislative branch
is part of the government of the state of
Wi8d0h8ih
The executive branch is
part of the government
of the state of

VI.

The Wisconsin state
flower is the wood
violet;

'VII.

The Wisconsin state
bird is the robin.

VIII.

The Wisconsin state
fish is the muskellunge;

IX.

The Wistonsin state
animal is the badger.

X.

The Wisconsin state
domestit animal is the
dairy cow.

XI.

The Wisconsin wildlife
animal is the whitetailed deer.

Wisconsin.
On May 29 1848 Presi:dent Polk signed t
bill Making Wiscon

T1* isconsin state_
tree is the sugar maple;

XII

The WiSdentn state
mineral is galena.

state.
/1

IV

The judicial branch is
parb of the government
of the state of
.:_-.1.<
WiScOnSin.

7

I.

The Wisc9O1n state

p shoullalotethat the

list
main p
is i8.far.too
long to bo_remeMberedby-,Ji87_
teners unless some o.E/Itr'grOtp7
ing can be arranged,
The list
is comprehensive. Students

linethabrequires a direct
relationship between'allMain
pointp and the subject sentence.
main
point III;
also violates
_
the guideline about consistent
Subject- sentence: -0Ver=the
years several items have gained
official status as symbols of
the state of Wisconsin. -1

XIV.

Stu-de

need to think efether_ways
the symbols could be'tlustered
under fewer main points_to aid
listener comprehension and
=

leVels of importance or scope.
4.

The Wisconsin state
rock is red granite.

song is "On; wisconsin:'

,Students should note that a
point III. violates the guide-

,

XIII.

retention of the inforffiation.
0-

5.

The state flag is
symbol of the state
81

Subject StateMent: ,skateboarding is popular throu%hout
a
the United States.

I.

Skatef-boarding is popular
in the West.

II.

Skate-boarding is popular
in Los Angeles.

III.

Skate-boarding is popular
in the South.

IV.

V.

them at least three values that will
be important to them and thiS nation
whatever their personal career choices
Please teach them the need for
may be.
and the greatvalue in hard; productive,
fAithfulpursued
work. No mortal
4r
force has been more powerful in our
personal and collective progress than
clean, clear-cUt, honest effort. Work.
The second
Petspiration,
IndUtty
prindiple which I would hope` you would
teach my children--and it is cloaely
related to the first-His a sense of
appropriate pride and self - esteem in
the work they do and the career choices
I think it fair to say that
they make.
technical, vocational skills have not
always been held in the kind of esteem
that honest labor well performed. de7
serVeS. AS a nation we may have con=
SCiOUSly,br_unconsciousIy held back
our commendation for the work done
inside a blue collar or a pair of !'
rubber,boots_or a domestic

Skate-boarding is popular,
in the East.
Skate-boarding is popular'
in the North;

Students should note that -main
point II. violates two guideIt is not at a consislines.
tent level of. importance with
the other main points because
it mentions a particular city
while the others refer to
parts of the country. It also
violates the guidelineof___
separability because it would
stern
be classified under the
part of the United State

The thikd'UtiSontluding
hOpe you will each my children, and
it stems from the first two, is that
finally life is more than a career,
more than avocation, whatever- -that_
choice may be and however fulfilling
Whether secretary
it should become:
or-scientist, mechanic'or musician,_
'farmer or physiologist--those employmentsare not all there is to moletal_
experience. Ve bWe'it_to our students,
to teach not -only the breadth within
careers but, the immense 'full and
rewaVing life outside.of careers.

Students Should analyze
__- the followv iewspeech fragment from the viewpoint Of-the general guidelines for
forming main poInts: Students
should.identifyithe main points
and then evaluate them in the
light of the suggested guidelines.
Jeffrey R. Hollandi Commissioner
of the Church Educational_SysteM
for the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Saints, delivered this
address entitled; "To,Sertre the
Nation: Life Is More Than'a
He spoke before the
Career."
Utah Vocational Association on
arch _11, 1978: Hia:key,theMe
"All bf.our_Iives are enhanced'
bui-'nation is best served when
each individual is lead tp.the
broadest possible opportunity for
meaningful service.' ,12

In evaluating Student- Analyses of
this speech- ragme.nt teachers may
wish to consider the following:

ree main points of-this
Th
'rsett On could be ide5tified
-"-

The need for the value in
hard, productive, faithrk sh9uld
fully pursued:
bp taught

"Against this backdrop of service and
fUlfillment; let me suggest juSt three
principles I would hope everydUdatibt'
would teach. These are,Iethink;ithreg
which you are particularly ,prepared and:
al406 to teach in vocations :and tech'a
cal programs.... While you develop
their skills and provide technical,
vocational training fat theSe children--

A seise of appropriate"!

pride and self-eateeM in
the work one db-8 should
be taught;
C.

mine and yours - -I invite you to teach

.1
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The-idea that life is more
than a .career shOuld be
taught;

2,

The speaker's main points follow
the guidelines.
Specifically:

;c.

Contr,1!;t:

d.

Example

Eath of the three main
points relates directly to
the speaker's central idea
or subject sentence.

e.

Audio-visual aids

f.

Statistics

b.

The -main points are clearly
separable.

g.

DefihitiehS

h.

D

c.

The main points remain at
consistent levels of important°.

i.

RePetition

j.

Restatement

a;

d.

They are limited to three
in number.

criptiorbs

(Anyorder is acceptable;)'

They provide a sense of
completeness in their
development of the theme.

Matth ten methods of amplification
Ho- descriptions
that f._-_L!

3..:Students may note that the
phrasing of the main points is
not as_crisp,as it might be
The speaker4robably uses more
words than he needs to convoy
hiS main ideas.

a.

(L.

mplc,'

extended, fac-

tual orhypo7
thetical, and,
positive or
negative

Students should form appropriate
main points that develop subjects
'411of interest to them.
Working in

b,

-(DastT1p-

May Vividly_

-Lion)

appeal to the
senses in detailing the
characteristics

small groups, students shod
choose topics and form apptopriate
main points in line with-the guidelines studied; General topics
might include: extracurricular_

Of a .,Setting or
relating 'a Ser-

_

ies of events

actiVities, academj.e requirement.s._;1

_

school policies, p/lofessi
sports, local issues,

c.

---Rq-statemerit)

etc.
III.

Dsed,pecause
Someone else

y said it better)

Before students re askedtO engage
in more chaIlengi g activitieL3,
their grasp ofr the basic concepts
in the contents Outline should be
ensured. TeatRers may ask students
working individually or in groups

e.

("Contrast)

f.

tion)

to:
1.

Name ten me4hods ofamplificatiOn.
be:

A '4thple respense would
p.

QLNtz.tions
b.

Presenting the
same idea in a;
:now way

Activities related to m

A.

:Lly be brief or

Comparison

.(Repetition)

Differences are
highlighted
Methods include
tracing the
derivation of
the curre
meaning o
term
To tate_an
idea more than
o
e in the
ex4.ct same way
/
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h.

aids)

tics)
Jk

Lee, General
Ulysses S. Grant,

and General Willim
Tecumseh Sherman.
6.

'petratibil and

aria`

his

(Comparitson)

with Eau Claire.

Both citiesare
located_A rivers

between known
and,unknown
B.

and both haVe
attractive-university campuses.

Students sObb -identify each of
the foliowOqg sample methods of
amplification by type.
1.

(RepetI=
tion)

7.

(Statistics)

(Defini-

The term equestrian,
which relates to
)horsemanship, is
'derived' froMthe
Latin "equus",
Which means horse;

recentGallop

9.

(Contrast)

The power of false
-rumor can be great,
as Mark Twain re7
Marked, "One of the
most Stiking dif&ferences between a
cat and a lie is
that a cat has only
nine liveS."

(Quotation)

4.

We aren't willing
Your
to try again.
plan was a complete
failure; In other
words, the resulik
was total disaster,
and we are figiShed.

tion)

Accordkng:to a
Youth SUrVei, 44%
Of American teem,agers believe they
spend too much time
watching teleViSion;

3.

(Restatement)

',We must win this
The confergame;
ence chaMpionship
I
can be ours.
repeat--we must
win this game!
B.

2;

(Visua laid-)

toiF

The_city he moved
to in fOwa haS' as-

pt_a.:ts: in common

te5ints _out"

of el;)

Representative outstanding military
leaders during the
U.S. Civil War
would inclUde
General Robert _E.

Information in
numerical form
requiring
further inter-

(Stat=4---

-

(Example)

speaker rethe primai
mar _message
sender while
these supplesent the speech

(Audiovisual

Perceptual allusions are interesting. When_shown_
these two lines ofequal length, many
,people say that
line A is longer
than line B.

10.

(Description) ;'

There are several
differences between
the student populations of UW-Milwaukee and
Madison. UW
Milwaukee haS more
"-rt-time Students,_
fewer students fro
_-outside Wisconsini
and a slightly
older student population than does
UW--Madison.
The ammonia started
to sting our eyes
before the Strong
odors of other

antisepticsaffected
ou.r

bkeathe. .After.A

tUMbling dbWki:_dark,

>

crowded cortiders,
we ,finally reached

B
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the source of the
piercing cry that
had awakened us.
C.

the fact that "environmentally
caused refers ,to all causuatIOt
related to heredity--with smoking
and diet accounting for the overwhelming bulk of the cases."

Students should analyze the sample
speech fragment that follows to
/iislcehtify the Methods of amplifi-

5.

"Study after studyhasconfirmod

cation used in Leh paragraph.
(The paragraphS are numbdted fbt
stud-Ont convenience;)

that less than five percent of all
cancers result from workplace exposure.
Of course, even that percentage
unaCeeptable.,.but it
is important to keep that statistic
in its proper perspeetive;,;and
it's equally important to try to
help the American people understand
the appropriate perspective ofthe
observat.ion that "90 percent of
cancers are environmentally caused."

John W:

Hanley, Chairman; and Presidentpf
Monsanto Company, delivered this
speech entitled, "What We Don't
Know Can Hurt Us," _He spoke to
the City Club in Cleveland; Ohio
on April 14-, 1978.13
.ar

1.

2;

"Perhaps the ClaSSie case of irrational; unthinking feat occurred
one, fall evening dust 40 years age
this year.
Hundreds of thousands
of AMericans were seized with panic
when they heard a radio announcer
intone!
"LadiesNand gentlemen,
Incredible as it may seem; both
the observations of science;;;and
the evidencoof our eyes lead to
thOiheSeapable conclusion,.,that
the strange beihgS WhO landed in
the Jersey farmlands tonight are
the vanguard of an invading army,
ifrom the planet Mars!"

In evaluating student analyses of
the sample Spee-ch fragment, teach7
ers may wi5h to cbhsider the
following:
1.

Paragraph one presents a
"ClaSSic case" or extended
factual_ekAitple Of ,Alat the

speaker calls "irrational,
unthinking fear."
2.

Paragraph one also contains a
direot_gUOtat,I64 ftbth the:bi.ig-

inal radio broadcast -as the
speaker details his example;

"Remember that night? An estimated
six million people had tuned their
radios to Orson Welles' popular
Mercury Theatre. Later studies

3

ShOWed that some one million4Deople;
belieVed.th t the dramatization was`

Paragraph three highlights the
speaker's deite to draW a
comparison between- "earlier

cycles of feqrand the current

actually a r alliva:eneeuhtet

wave of "-cheogLobia."

with invadin0 Martians;.;,;
u

4.
3.:

exah!iples of what the speaker

peeplelbUldgiillible? :Yet,

has called "chemophobia"-proposed bans on saccharin and
Wholesale.accusationsthat the
entire fbbd cycle is in danger.

theretW:4many-4/krisoMe,SiMilarjies:betwe6n thoIp eariie.:cycIe5
of .fear and the W4me pf ".cbtOppnobia".
that ,,t:::% 'js;yeep ba4rd forth

aCr&ss ,entrY4i4.441,P-OpoSed
-i.i

-ban

5

of such'Iong

-{ding products
as saccharin, t iccholIsa.le accusa-

tions that our,tentirfOOd cycle is
in danger.
4;

Paragraph three provides Brief

"Ihered*ple, isn'tit,_that,sv many

"As we examine the thjde'tn-day
ponents-_of fear; we encounter the

6.

Paragraph fourc'containsa
commonly heard statistic"nearly 90 percent of all
Cancer is environmentally
caused,"
_paragraph four provides a-'
146finition:for7en,Yironmentally

4._- loudly proclaimed accusati

caused "--

auses not relatiL

,ri'Nearly90 percent of all
ncers
are environmentally causediw_cry
theralarMiS
OrOwned out in the

to heredi
speCIficall

The Sp
tates

definition is'; lot cony conly
understood_r_

commotion.0v6'rithis stat.i8tild is

,iii.
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ker
at thiS

l;

StUdehtt should prepare a one- to
three,-Minute speech on an abstract
concept using at least five methods
Any abstract
of amplification.
terms of interest to the student
may be used. Ekamplos include:
A.ove; fear hate, honoi., justice,
freedom, and responsibility.

b.

Be_sure you fully
understand a message
before attempting to
evaluate it.

(V)

Jot down some of -the

/ speaker's ideas for
later review and
reference;

c.
d.

IIV.

()

statistics and stresses the
importance of a proper perspective for int6rpretation.

.

D.

a.

Paragraph_- five makes use of

7.

Visit with others
seated near you.
(f)

A;

faster than speakers:-'I
can talk.

Before students move on to more
challenging activities, it is important that they underStand the t;-

Concentrate-on the
speaker's personal
appearance.

e.

basic ideaS frOM the content- out The teacher may ask students
line.

working_individually or in groups

f.

(I)

pOrRecognize the
tance of vocal nd
in
physical delive
imparting meaning
a speech.

g.

(I)

Get ready,toilisten
by thinking about the
issues likely to be

to:

guidelines
.gehbr
oving_listening skills.
response would be:

1.

a.

b.

Utilize the fact that

you'an "listen"

Learn ng activities for general quidoline 'to improve listening skills

Be alert for aids to understandihg in the organization of the message;

.1

raised -and finding_a:

good place frbm which
to see and hear the

Be alert for aids to understanding in the delivery

speech;

of the mes1bage.
h.
c.

Be alert for aids to understanding in the language
of the message.

d.

Prepare 4ourself to listen,

d

()

Use chances_ to respond
to the speaker with
questions if any points
are unclear;

Plan our activiti

i.

for

0
e.

Control distractions.

f.

Withhold final evalUatien's
until comprehension is ensured.

coming we

Alweg

g.

Use feedback.

h.

Develop notetaking'skills

\Ik

undeisbitpd
k.

()

Be aware of how the
organization of the
speech may aid understanding.:

1.

()

Decide to concentrate.
on the speech rather

,

Select from the following list
esponses those that reflect
general guidelines to iM,se
proing li§tehihq skills. Place
a check mark next to the guide-

thanisurrenderto_
possible sources of
interference.

lines.
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m.

B.

a-

Be aware of the way
language is being used
in the speechpossible figures
speech, etc.

(Language)

Mike did not
realize the speaker
was using paralleliSM to set up_the
main points of the
speech.

(Distrac-

The teacher is
thinking about_her

7.

Students Should-Lidvi ify which of
theigeneralig
for improving
listening -skit ;'-tv44. s g violated
in the f011oy4 11:$4
es. -1Students
......
should assumei) th
t e spe
r ._

B.

1,

ti:=5118)

l-

meeting,-.3ith the

principal after
class rather Chan
listening to the
StUdents' panel'
diSduSSien.

clearly demonstred the -dla acturistics mentioned se that the ajority of listeners ury:erstood
message.

he
_

1.

(Prepara7

Tne l_tudent

tion)

read Last night's
assignment, so
everyoni47tthe

nott.4

.

teache.riSsaying

(Speech/
Mrs. Latson has a
listening
slow rate of dedifference) liveryi,so,Betsy
is using her extra
thinkitiq time to

about thg=Chapter

daydream about a
trip to Colorado.

sound:- totally
to him.

foreis:
2.

3.

_Meedb-

(Delivery)

Student8 should analyze oral presentations of narrative, descriptivei and expository discourse.
The opportunity can beprovided
threUgh the following stages:

The speaker just
asked 1sr responses
from the audience,
but Nick does not
want to look dumb'
by aSking a question.

Thgli
the'sp_

Teachers' should -work closely
)

ner missed
broad

grin and 'sh_

gged_

shoulders that told
other members of
the audience how to
interpret the last
statement.

with selected students in the
development of three types of
inforMatiVe speeches:
a.

ThoSe that provide a
description

_

c.
4.

INotetaking)

Those that tell a story Or
recount aA event

Joan cannot read
the notes she
scribbyed down when

63,

;

Those that offgr an
explanatio

Student 'speak:or§ should_use the
extemporaneoUS_ Method of delivery.
Outlines_should'_be

the vilest= speaker

om

/visited the school.

collected before the presenta
tion.

5.

(Evaluation)
'

The spier said

c

she does not favor

3.

the idea Of :,high

school stU
owning the:

-is

own

cars soS# has

The teacher
student speakers
should
e the inforMatiN
want . listeners to
retain at the conclusion of the
speeches.

shut her out.
4.
6.

(Organization)

Louise missed the
spegker's clear

at recall and comprehqopion A&4levels over file inform0Uon to
be presented n the-speeches.'

itIltement of iv
j1K,Sop.r1

Teachers 'Mould prepare-a. teSt-1-

nitial

PartitiO
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V

a

1.

After hearing the subject seri,-

tonces, student listeners
should gather in small groups
to discuss their expectations
for the messages they will be

Specific criteria fret this
unit would fOCUS attention on:

a.

Formation of a proper subject sentence

b.

Proper selection of main
points

heariM.
6.

7.

Students should take notes
Notes
during the speeches.
SheUld be saved for the disCUssien.that will follow
completion of the test.

Variety in ef;ective use
of methods of amplifica
tion

Demonstration of effective
listening skills

The teacher should create some
distractions dUrihg,the_
speeches, :je students are re-

Specific criteria fret earlier
chapters would focus attention

quired to concentrate on the
(For
infortative messages.
example; another teacher or
student may come in to talk;
disturbing MUSIC may be
played, a film may be shown
in the next room.)

on:
a.

Delivery

( 1.)

FacterS in the public
speaking setting

Students shouldtakethe

9.

*

eabher-prepared-test _on_the
points and important

2.)

Vocal:delivery

information in t0 speeches.

3.)

Physical delivery

b.

Working in small',:groups,i

studehts shouldiOiscuss their

test results, tir notes, and

Language Qualities

1,)

Appropriateness

2.)

Clarity

their listen.0 'behavior during
the speecilpa.,.

.

3.) Dynamism

Activities for the c9_ lusion of the
14
unit on informative drgcourse

/'\

c.

A.

Students shouldeinalyze acomplete
informative_speech from the perspective Offered in thiSunit_and
thepreCeeding_unit on organization.
They- teacher has a variety of ways

to secure An acceptable informative
'speech for studed-eAndlysAs::°For
1;,:exampla, recent issues'of Vital
SpeethaS, volumes of- collected
Speeches with commentary like
Contemporary American Speeches;

I.

Currently invelVed,ina forensic
ptoqtaz mayoffer excellent
examples for analysis.

Patterns of organization

2.)

intredbetiehs

3.)

Conclusions

4'.)

Outlining.

A unit test nay be constructed, to
evaluate student understanding of b'aSic
terms and concepts,. ItemS that could'
be included in the test to check under-

standingat recall and comprehension
levels would-ask StUdents to:

Students should present foUt- to
six minute speeches using the
skills and meeting the guidelines
presented in this and earlier

A.

-

units.

1.)

IKSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSM

copies of student workfrbt
previous semester, and Students

B.

OrganizAion

°
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List_seVen_general gUideline8 for
forming subject sentences

Select seven paraphrased general
guidelines_for forming supject
Sentences from a list of responses

E:

EValtate student analyses of speech
fragments from the_viewpOint of
appropriate main points

List five general guidelines for
forming main points

F.

Evaluate main points created by
students

G.

Collect and score student identifications of methods of amplification

methods of amplification

H.

EValtate student analyses of ,tethedt
of amplification in speech fragments

Define (in hit/her on words) ten
methods of amplification

I.

Evaluate student speeches amplifying an abstract concept

EXPlain (in_his/ner own words)
fiVe general guidelines for- forming
main pgints
List to

G.

H.

)

Listilnine general guidelines for
improving listening .skills

Collect and:_scorestudent identifications of violatitons of the
general guideliqat: for listening

Select nine paraphrased general

pidelinesforimprovinglistening
skills from,a list of responses
II.

K.

.

Some of the work pr pared in the lavning activities py
aluated.
.

A.

Col
score student identifidatid s of the violated guide-.
lines for forming subject sentences

B.

Evaluate student analyses of speech
fragmentt from the viewpoint of
r.
appropriate .tubject sentences

Evaluate student analyses of
sample narrativei descriptive, and
expository Speeches

z>r
The learning,aCtivities that come -at
the dianclusion of this unit require
Stugents to operate at higher levels
of analysiS and synthesis using the,
content ofthe unit. TmAcherp may
want -to assign additio
weight to
the following learningMCtivitiet When
determining studentsgrades for the

.

C.

I

Evaluate subject sentences created
by students
x
Collect and score student identi7
fiCations of violations forforming
main points

Analysis ofa_tomplete informative
speech froMperspeetivet Offered
in thit unit aria -earlier

, .A four- to six- minute speech dempn-

strating conpetence in theskills
of this unit.and earlier units
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UNIT SIX

SPEAKING TO INFLUENCE

time is spent critically evaluating them
from a receiver's point of view. The second
problem is that some basic skills that would
help right the imbalance are; often not given
concentrated study in the public_ speaking
Consideration of such things as
course.
tests appropriate to various formsof:evidence and reasoning may- be-reserved for
advanced courses in argumentation and debate.
These skills are too important to be placed
in courses that may appeal_only:to intellec-

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

It is blear the toles of persuader and
persuadee- are -not mutually exclusive;

and becoming a criticald aware persuadee does not preclude becoming a
successful persuader:- in fact, it_
ought to encourage it.... The student
of persuasion in an information age
ought to observe himself being persuaded
and ought to try to discover means of
applying this self7analysis to the 'real
world' and the Marketplace Of ideas.'

The ski118Of a
tually gifted, students.
critical persuadee need-to }3e -given due
consideration inthe basic public speaking
course as well.

Charles U. Larson
Reception and
Persuasion:
RespOnsibility

This:unit:is:designed to develop the skills

of students in.theaendingand receiving of
The
messages designed to influence others.
first section presents guidelines for'forming
persuasive propositions. This-aection shoUld

PrOfeSSOr LatSbh'S 6OMMent on the twin roles
of persuader and persuadee highlights how
students may benefit from studying persuasion
Students as
both as speakers and listeners.
speakers should_give serious study to 'the
ways in which they can win assent to claims
in Order to enlist the- cooperation and supportof others; This is a basic speech
skill in a highly interdependent society.'
At the same time, responding to persuasion
as a listener remains one of the major methods
The
Of takitigdeCiSiOns_for_oach of us.
critical persuadee realizes tt"he.or she
will.necessarily be persuaded - -his or her
concern is deciding how to be persuaded
our society there simply -is-no
wisely.:
reasonable way_for_an_individual to avoid
both making persuasive attempts to influence
others and responding to the perstasive_
efforts of others. The persuasive skills
studied must then addieSS Sttidehtait,theit,,,
_

aid students in,focusing theithiniang upon

.

the specific purposes of persuasive-messages,
The second section deals with the difficult
steps of analysis involved in determining
the proper contentions to advance_in support
of a propOsition. This Section will help
_students understand the nature ofipersuasive.
discOurse._The_third section concentrates
on important tests to apply to types of'
Students will learn how to evalu-'
evidence.
ate the evidence used to support contentions::
The fourth section concerns the dimensions
of:source'bredibility; Students will gain
greater awareness of aspects of a speakeris
character and personality that_may influence
attempts at persuasion. The fifth section
explores the interesting area of- motivational
appeals. _Students will think about needs
and desires within themselves that may proVide persuaders with opportunities for in
The sixth section presents some
,fluence.factors that the critical listenOr shoula,be
awareofin_persuasivo messages; The sections.
of this unit provide many valuable perspectives through which students can g'ain_greater
awareness -and more complete understanding Of
the many forces that operate when Messages'
are designed to influence receivers;

,

combined roles -of- ethical persuader and aware,

critical persuade.
Two difficulties_ become apparent when one
looks at current instruction in perUasion in
The
the secondary school-speech classroom.
first problem is a bias in favor of-the
4
The skills needed by the_wouldpersuader.
be persuader are the primary focus of instruction;training for the "consumer" of peratiaAs Gary,Cronkhite.'
Sibh is Slighted.
expressed it-; we have tended to "devote our
efforts almost exclusively to improving:the
offensive arsenal of the persuader anaThave
so little to say abOUt the means by which
the liatenet can defend himself against such
weapons__
A ggreat
reat deal of time is spent
presenting persuasive messageti but little

Teabhers may wish to consider the_following
two special suggestions when dealing with
the content of this unit. Thefirst,suggestion relates to- student ability to analyze
persuative propositions and the proof requireIt is recomments of particular., audiences.
mended that students work together in small
92

-A

groups analyzing each other's propositions,
determining the contentions that will have
to be advanced, and evaluating the quality
of evidence using appropriate tests. When
small group interaction is used to analyze
issues of this kindiimportant concerns are
expressed and worthwhile discussion often
results.

B.

three paraphrased general_stops for
determining contentions-from's list
of responses.
C

Given sample situations involving
speakers topics, and audiences

Which omisteps for determining

s

contentionsi' the student will be
able to identify which of the steps
has. been omitted.

The second suggestion for working with thirj
unit relates to the factors of critical
listening.
It is recommended that teachers
PrepareStudents to be critical listeners
by spending -ample time analyzing sample
written speeches.' Thepe samples should be
mastered before, students attempt to critique
each other's classroom presentations.
Critical listening skills are not easy to
develop.
Consequently, teachers may want to
devote considerable.-time -to- exercises especially designed to'foster skills related to
the critical analysis of persuasive mess-

D.

Given sample .:speech fragments with
descriptions ,of the situations, the
student_will be able to analyze the

speech fragmentsin_the light of
the guidelines.for determining con-

-

tentions.
,

E.

.

ages.

The- student will be ,bi.rt.t select

Given various persuasive Proposi-:
tions and speech situations', the
student will be able to create ecin
tentions that meat the general
guidelines.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
III.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOFLGENERAL
GUIDELINES FOR FORMING A PROPOSITION
A.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR'SUPPORT=
JNG CONTENTIONS WITH EVIDENCE'
'
A.

The. student will be able to name
`three tests of specific instances;
three tests of testimony, and four
tests of statistics.

B.

The student will be able to match,
labels of evidential tests with.
descriptionS of:the 'testS.

C-

Given sample Miniarguments, the
student will be able to identify
violations of evidential tests by

The--student will be able to name
three general guidelineS for -forming the proposition of a persuasive
speech.

B.

The student will be ableto select
three paraphrased general guide
lines for forming propositions from
a list of responses.

C;

Given sample propositions, the
Student will be able -to identify
the general guidelines violated.

D.

Gpen sample sPeeckfragmentsi_the

,

Given a_sample speech frIgment,.:
the student will be able to,analyze
the'use of evidence in the fragment.

1!)

.

student will be able to determine
what the appropriate propositions
would be;
.

E.

Given various topics, the student
Will beable to create, propositions
that meet the, three general guide-

on a-. proposition of his or her

chpicej_properly utilizing'all
three-kinds of evidence.

lines.
II..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES'FOR GENERAL
STEPS FOR DETERMINING CONTENTIONS
A.

The student will be able to identify.
three_general steps for determining
contentions to advance in support
o-persuasive propositions.

The student-will be able to construct a one- to two-minute speech

IV

.INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR DIMENSIONS
OF SOURCE CREDIBILITY
A.

The student will be able to name
four dimenSiOnS of source Credibility;

.

B.

GiVen a sample hypotheticalspeech
fragment, the student will:b0 able
to analyze the fragment in the
light of critical'listehing factors.

The student. will be able to'm4tch

dimensions ofsource credibility
with descriptions of those diMeh-'
signs..
C.

CONTENT OUTLINE

The Styent_will be able to identify
dimensions of source cred4.birity
used in sample sentences.

D.

-_1;

Given.SaMPle s eech fragments, the
a_able to an'alyze.the
student wil
ase of dimensions of source
,

4

forming persuasive Proposit,i-ams.

Speech introductions utilizing at
least two dimensions of source
credibility.

A.

The firSt guide -line requires that

the proposition be perceiVed by
the listener as controversial.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR MOTIVA-

A.'

B..

Persuasive propositiOnbare

1.

TIONAL. APPEALS

perceived as-'making challengeable claims on listeners''
beliefs, attitudes, and/or
Listeners are being
actions.
asked to accept or reject a
diSputalile claim. 'When
eValuating propositions, list=
eners are doing more than
trying to understand the idea
advanCed.

The student will be able to name
two classes of motivational appealS.
The stOdeht will be able to match
'two classes of motivationalsappeals
with descriptions of those classeS.'
,

C. -Given brief descriptions of motiva
tional- appealS; the student will be
able to identify the class to which

D.

-ftommonly.center around_ matters

_Given sample persuasive messages,
the student will'be ableitoianalyze

_

appropriate source of printed'_
If. there i4 total
agreement that reliable7-meahS'
of-verification are pCssible;.
propositions need not be artued.information-_.

The student will be able to,construct a one-:to three-minute
speechutilizihg both personal and
public interest appeals.

)

3.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR CRITICAL
LISTENING SKILLS
A.

which can be resolved by direct
obseryatioh, conducting an_
'")-cPetiMent, or referring to:an

the use of 'motivational appeals-.
E;

Pers4asIVe propositions do not

2.

the ap=peal belongs.

VI.

,

7hreeguidelines may be offered for

re

Elt The student will bp' able tb_s create

V

Persuasive speeches are constructed .
around a central pnrposethe:speaker
wants to achieve. A proposition is a
simple declarative sentence that
identi=fies the central idea and the
major goal of.a persuasive speech.

Propositions'do mote thah.pre--

sent accepted "facts foto
listeners. -Statements requir7,
ing_he fUrtherjustification
.

The stUdeh.L will be -able to identify

Will be- "facts" as understood
by-particular augi.ences, Pro-

the fell6Eing_factors that ate important to a-critical listener:
twouses of emotional appealS,
three attention diverting'strategies, and appropriate tests for
fiVe common forms of reasoning.

positions differ!froMfabtS"
in that they require Supporting

proof Were they %All: be
accepted' bey listeners,
s___

B.

-

B.

C.

The student will be able to match
labels of critical listening factors
with descriptions of tlfose factors.

Thk second guideline requires that.:...
the-prOposittion_identifY, in a

specific way, what is:to be believed
or what action is to be taken.

Given sample sentencesithe student
will be able to*identifythe
cal listening fadtorthat shoUld'be

_

1;

appZied.
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The following propositions are
too vague to meet the guideline:

.

'

Something-should e done
to improve lunches in the
'high school cafeteria_

suggestions for forming the main points
of an informative speech.
In large
.rtleasure those suggestions apply here'

.

was- When fecusing more particu.

2.

High schoOl students are
given too much freedom..

larly on persuasivt discourse; throe
steps may be followed when determining
the contentions to, advance.

The propositions above may to
focused to meet the guideline:
.

b.

A.

A ful17-time professional
nutritionist should be
'hired -for the high school
cafeteria:

Detortint_what
to the subject term of the proposition.
For example, consider these
propositions:
1.

A minimum of three communication credits, three
science-credits, and three
:math credits should-be
required of all students
befote graduation from
high school.

2.

There is life on MarS.
a;

Subject term:

b.

Quality attributed:

:Mars

life

ThiS year'S_Senibr Class prod rtion was the best play our '11ign
schoptl has_ever-done.

C
C.

Th0 third guideline requires a
proposition tc meet all of the
standardsfor forming a'subject
sentence in an informative speech.
Those standards are:

a.

The proposition should containa single focal idea.

2.

The proposition should be,
phrased in clear, unbiased
language;

senior

b.. Quality-attributed:
3.

1.

Subjectterm:
Class play

"best"

Our high school should start a
gymnastics team.
a.

Subject term.:

'gymnastics

team
b.

Quality- attributed:

de-

sirabilitydesirable
3.

4.

The proposition should be
expressed as a simple sentence.

The propos tion shouldbe a
'declarativ

5.

consequences will follow
if we have a gymnastics
team4

sentence..

B.

The proposition should tie
appropriate to the occasion.

The proposition shouldibe capable of being adequately sup-7
ported ,Within-the.speaking time
litit imposed.t

1.

4'

7.

Deterthine the measures, standards,
or criteria members of an audience
will use when-deciding whether or
not to ttrilDute the quality in
question to the subject .term of
the proposition. Consider parallel
examples from 'A' above.

The proposition should reflect
consideration of audience
interest, knowledge, and

By_what standards_ will your
audience decide whether or not
there is life on_Mars?
Possibilities would include:

attitudes.
II.

An audience may want to
know about conditions on
Mars that could support

It is importantito'proceed system
atically when determining the major .
-Abintentions to advance'in support of a
persuasive proposition:3 By way of
introductiOn to the -task of selecting
contentions,. students should review

life.
b.

95

1-bo

An audience may want
testimony from qualified
experts -that such a thing
is possible:

c.

2;

An audience may want to see
photographs taken of Mars
by satellites or space
missions.

C.

Selectand shape the:contentiOns you
present based on the_most salient
criteria for your audience and
any time restrictions.
minds of yourp-audience..

By what standards-for criteria
will your audience judge the
quality of a senior class play?
PoSSibilities would include:
a;

The number of students who
participated might be importanp.

b.

The number of pepple who

Determine'the.relative importance
of the various criteria in the

..-.

1.

Consider which criteria are
going to be most important to
your audience as they decide'
to accept or reject your
proposition about life on Mars.

2.

Consider which criteria are
going to be ost important to
ybur audienc as they decide
to accept or reject your

attended the perforu3tince
might be 'important.

_

The opinions of involved
students and supervisors
might be important.

'

3.

Comparisons with particular
earlier productions might.
be important.
e;

The talent of the actors
might be important.

f.

The quality of thecostumesmight be-important.

g

The quality of the set
design might'be important.

prOposition about the ...senior
1
. class play.

Consider whi h criteria arei,
going to be most important to
your audienc' as they decide
to:accept or reject your proposition abo t the gymnastics
team.

III.

The principal forms cif evidence used
in persuasive speaking are specific
instances, testimony,-and statiSti-CS-.
Appropriate test sn-eeti-t-O-be_app_lied

(.=

3.

to each of these typetrOf evidence
whenever they are used to support a
Speakers and
contention or argument.
listenersshould be'reminded that
of_the methods of amplification'
gmany
useful for sharing information May
also serve persuasive functions.

By what standards or criteria
will your audience judge the
desirability of having a gymnastics team? Possibilities
would include:

A.
a;

The number of student's who
have expressed an interest
and willingness to participate might be important.

b.

The availability of space
might be'important.

c.

The availability of--a
trained -coach to work with
the team might be important.

In using specific instances to
support an argument, the speaker
attempts to prove a mor-general
conclusion by citing specific
examples, instances; or illustratio9s._ Appropriate tests of
spetific instances inclUde:
1.

I
d.

Lis"teners and speakers should
be concerned about the ntimber
of specific_ instances which

may becitEd in support of a_
There is
general co -- elusion.
no hard and fast.rule about
what consitutes a "sufficient
numberi but communicators need
to be wary of sweeping generalizations that qtke unqualified
claims about "all" or "every"
based on a limited number of

The costs of setting--up--

and sustaining the program
be important.
migl
Consideration of_other ways
through which interested
students could learn gymnastics might be important.

specific instances.
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2.

Listeners and speakers need to
decide if the specific instances
that may be cited are truly
typical.
Instances should be
fairly chosen from the larger
cuss they are purported to
represent. Specific instances
cited should not be the exceptions or the unusual.

3.

Listeners and Speakers need to
determine if it is possible to
account for any instances which
might be contrary to the argument or opposite to those_used..
A general conclusion is not
well supported if significant;
unaccounted for exceptions

2;

Listeners and speakers Seed
tq ask if the source. of the
testimony is a competent au
thority in the area under discussion. _Expertise is not
transferable fromone field to
another.

exist.
B.

In using testimony; the speaker
attempts to rely on the exact words
of some authority or witness to
support an argument. Thestrength'
o
may
rest on learning and intelligence,
honesty and integrity, or specialized knowledge from personal inves
tigation or observation.
Appro-

Listeners and speakers need
to be concerned that the source
of the testimony is reasonably
unbiased. A source may be said
to be biased when self interest
or preconceived attitUde§ litit
ability to render an objectiv'e
opinion.

.

In using statistics to support an
argument, a Speaker relies on
numerical data to point out in-_
creases or decreases, to emphasize
largeness or smallness' or -to show
how phenomena are correlated;
Communicators are reminded that
statistics often need to beinterpreted and personalized to have`
maximum impac't in a_ presentation.

Appropriate tests of statistics
include:

priate tests of tatimonyinclude:
1.

1.

Listeners and speakers need
to ask if the source of the
testimony has had thq opportunity_tO_observe_and_study
the situations, conditions;
Or events being reported.
a.

It is preferable if the
source of the testimony
actually witnessed the
actions, events, or conditions reportedrather_than
inferred them from (Aher
actions, events, orldendi-1
tions;

2.

But sources "of

testimony may becompetent if they_ean draw on accurate,-relevanti'and reliable
information when making
their judgment;
b.

Listeners and speakers need to
know-if
statistics -come from a
,
reliable source. Special knowledge and training-is required
of those who complete the complicated tasks of gathering,
analyzing, and reporting statistics.
Only reliable sources '
will present an accurate picture of a given situation
through statistics.
Listeners and speakers need to
ask if the statistics were
collected at the proper time
and cover a sufficiently long
period of time.
a.

It is preferable if the
source of the testimony had
the opportunity to observe

The season of the year,
the day of-the week, and
the time of day when statistics are collected can
make a significant
difference in interpretation;

/ and study_tereported
events over a rather extended period of time, rather
than_basing his claim can_a
'single, limited observation.

b.
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The period,of time over
which statistics are col.
leCted must be long enough
to ensure that temporary

Which the audience can follow.
A disorganized speech usually
reflects negatively on a

fluctuations are not
tuterpreted.as trends.
Short and_long range
effects Also are not Lobe confused.
.

spel'iker's intelligence and
ability.
3.

Listeners and speakers need to
ask if enough statistical data
is presented to support the
contention being advanced;
This test corresponds to the
"sufficiency" test of specific,
instances--are the statistics
based on a large enough sample?

Using the testimony -of those_.

persons the audience will recognize as expert may .increase
a speaker's credibility'
4.

4.

A speaker may demonstrate_
familiarity with authorities
in the field beihg discussed.

A speaker may, ,deMenstrato com-

petdnee by associating him or
herself with other highly
credible individuals. Sometimes speakers are introdUced
by highly credible individuals;
SometimeS speakers directly
remindthe'audience of associations with admired people.

Listeners and speakers need to
ask if the statistics presented
are representative. ThistoSt
corresponds to the test of
specific"inStance8-which asks
if the instances cited are
typical;
A

IV.

The Audience's perceptions of a speaker
can, be one of the most powerful influences leadiritg the audience to accept
or reject the attitudei belief; and/or
action the speaker proposes. :Four key
dlMensions of source credibility may
be studied to gain a better understandways perceptions of the
ing of
speaker affect attempts at persuasion.
It should be- remembered that source
credibility is situational: faCtbrS
-relating ttCthe particular source,
oceasierb au0Oncei purpose,
will dee'OrmAe the_degree to WhiCh any
of the four dimensions -is- especially
releyant-- any given time.?
A.

The'sp

B;

The speaker's perceived salm-rityr
to an audience iS a dimension of
It is helpful
source credibility.
if a Speaker can identify
common
_
ground with the audience and be
-.perceived to resemble the audience
in significant 'ways.

1.

amount and diredtiOn of eye
contacti interpersonal diStance,:body Orientation, etc;
may allprovide cues by which
the audience will Perceive the
speaker as similar or diSsLmilar to themselveS.

or's perceived compet:eii'de_

nsion of source
is important for the'
o be- perceived as one,who
ifications to speak on the
ha4 q
topic. _Methods whiqh may be used
to enhance perceived competence

1.

2.

Aspects of a speaker's non --verbal be4Vicit may be import
Clothing', groomirlgi pOs=
ant.
titre, gesture, bodi?.y.,:movement,

is4d

includes:

MothodSwhicho

May be used to enhance perceived
similarity would include;

2.

(

A speaker may demonstrate that
he or she is qualified- through
special study and/or experience
to speak on- the- topic. Strdng
personal interest in and inVblvement with the topit are
also ways of demonstrating
competence.

A speaker may openlyannounce
agreement with the concerns
and position of the audience
on particular issues and
points.

3.

A speaker-may clearly separate
his -or her position from an,
ideai position, group, or
institution'which th0 audience
esteem;:
opposes or holds
In thiS way -the- speaker is

The speaker may take care to
present a well-organized speech

.103.
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pereeiVed as similar to the
audience by being/disassociated
from ideas the'a-udience opposes;

]

The speaker's perceived moral
_character
is a dimension of ,,ource
_
credibility.
It'is important for
the speaker to_beperceived as one.
who hasdesirable personal qualities.
Qualities that are seen as
desirable will vary from audience
to audience, but one mi,ght expect
listeners to honor such qualities
as sincerity, trustworthiness,
dynaMism, and a sense of humor- especially when it comes -at the
speaker's expense; Methods which
may be used to enhance perceived
moral character mould-include:
1.

2.

A_ speaker-May demonstrate how.

the audience will benefit
through acceptance of the proposal. The .tp-ek-er can detail
the rewavd's,of- favorable cons equences'to be expected:
V.

-A speaker may enlist motivatiOnal
appeals to support arguments;
Often
these aj'peals will be presented in,
combinations of clusters: There are
two major classes of motivational
appeal-8-78

A.

The speakep may demonstrate
personal behavioral commitments
to the position being advocated.
Audiencestend to believe more
readily those Who have. actually
done something in line with the
belief; Attitude; and/or' action
being p/oposed.

A speaker may use personal',Interest appeals to focus on individuals
asiindividuals with their liMetimesprivate needs and desires. The
following six concerns are fre-_
quently used appeals to tersonal
interest.
.

1.

An appeal to self-preservation
may lend support to en argui

mAt.
2.

The speaker may demonstrate the /-

ability_to.understand andrea- U'4

a.

son cogently about more than
oneside of an issue. "Fairminded" individuals able to

The appeal to selfpreservation relates to
human physiological needs:

Consideralternativepoints of

requirements such as food,
drink, airi sleep; etc.

view_ are''often perceived as

having high credibility:
b.

Speakers_ may seek to demonstrate that they embody important audience aspirations.
Speakers should demonstrate
that they possess qualities an
audience can "look up to."
These. may be qualities the
audience- admires, but has not
yet attained:
D.,

,,..

basic_ bodily "tissile"'

The appeal to selfpreservation also relates
to safety and security
needs: protpction from
physical_and financial
°harm or injury; need for
'structure', orderliness,

law and predictability in
one's environment; freePdom from fear and chaos.

The speaker'S good will toward the
aeiddence is a diMenSiOn of source
credibility, It is important that

2.

An appeal -to sexual attraction
may lend support to an argument.

speaker be perceived ashaving
the audience's best interests in
`,mind.
Methods that may be'used to
enhance perceived good will

With most people,demonstrating-that with acceptance of the proposal they
will become more attractiv,e to members of the
opposite sex can -be a
powerful means of support.

include:

A speaker may share genuine
.expressions of affection;
interest, and_respect for the

purpose, goals, and achieve-

.'

ments of the audience.
V
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It is recommended that
public speakers exercise

_

some care in using this
It is especfally
appeal.
important that it be p1---"Setited tastefully and
objectively:

JO.

osti,ng activities. which

4have ne serious,pnrpose
c.

3.

An arkeal to acquisition And
saving may lend support to an
argument.

Pleasant stimulation directly through one or more
sense's

G.

The most obvious use of
this appeal relates to
people's deSire to earn,
savu, and spend money
4
wisely:
b

Doing things for fun-i
participating in inter-

'An appeal to creativity may
lend support to an argument:
a.

Creativity may be thought
of in relation to the
creative arts.
Creativity May be thought
Ot'in relation to building
with physical objects. "

The appeal_also applies
to objects'other than
(For example, note A
money.
the interest in beer can
d

collectionsi.. stamp celledtionsi phetegli-apli collectiens# ete.).
4

Creativity may be thought
of in relation to organizing people into succesSfUl
ing
units.

4.

An appeal te_selfer group
esteem may lend suPpert to an

B.

argument.

a.

Self esteem ref er'J to the

image and,opihiononebas of
one's self - -high or low-positive or negative. Most

people want to achieVe distitctien or success of some

interest
appeals in an attempt to qoppersuaThese appeals focus on
sive.
individuals as members of se ial
groups and publics to whom t d
eyhave Obligati-Ohs and responsibiliIndividuals are asked to
ties:
place personal interests in the
background while they consider -the

Aspoakor-may usepubIi

interests of thp doMMUnitand.the

kihd that willwintqe re-

larger pUblid: Examples of this
type Of appeal would include times
-.
when:

spect and admiration of
those withwhom they interSpeakers may dem6n7
act.
strate how acceptance-of
proposals will raise the
self esteem of members of
the audience.

.

b. -The conceptef group esteem
is the idea of favorable
distinction and admiration

1.

Members-of a jury_are told to
fbOUS Onthe_facts, and law,
agd their duty:to see that
justice is done when reaching
a verdict in a case.

2.

MetberS of a school board are
asked to put'thewelfare of
the children o-f the school '
district above all elee when
considering aproposal.

applied to a club,
state, nation, etc.
_

5.

An appeal to porsonal enjoyment
ma/ lend support to an argument
Pleasures would include such
things as:

,

3

AcceSS to and the_a4ility
to enjoy the comfort,
luXuries pd so- 'called
"good- things -in -life"

100
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a congregation are
mombors
told they have.the.responsi,
bility to 'turn tlie other
chock" and "loVe-theit
bors as themselves" in their
daily dealings with others:

4.

Citizbns of a country are asked
to demonstrate.genuine concern
and cOMpassion for the well being of Others by opening their
homes to refugees

tratic, communistic, or
faStiSt would also prejudice .responses so that
all relevant evidence
might never_be considered;

0

VI.

Theie is a need to develop critical
listening
Earlier sections of
thit_unit have provided some.means
through which persuasivepdiscourse may
be evaluated;
(For exampIe!_focusing
on the proposition, considering the
contentions, testing the supporting
evidence, Considering the Speaker's!
credibility4 and being aware -of Metiyational appeals are all of interest to
the'critical listener;.)
Some addition41 aids to_the crAtical listener are
presented here by considering two uses,
of emotional appeals, three strategies
of divertng attention from relevant
issues, and appropriate tests for
five common forms of reasoning.

A.

b.

part to name - calling.

Ih

this casewords are used
to call up very positive
associations in the min
Of liSteners so that. :an

idea or person is immediatelyapproved_and accepted.
For example, to say
s-tudent was friendly, 'cooperative,- bright, and
open- minded could go a aoug
way toward' winning- approval
c before any evidence is con Likewise, pro-

ta

grams associated with pace,
henor, freedom and demo0racy-might be- accepted
beca-use of.the favorable
associations these terms
call to -mind.
Again, the
danger is that other relevant factors might not be
considered;

Critical listeners shout id-be-AWare

of how their emotions may be engaged to support propositions; In
matters involving the emotiOnsit
is a question of,balance. Emotional
invoIvement_shouldinotbe the sole=
Criterion for judging propoSitionA;
but.the emotions may serve valuable
functions as part of the total compleX of factors influencing a de7
cision; ._Relevant factors on ybich
to base a decision may beioverlooked if the emotions are aroused
to excessive degrees.

2.

Listeners need to ask if th4r
emotions are being,directly.',

appealedto 4S_a means of inducing automatic reactions;
Strong emotions that might be
aroused include:
'

Listeners need to ask if
emotionally loaded language is
being used to circumvent other
ferms;of proof.
Two particular'

Fear - Speakers may try to
win acceptance by arousing
listener fear in connection
with the purposes,or
consequences of a proposed

ways Of'Using .embtionallY_lOad-7
'edj_anguage may-"be identified:

action.

a;
1C.:)

Glittering generality is
in some ways the counter -,

b.

Name-calling =curs when a
speaker givi something a.

Pity
Speakers may try to
arouse symP4thy on behalf

, 1-tif a cause, so that listen-7

"bad label as a means of
,getting peOple to reject or

ers will Oct solely out of
compassion while- forgetting
to.eXamine.the facts of the.:
matter.

condemn it.:,withoUt examinIng the evidence. For
, example, to call a student

_

a coward, dummy, spoiled
brat, teacher's pet, or

;

::snob.woUldprejudice-;

.peoPles reSponspsagainst
that individual. On zn'other leveli'to: call a pro
grain Socialistic, undemo-.

.

Critic -al listeners need'to be aware
of
w speakers may attempt -to preVen full examination of the-evid,
ence and reasoning upon which pro -.
positions are based.
Strategies
thatValf=bids-:ed-tb block full exami'nation.of the ,worth_of -proposi--

tions would include:9

1.

keeps the personal qualities of its advocate subordinate.

A_appeal to authority, -to a
"name" or -to an institution,'
may be made- in -an- effort to

win easy acceptance for a pro(For example, the
position.

C.

Secretary of State:, al_Nobel

prize winner, or the American
Medical Association may be
quoted to silence opposition.)

Critical listeners need to be aware
of the various ways they may be
asked to link evideneeto_proposiThe study of the linking
tions.
or connecting that takes place between evidence and-- conclusions is

2.

a.

A Critical:listener defendsagainst this appeal by
checking all- authorities
against the tests of testimony presented earlier in
this unit.

the study of the process of reasonCritical listeners should be
ing.
familiar with various forms of
reasoning and knOW the apptiiptiate_
Atbng the most common forms
of reasoning are the following:

b.

A critical listener does:
hot let- the opinion of an
authority become the sole
critertbn:of judgment; she
also considers other relevant factbtS.

1.

similar, a conclusion drawn:`:'

about or_a quality attributed
td,one:of the cases -must be
trUe of and -apply to the second
case as well. Appropriate
tests of this form of reasoning
ihclude:

An-appeal to tradition or
custom may be made in which:a
speaker recourits-how something
has always been dealt with in
the past.
a;

Reasoning from parallel Case
The listener is presented -with
two cases that have like charIt is then argued
.atteristics;
that:because the two cases are

a

A critical listener tries
to discover if there are
any factors in the present

Aspects:- The listener must:
determine if the two cases
are similar in the essential

--SitUatiph that -call for a
*
change -from past practices
or policies.

aspects that relate -to -and
affect -the conclusion the
speaker is attempting to
draw.

1

b.

A critical listener does
not let tradition become
the sole_criterion by

b.

which a proposition. is
judged.
3.

An attack on the competence or
bharaCteri0f,theadvocate of
a proposition may be substituted
for an examination of the relevant issues at hand.

Adequate Explanation ofDifferences - If the listener determines that the
two cases aredifferent:in
significant respects, the
speaker must demonstrate
that sighificant_similatitie8 outweigh the differences.

2.

A critical listener keeps
the relevant tests of
testimony and dimensions
of source credibility in
mind whenever sources of
propositions are being
attacked.
'b.

Sitilarityof Essential

Reasoning from Sigh - The lis-

tener is ASkedtotake_the
presence of one item as an indication of the presence or
absence of another item.
Appropriate tests of this form
of reasoning include:
a;

A critical listener gives
major consideration to the
worth of a proposition and
102

Reliability of the sign
The listener should ask
how. constant, sure, or

close is the relationship

such a way that the;
elimination of one or more
leaves the remaining alternatives intact.

attributed to the -two
'items;
Is the_alleged_sign
-a certain indication, a

"likely indicationi or just
a possible indication of
the conditions or action
named in the speaker's
claim?

2'

Fair Treatment of Alternatives - The listener
should decide_if the speaker may have slanted the
presentation -of alternatives to avoid giving
credit to their good points

Possible Sign Disrupters
The listener needs to ask
if any factors- -may -have

interfered with the rela-

4.

feasoning from Causation

tionshipthat normally

listener is- asked -to- accept an

exists between:the items
mentioned in the speaker's
claim. _Few signs are
absolutely reliable, 'so_a
listener needs to be alert,
for factors that might upset (alleged sign relation-

argument that moves forward_in
time from the designation of a
producer to a description of
what will be prOduced (causeeffect) or backward in time
from a description of what has
been produced to an identification of what_produced it
(effect- cause)._ Appropriate
tests for causal reasoning include the following:

ships.

Nonreciprocal'Signs
The
listener needs to ask if
the relat.ionship betWeen
the items Works in only -one
direction; It may -be that
"x" usually indicates the
presence or absence of "y"i
but:"y":does not necessarily indlicate the presence or
absence of "x".
3.

True Cause
The listener
shoUld ask if the items
described are causally
connected. A_common error
in reasoning occurs when
people assume that just
becauSe one thing came.before or after something
else a causal connection
is justified.

Reasoning from Alternatives
The listener is:asked to accept
the speaker's Claim because -all
of the other possibilities have
been systematically discredited;
Appropriate tests of this form
of reasoning include:
a.

-Capable Cause -_The listener should ask if the
factor identified as the
cause possesses the necessary weight or force to
be responsible for the
alleged effect.

c.

Part Cause - Few events or
conditions can be traced

Exhaustive- List -of- Alter-

natives - The listener
should decide if all reasonable alteYnatives to
the speaker's position
have -been presented.

speaker may
to consider
that are in
able to the
advanced.
b.

b.

The

to the operation of a sin--:
gle cause so listeners need
to be alert for the possibility that the speaker is
overlooking a complex set
of interrelated causes
that together are responsible for an effect.

have chosen not
the alternatives
reality preferposition being

Separable Alternatives The listener should decide
if the possibilities considered are distinct and
separate; They must be
capable of being divided in

d.
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Counteracting Causes - Listeners need to ask if other
factors may be in operation
that impede or prevent the

b.

force of the causes the
SpeakerhaSiidentified.
Any given cause May come
into conflict with one or
more other causes that reduce or negate its effect.
-5.

The proposition must identify, in a Spetificwayii_
what is tobe,believed or
what action is to be taken.
The proposition_must meet
the guidelines fbr forming
the subject sentence of an
informative speech.

Reasoning from General Principie - The listener is asked to
apply an accepted rule or Principle to a specific situation
In this form of
or 'instance.

(Any order is acceptable.)
2.

reasoning -the. speaker claims

that certain conclusions about
the specific situation necessarily follow because-of the
general principle. Appropriate
tests of this form of reasoning
include:

SeleCt three paraphrased general guidelines for forming
propositions from a list of
responses. Students should
place a check mark by each
statement that reflects a
guideline.
_

a.

Propositions focus on
ooncrete thoughts or
actions.

TrUth of theGeneral Prin7
ciPle

The listener-- should

ask if the_general princiThe
ple or rule is true.
listener should question
whether the principle rep-

b.

-- resents what actually is

b.

the caso

the :past-five years.

Applicability of the-General Principle_- The liStener
shotld ask if the general
principle applies to the
The
situation in question.
listener.should determine
whether the situation under
consideration falls within
the class generalized about
in the principle.

PropositiOns should
contain between three
and -five separate
ideas.

Propositions and_SUbject sentences meet,
many of the same
standards for proper
phrasing.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I.

Propositions should
be about something
that has happened in

e.

Propositions should
always-include the
names of particulL
individuals.

f.

Propositions shOuld
be about disputable
concerns;

1.kctivities related to general guidelines fbt forming a proposition

:

A.

Before attempting moreidiffidult
activities it is beSt-te ensure
student understanding of the basic
concepts in the content outline.
Teachers may ask students working
individually or in groups Lb:
1.

B.

Name three general guidelines
for- forming the proposition of
a persuasive speech. A sample
response would be:

Students should identify the general guidelines beingvioiated
in the samples preSentediSelow.
If none ofthe guidelineS is
violated, write "none" in the
space provided.
3..

a.

The proposition must be
perceived by the listener
as controversial.

(Not a
deelata,-,

Live
sentence)

10100

Whicl-Onstrument is
the most difficult
to play in the high
school band?

2.

3.

(None)

(Not

specific)

Prostitution should
be_legalized in the
United States.

1

There is too much
competition in
sports.

4.

Tabit-

controversial)
5.

(Notia
8_1ftqle

idea)

6.

(None)

"While:I shall speak tonight pri.,_

marily about the struggle being waged
electronically by radio, that is only
part of the:contest which is being
waged fbr tie mind of man in Whi-ch th
country seriously_lagt. The 'SbViett
are sending cultural groups everywher
Athletes erformi ballet troops; acro
bats,_g _astic unit's tour the world_
and chord groups sing on every bonti
ent_ _The oviets at-e-tpdtinq no
expense to gain access to the_minds,
and hearts of people everywherejcnowing that cultUral acceptance and admi
ration opens the way for the politica:

Yi

Madison is the
capital of Wisconsin;

All high schbol
students in Wisconsin should be required to take foreign language courses
and study at least
two semesters of
biology.
The possession of
marijuana for personal use should be
legalized throughout the United
States.

and ideb,l.bqitd1 penetration Whi-ch
follows;

2_ _The question may well be asked:, "i:

this battle for mens' minds important'
and "thoUld we get excited about it?"
The answer can_only be, "ye-8; it is
important! And we not only should gel
excited about it we should do something about it!"
3

We should see to -it that our effort

areinceased to the eAtent that we
7.

(Not

The president'.of tha

compete at least on a basis of equalit
Of magnitude in every way i the. sport
and dUltUrda fieldt, and th
CiUr_brc
cast-facilities -are enlatqed so that c
nation can compete effectively in that
part of the arena in which the struggl
of the airways is now going on."

Uhipd Stateti0

8.

versial)

elected to serve a
four-year term;

.(Noti A

It'sabou'ttime

id-eblfIb)_-. somebody did something to help the'''

poor;
C.

In evaluating StUdeht analyses of
this sample speech fragment; teach
ers may wish to consider the

Students should analyze the,following speech fragment froM the viewpoint of a_properlyformed persuasive proposition;
Paragraphtare
numbered for student convenience.
Students should:

1.

Identify and evaluate the pro'
position if it is expressdd.

2.

Develop an appropriate proposition if it is not expressed.

The speech was given byKenneth,R.
Giddens who is a television executive for WKRG. It_is entitled;
"The War We Are Losing: We Can
Reach the Masses of the People by
Radio." Mr. Giddens delivered his
address to the Southern Meeting of
Delta Sigma Chi in Mobile, Alabama
on March 17, 1978.10
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1.

Paragraph 2 -ends with _a v_
very
general proposition which is
too vague to focus audience
thoughts or efforts--"we
ShbUld do something about it!"

2.

Paragraph 3, akon as_a_whole,
would appear to be the. spea
proposition. The guideline re
quiring a proposition to con-_
taih a single idba is violated,
The speaker had. mentioned in
the first sentence of the
speec4 that his primary concert
would be radio, but he cannot
help referring to other matter:
Consequently; his proposition
is cluttered.

3.

Students should fbtti persUasive
propositions -on topics of interest
The propositions formed,
to theM;
should comply-with all of the
guidelines studied. _,Working. in
small groups, studentS may evaluate'- each other's proposition_and,help
each other select the. appropriate,
proposition for the persuasive
speech the teacher will assign.

Roughly three separate poten-,
tial propositions are_contained
in_the third paragraph. The
third propositionicomes_the___
closest to the speaker's over-

-

all intent..
a.

We shouldisee to it that
our efforts are increased
to- the extent that we compete at least on a basis of
equality of magnitude in
every way in the sports

II.

Acitivities related to general steps fof
determining contentious
A.

We should see to it that
b.
our effort's are increased
to theextent that we compete at least on a basisof
equity of magnitude in
.every way in the cultural
field.

Student understanding of -key concepts in the content outline should...,

be checked befOre more challenging activities ato_atteMpted; _Teachers
may ask:students working individu-_
ally or in groups/to:
1.

We should see -to it that
our broadtastifacilities
are enlarged so that our
nation can compete effectively in that part of the
arena intwhich the struggle
Of the airways is now going on.
4

5.

Identify three general steps
for determining contentions_
to advance in support of petA sample
suasive- propositions.
response/would be:
a.

Dete/ rmine

b.

Determine the measures or
criteria members of
audience will:uSe wh_n
deciding whether or

The third Potential proposition
violates the guideline calling
The
air a SlMple sentence.
Speaker goes- beyond the preferable simple sentence when,he
adds "so that...."

to attribute the qiiiallty

in question to the subject
term of the proposition.

The guideline calling for a
specific identification of what
is to be belieVed or what action
is to'be taken is also violated.
We are left with something
like:

We ShOuld see to -it --

Determine the rela-Arve importance of the Varidus
criteria In the mind,5 of
your; audience.
2.

that our broadcast facilities
are enlarged" This does not
_give the audience much guidance
short of the speaker's
purpose.

Whileit is very difficult to
form a proposition when one is
not clearly expressed, -an appropriate propos.itien fet:this
SpeeCh'Wetld be: The United
states should enlarge its international radio broadcasting
effort.

what is being__
attributed to -the subject
term of the' proposition.

Selett three paraphrased general steps for determining contentions from a list of reStudents shoUld idensponses.
tify the statements below that
reflect the steps by placing
the appropriate number before
the appropriate step (Step 1,
-Step 2, Step 3) .

a.
4

Determine a list
of all the weak:
nesses:of your
propo5ition and
shape these as
your major contentions.

b.

(Step 3)

Rank the possible
criteria in order
impor-

Contentions:
I.

tanCeto your
audien-ce and

select your contentions accordingly.
c.

(Step 1)

Decide what characteristics or
quality you want

Jewelry making_would be
a lot of fun for the
students who took the

your.:audience to

assign to the
subject of the
proposition.

course.
III.

Ask everyone who\
, already agrees

,d.

B.

IV.

for

jewelry made inthe

Decide what standards your audience is likely to
use when determining whether or
not to assign a
particular quality
to your subjeCt.

A.

Some of the objects_
could be kept by the
art department for
teaching purposes.

B.

Some of the objects

clatt.

could be giver-0,away

as gifts.
C.

Some of the objects
could be -sold to_

interested buyers.
V.

Speaker:
High School student
in his junior year

Audience: .Students and faculty
involved in the art department,,
high school administratorsi
parents, and interested members of the general public
Occasion: Gathering in the art
rooms to display student work
and present proposals for
changes that might improve the
art program
Time Limit:
minutes

There would be use

they give -you as
your contentions;

Students Should identify which of
the general steps for determining -4
contentions has been omitted in _the
following situations.
1.

Trained_ teachers are
ready and willing to
teach the course with

only minor changes required in their present
schedules.

with you why they
accept your proposition and use
all the reasons

-(Step 2)

Many students.have de7
veloped the prerequisite
metal,-working skills in
courses currently offered
but now have nowhere to
go in the curriculum to
advance their training.

The additional cost of
thetbUtte to-the school
would be minimal.
A.

As mentioned earlier,
trained teachers are
already available.

B.

Students could pay
for their own
supplies.

C.

The basic machines
and tools afe already available in
. the school's art
deartMent.

Five to sevenVT.

Proposition: OUr high school
should offer a course in
jewelry making.
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Students trained in
jewelry making would
develop a special sense
of pride in their artistic skill:

VII.

VIII.

IX.

such as this one about
increased use.

There is no alternative
way to llarn jewelry
making cfrrently available in the area.

Contentions:
I.

Some high schools in
other parts of the state
are offering very successful jewelry making
courses similar to the
one I am proposing.

year.
II.

year.
III.

Several states!.have

changed their marijuana
laws over the past year.

The step that has been omitted
is the third step. The speaker
forgot tb select and shape the
final contentions in line with
their relative importance to
ro
the audience and the
Some of the conStrietions
tentions advanted quite likely
would correspond to important
criteria audience members will
be using in deciding whether
to accept or- reject the proposition. Other contentions
could best be diScussed later,
collapsed under some broader
heading,.or forgotten.

IV.

Opinions of some members
of the medical profession
have changed over the
past year.

The_step that has been omitted
the first sep. The speaker
has failed to determine what is
being attributed to the subject
term of hes-proposItion and, as
a result, non\of her contentions ate directly,relevant.
Contentions, about types of
marijuana, sources of marijuana,
other states' laws, and the
medical profession's opinions_
do not directly -apply to a discussion of increased marijuana
The_
use at her high _school.
problem is similar to that Hof a
speaker trying to share inforf--matiOn who creates main points
that do not amplify the subject

Presidmrt of the
Speaker:
Student Council
Audience: Student Council and
Faculty Advisors
OccaSion:

The sources that -are-

supplying marijuana to
the students have
changed over the past

Our high school -art
department could'be___

very famous in the state
for developing the best
jewelry making course.

2.

The types of marijuana
students are using have
changed over the past

Student Council

'Meeting

sentence.
TiMe Limit::

Five to seven
President of the
Speaker:
High Sthool Lettermen's Club

minutes
JV
_

Proposition: The use of marijuana by stUdents at our -high-

Audience: Members of the
school board, interested
students, meMbers of the
general public in attendance
4nd those watching on television

schoolhas increased during the
past year.

_

This propositidn
Background:
is part of a larger argument
the speaker eventually wants
to make about the need for
revised school policies on the
smoking of marijuana. Before
she can recommend any plans,
she has to win audience acceptance of basic propositions

Regular Meeting of
Occasion:
the School Board
Time Limit:
minute*

1,0
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Five to seven

o.

Proposition: Last year was a
good year for athletics at the
high school.

C.

Background: A special item on
the agenda for this meeting relates to the direction and
focus of the athletic program
at the high school;
There has
been talk of firing the athletic di i ctor.
The:President of
the Le 7ermen's Club has asked
for an qpportunity to defend

Students should analyze the'followspeeCh fragment, in the light
of the general stepS for determining
contentions. ThiS activity also
helps students review the nature of
persuasive propositions. It will
be necessary for students to:
1.

Identify, evaluate,nd possi-'
bly reword the proposition

t

the athletic programsby_talking about last year in particu-

2.

Identify the major contentions

3.

Dedide if,the contentions meet
the guidelines:

lar.

Does the speaker appear to
have a clear idea of whit
is being attributed to .7
=the- subject term bf the

ContentioAs:
I.

Last year was a good year
for athletics at the high
school because the football team got new uni-

proposition andi do_the
contentions reflect this?

forms.
II.

b.

Last year was a good year
for athletics at the high
schddl because:no major

Would the speaker's contentions count as reason-7
able criteria or standards
in the minds ofHthe audience?

,

schedule changes -were

necessary because of bad
weather.
III.

DO the oontentionS appear
to have been selected and_
shaped in keeping with the
importance of various
criteria in the minds of
the audience?

Last wear was a good year
for- athletics -at the high

school because mos
the students out for
track supplied their own
shoes so the school district saved some money.
IV.

The speech was given by R. F. Shaw who
is president of MONENCO Pipeline Consultants. Ltd.
It is entitleq, "Why
Nuclear Energy! Be Thoughtfulz-Nbt
Emotional." The speech was delivered
to the Rotary Club District Meeting
in Sherbrooke, Quebec in Canada on
June 17, 1977.11

Last year was a good year
for athletics at the high
school because members of
the basketball team made
an average oe seventy-two
percept of their free

"We live in_a world of fragmentation
and confrontation.
Great minds and
small have learned to exploit human
emotions'to gain their ends. So it is
with nuclear energy.
But the decisions
should be based on thoughtful assessment and; as far as we are able; on
common sense judgment.... Herej_n
Canada we must find energy for our
twenty-three million, plus enough to
deliver an appropriate part of our huge
surplus wealth to a world, threequarters of which is suffering from a
very inferior standard of living--...

throws.t

Most_noticeably the second step
has been om4ted.
In some
sense the contentions are related to what makes a ,"good"
year, but surely these are not
the -major criteria the audience wi;1 be using as they
decide whether or not to
accept- the speaker's proposi-'
'tibn Abbut the quality of the
athletic program.
,
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Ih my view the salvation of our energy
problems in the next thirty to forty
years depends on coal and nuclear
energy--both of them. The key is
nuclear energy. Let us, therefore,

2.

Do we need nuclear energy?

2.

Are there viable alternatives?

3.

Is nuclear energy economical?

The contentions, as summarized
in the conclusion, are:
WO need nuclear energy;

consider four questions:
1.

.

b.

These is no viable alternative in sight at this
moment.

C.

Nuclear energy is economical.

d.
4.

Is it environmentally safe?"

energy;

In evaluating student analyses of
the speech fragment, teachers may
wish to consider the following:
1.

The proposition is controversial given audience awareness
of Other possible sources of
energy and some of the safety
issues that have been raised
regarding nuclear power.

3.

The reworded proposition clearly identifies what is to be
believed;

.

D.

III.

With regard to identification of
the major contentions:
The four questions form the
contentions of the speech.
The answers the speaker will
supply support_the proposition.
Students should consider the_

1.

Each of the contentions directly relates to the4subject
term and the attributed quality
of the proposition.

2.

Each of -the contentions is
likely to reflect a reasonable
question and standard in the
minds of the audience.

3.

The contentions have been
limited to four criteria that
are likely to be very important to the listeners.

Students should create contentions
to support persuasive propositions
of interest to them. Working to-'
gether in small groups, students
can evaluate each other's con-,
tehtioh8 to ensure that the guidelines have been followed.

Activities related to types and tests
of evidence
A.

The reworded proposition meets
the guidelines for a subject
sentence.

1.

/

With regard to evaluation of the
major contention:

The speaker's proposition can'
be drawn out of his statement
that 'the salvation of our_
energy problems in_the next
thirty to forty years depends
on coal and nuclear.energy-both of them. The key is
nuclear energy." Alook at
the four questions the speaker
geoposes_to answer allows us_
to reword the proposition td_a
Single idea--Nuclear energy is
the key to_the salvation of our
'energy problems in the next
thirty to forty years.

2.

nIt is the safest env
MentAlly of the currently
available sources of

Before students are asked to do
more difficult activities, their
understanding of the basic elements in the content outline should
be ensured. Tcather8may,ask
students- working individually or
in groups to:
1.

Identify the tests of evidence.
A sample response would be:
a.

Specific instances

StyliStie use--of, what are, in
1.)

effect, rhetorical questions as
an indirect method of advancing
contentions.

Are a sufficient number of instance's
cited?

1

in

2.)

Are the instances
cited typical of the
larger class?

c.

_(Sufficient

number of
instances)

Enough specifid instances are
cited.

3:

Are any negative instances accounted for?

(Collection

d:

ofstatis-_
b) -Testimony
1.)

2;

tics over a
sufficiently long
period of

Did the source Of the
testimony have the
opportunity to observe
and study the situation, condition, or
events reported?

e.

Is- the- source -of -the

(Reasonably
unbiasedsource)

1.)

Do the statistics
come from a reliable
source?

2.)

Were the statistics
collected at the proper time and_do they
cover a sufficiently

number_ of

1 ng period of time?-5

(Neictive
instances
accounted

Is sufficient statistical data reported?

for)

B.

Match labels of evidential
tests with descriptions of
those tests.

sentative
statistical
_saffiplel

(Competent
authority
in area)

The statistics
are typical of
the matter
under study:

(Time

statistics
co

The person
quoted is an
expert in the
field being
discussed.

The person
offers a
fairly objective view of
the situation.

data cover a
large number
of cases.

Specific instances contrary to the
argument are
satisfactorily
explained.

Students should identify the testof evidence that is violated in
the following examples. Each test
is used only once.
1:

(Repre7

The specific
instances presented are

Sufficient- The;numerical
statistics)

Ate the statistics
typical and representative?

b.

(Typical
specific
instances)

typical:

h.

a.

The person
'either saw
the eventr or

reliable data;

StatiStics

3)

able length
of

has tcceto

.;

2.

(Source in
position to

Is the source of the
testimony reasonably
unbiased?

testimony a competent
authority in the area
under discussion?
C.

OtPbr a reason-

time)

f.

3)

The numerical
data were
collected

Marriage rates have
sky-rocketed in the
United States.
I
predict a tremendous trend toward
more traditional
marriages based on
my data collected
during the month
of June.
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(Biased-

2.

source)

3.

Jeff says only a
fool would join
the Marines. HQ
couldn't pass the
tests so now he
is looking into
possibilities with
other branches of
the armed forces.

'-(Abcounting

I_refuseto be-

for

lieve that you
saw John and Paul
smoking after
track practice.

negative
instances)

7.

8.

-/

(Sufficiency of sample for
statistics+

Some of my brother'S
_

source for

fri4ends at college

statistics)

are in the second
week of their
fi;st course in
They
statistics.
worked up a survey
that proves that
75:32_percent of

all coikge sophomores Prefer to
Study in the early
morning rather )i
than late at

9.

(Source

competent
in field -}

night.
5.

(Sufficient

number-of
litittanceS)

Kids nowadays care
more about their
jobs after school
than they do about
their schoolwork.
In the past week
I'Ve had two students tell me they
couldn't do their
assignments
cause of work

10;

(Source in
observe)

the student park-

(Typical
specific
instances)

The lower highway
speed limit is__
having remarkable
effects across
the country
FigAres from
northeastern secions of the United
States show drops
in the number of
traffic fatalities
by as much as
twenty-eight percent in somecounties.
On last Thursday's
Tonight_show,
Johnny Carson said
that nuclear
fusion won't be
practical.for at
least another
thirty-five years
I've been talking
with several members of the HonOr
Sebiety lately;

andI'm convinced

McDonald's.

position to

ing friends in

that most students.
here at the high
school want more
independent.study
credits offered.

schedules -at

.

I've,.been survey-

ing lot be-fere

athletes smoke.
(Reliable

For the past month

and after school.
-The resUlts'of my
survey show that
seventy-eight perof_the student body drives
to school.

None of -our

4.

(RepresentatiVe-SAMple for
statistics)

Beth says the
orchestra concert
was lousy. She
didn't go to it,
but she can't
imagine high_ school

Students should analyze the use_of
evidence in this sample speech EtaAppropriate tests of specific
ment.
instanCeS; testimony, and statistics
Should be applied.

students with the
Skill needed to
play those difficult compositions.,

The speech was given by Robert R.
Gibson who is chairman of the 'NaIt is
tional Cdnners Association.

:
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entitled, "What Can We Do About
Consumers?--The Economics Educa,tion G'aR.;"
Mr. Gibson "delivered
his addressibefore.the Wisconsin
Canners andlFreeZers Association
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on
November-15, 1977.12

!

In. evaluating stuleilt analyses_ of

the evidence used in the speech
fragment,_teachers may wish to
Consider the following:
1

1.
211

"We could stand more education also on
the uses and values of focid additives...,

helpful, but no ialifications
are given for Dr; Oser
the
speaker must assume that OverYone in the audience will accept
Dr. Oser as a qualified source.

Consumers are being. led to, fear

additives endanger_their-Bealth.
Actually most chemiCals are added to
foods tor'very good reasons: -Dr.
Bernard Oser _has said that "were it'
notfor'food_additives, baked goods
would go-stale or moldy. overnight,
salad oils and dressings_ would turn
hard and lumpy, canned fruits and
vegetables would become discolored
and mushy, vitamin potencies would
deteriorate,:beverag4 apd frozen
desserts woUld_lack flavor,_and
wrappings woad stick to the _Contents." Furthermore, we ade"vitaMins
to:foods, and iron, pectin, iodine,
and carotene 7-andallof these
additives- enrich-these foods_and improve their nutritional qualities;

If :people are not_acqUainted
with Dr Oseri they'should not
automatically accept his expert'se,in the subject of food
additives.

:The specific instance of a can
of whole tomatoes is presented'
to supportthe speaker's idea
that canned frUits andvege-_
tables contain fewer chemical
additives than many other food
products. This is only one
example and listeners should
.question whether or not it is
a typical specific instance.

Canned fruits and vegetables contain
fewer chemicaf_additives than many

3.

lother food products, -but we do use
them;
For example, take a can of

whole tomatoes canned in their own
The product will contain
juice.
'aspart.c acid, leucine, thyrosine,
arabin xylans, al aketoglutoric,
Iacton s, androcarbons; Sounds
terribl , doesn't it? Of course,;
those
you_who know food science
know
t all of thee complex
chemi is are_natural_ingredients of
tomat es. They were in the tomatoes
as t y grew on the vine...-. Probably
most consumers would be:surprised to
know that the most widely used food
additives_re sugar, salt, dextrose,

D.

Statistics are cited.to show
the amount of food additives
consumed per capita in the
United States each year.
Nb
source is given for this
numerical data.

Students should construct a one,
to- two - minute speech on a pro-

:position of their choice;
All
three kinds of evidence should be
used, in such a way that no tests
of evidence are violated.
Students
may wish to use this mini-speech to
advance one other major contention
to be used later in their fully
developed persuasive speeches.

and corn syrup - -all natural products;

IV.

The nation eats 129 pounds of these
additives per capita anntially.

The testimony of Dr. _Bernard
Oser certainly supports the
idea that some additiyes are,

Activities related to dimensions of
source credibility

The

Other 33 additives commonly used add
up-to about nine pounds per person per
year.... The fact is that we know
more about the effect of the chemicals
we -add to foods than we do about the
effect of all the numerous complex
chemicals that nature herself puts in

A.

Student understanding of basic
concepts in the content outline
should be ensured before attempting
to move on to more challenging
activities. Teachers may ask
-students working individually or
in groups to:

them;"
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1.

,(Good

Nameifour, dimension§iOf source
credibility. A sample response
would be:
a.

7'
T.

Competence

your many fine

Similarity

the year, I can
say withiplea-

concerts during .

,sure that -you

Moral Character

very 0xbiting

Good will toward the

ancrtaIen.tqd
group.

'

.aucliende

AAny order iseacceptable.)

(Sithii-a)
2.

'I had been told
:that, this was a
remarkable-choir.
.After attending

IsharOyOur concern Over: this
_

Match dimensions.of
_ source
credibility with description§

t 1k about anther rocililied

of `those, dimensions.

All of
U§!already have

`course.
a

(Moral,

The speaker

character)_

is perceived.
as one whoi_.
desirable:

to, take'

..educatin if we

want
night nowMany

and adMirable
personal

of,us are,:a/So.,
'Struggling
through a re-

quaNties.
b.

(Competence)

quited driVe:s
eduatin:cOur§b

The speaker
is perceived
as one who
has personal:
interests and
high qualifi-

.-t.og
t ther be4au§e

we want our
licenses. Like
youi I want' to

know all:the
facts before I

cations in -re-

lation to the
topic being.
discussed.
Geed

11 )

riiake=a_final

decision:
(Competence)

The speaker
is perceived
as one who
has high regard for the
goals and
accomplishments of the
audience.

d.

-(SimidaritY)
9{9,-4

The 1.4Jekot

is seen as
one who re-

country:

scales the
4.

audience in
signifiCant

_Cmoral

Three years ago;

Character)

T started par-i

ticipaLingin the

ways:
n:

I guess VI/6
been around
horses all my. My parlife.
ents own a stable,
and for as long
as I can raMOMher, some member
Of My family:has
been competing in
a horse show in
some part of the

Red CrossiBlood
Drive as a donor
and volunteer
workr. Lately

Students should identify the dimension of source credibility demonstrated in the folldWing Samples

9
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.

I've started
visiting'some of
'the'elderly
through a pro-.
gram at our
church:
SeXVice to
others isn't
something you.
just talk:abbUt.

college Iopreteived a total of $55
my family: My father; who.worked_as a
shipping clerk in the-garment center

for $75 a week,died when I was a sophoWe weren't really; poorin:tose
just didn't have muth:money:Z-

Mote.

You see; what_,we:Jad in our `family was

a spirit of excellence which I will'
.

-never take for granted.

Its Something

I stand before you this evening because
:I.hvebeen_somewhat_successful: n the

:ybu do.

buSiness woe.ld in the,.:Pastdecade or. So
C

Students should-analyze thiSaatple
-speech fragment in theA.ightOf

as aiMagazine:publishti corpott0:-eXecutive and. spokesman for blaCkbvsinessmen and women. In a narrow sense,
that,'I guess, makes me a leaden:

-

diffensionS_Of source credibility.
Studs is s uld identify any places
where meth s of enhancing perceived

credibilit dare,

being -used.

.1 :gould'neVet'hope(to fill'you with the
inspiration you would have received.
from 41(4..ng-ict,Kennedy. I would nevef:

The speech was given.by.Eael-G.
Gralties who is president p' Earl G.
He. -isthepublisher
of _Black. EnterPrise_Magazint! His

ipi-Otend fOr:a mOirient to have that'kind

of rare gift:. But I would like
shaXe with ybu' what I have learned:

'Gravies, .Ltd.

''address was deliveredatthe

thrtuah some ofthe practicaIexPeri-

.AtlantaUniVersityLiSchbol of BusineSs in Atlanta, Georgia on
January 24, 1978:1

tnces I have gained since I bntered the.
world of ,the private sectdr, 10 years

:

ago."
s

"It is truly an honor and privilege fox

."IneVOiating studtA anlyses cf

ttietti be--dble to take part in Atlanta

this.8Peech,fragment, tht.:teacher
,,may wish to consider the fbllOWing:4'

University's Key_ISSUOS_LettUre series.
The'exchange of ideas, inspirations,
fears,-knowledge, wisdom and hope whith
will take place- between the audiences
ih this hall and the speakers on thiS
platform may_welliprovide some of you
with the courage :and insight you will
need to make your place in the world
when you leave this fine university....
The topic -ozr_this series, "LeaderShip

1.

With-regard to competence:
i.

The speaker demonstrates a
strong personal interest
and dnvolvement_in the
topic.
He clearly believes
the dynamics of leadership
He':
is a crucial topic.
reminds the audience that
he is there to speak be-._
cause"he has been "success-.
ful in tholouSiness
as a magazine publisher,:
corporate executive and
spokesman for black busiinessmen and women"
.

in a Dynamic Society,"' is- probably -the

most important you.will study in your
lives....
I have had the rare and good
fortune in my life toc_have been_ person.allyjtbuched and moved by men Whose
lives rewrote our definitions of leader
ship in this generation.
As an administrative assistant to the late Senator
Robert Kennedy and a friend of the Rev.
Martin LUther King, Jf.7.-the American
whose leadership -and courage gave each,:
of you the opportunity which brings us
together this evening--I have seen, felt
and followed the intensity of genius
and faith; compassion and conviction
Which moved millions. and changed the
course of history.... I worked my way
through Morgan State University by
running at least three modest concessions....
During my four years in

b.

The-speaker demonstrates
competence by associating
himself with other highly
credible individuals. 11e
reminds the audience that
he was "an administrative'
.assistant tothe:1ate 5-chat:or Rbbort Kenneciyf and a

friend- of the Rev. Martin
Luther King, J»."
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may well provide the
"courage and insight you

With regard to similarity:

2.

a.

will flood to make your
place in the world."

Talking_with a college
audience, the sr5eaker
shares some of his own
D.

difficulties trying to
make it through Morgan
State University.

Students should create speech
introductionS utilizing at least
two dimensions of source credibiliz
ty.

b.

Talking with a group that
his probably never known_
great wealth, the speaker
recounts some of his own
meager beginnings when his
family wasn't really poorthey just didn't haVe much
money.

V.

Activities related to motivational
_appeals

A.

1-

3. '"With regard to moral 6b&-acter:

Before students attempt more,
difficult
activities,:basic under_
standing of concepts in the content
outline should be ensured. The
teacher may ask students working'
individually or in small groups
tot

a.

The speaker_ demonstrates
character When he says he
worked his way through

1.

c011oge-accepting only $55

?

List two major classes of
motivational aPpeals; A sample
response would be:

from his family_
b.

Personal interest appeals

nstrates_
e Buys he
never lost hiS "spirit of
excellence'! no matter how
hard times were earlier in
his life.

The speaker de

b.

charadterhen

c.

.

2.

b.

(Personal
interest
appeals)

People may place
prime iMPOrtande
on the satisfac-

tionof personal

The speaker says "it is
truly an honor and privi=lege" to be able to take
part in the lecture series.
The speaker recognizes that
great ideas will come not
only from the speakers but
from an exchange "WhiCh will
between_tIT_
take
audiences...and the speak-

appeals)

People may consider the common
good and interest over their
Own personal
desires.

(Public
interest

The speaker demonstrates
character when he humbly
admits that he could never
hope:to match the qualities
of those greats both he and
the audience revere.

needs and desires.
B.

b.

Match the classes ofmotivational appeals with deScriptions of those classes.

With regard to good will toward
the audience:
a.

Public interest appeals

Students should identify the class
of motivational appeal demonstrated
in the following situations.
I.

(Personal
interest)

Beautiful women are
attracted to men
WhO use this aftershave

2.

(Personal
interest)

You are introduced
to a variety of
crafts that will
allow you to express

ers."
c.

The speaker is participating for the welfare of the
aUdience because he hopes
that the exchange of ideas

yourself in original ways.
3.

(Public
interest)

A small contribution
from you can reduce
the SUffering of
victims of a recent
earthquake:

4.

'(Personal

Simply buckling your
seatbelt could save
your life.

VI.

Activities related to critical listening skills
A.

Student understanding
basic
content outline should be ensured
before more difficult activities
are attempted. The teacher may
ask students working individually
or in small groups to-:

Int,'&risSt)

5.

(Public
interest)

A teenager volunteers eight hours
every week to help
elderly people do
their grocery
shopping;

6.

(Personal
interest)-

If youbuy now, you

1.

List two uses of emotional
appeals, three strategies
which may be used_to divert
attention ftbm teleVant issues,
and appropriate -tests Of evidence for five common forms of
reasoning.
A sample response
would be:
a.

save thirty-five
percent!
Price-8 are
slashed; and they
will never be this
low again.

Us85 of emotional appeals:
1.)-

Emotionally lOaded
language

2.)

Direct appeals to the
emotions
6P

7.

(Personal
interest)

You -are told about

b.

a fabulous vacation
spot where everyone
treats you like
royalty.
Leave_
your worries behind
while you enjoy the
finest life has to
offer.

tion froth relevant issues:

c.

8:

(Publicinterest)

Strategies to divert atten-

You participate in a
Bike-a-thou to raise
money for cancer re-

1.)

Appeal to authority

2.)

Appeal to tradition

3.)

Attack on the source

'Tests of forms of reasoning:
1 :)

search.
C.

D.

Teachers should secure sample persuasive messages that demonstrate
use of the major classes of. motivational appeals. The messages
should be drawn from the various
media including newspapers, magazines; radio programs,.and television shows.
Teachers should
Analyze the samples to determine
the appeals being used.
Students
should then be given the opportunity to- identify and evaluate the
use of motivational appeals in samples supplied by the teacher.

TeSts of reasoning
from parallel sign:
a.)

Similarity of
essential aspects

Adequate explanation of differences
2.)

Students should construct one- to
three- minute speeches utilizing
both classes of motivational
appeals.
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TeStS Of reasoning'
from sign:
a.)

Reliability of
sign

b.)

POSSible sign
disrupters

c.

Nonreciprocal
signs

3.)

a.)

4.)

c.

Tests of reasoning
from alternatives:

(Appeal

to authority)

ExhAuStiVe list
Of alternatives

b.)

Separable alternatives

c.)

Fait treatment
of alternatives

names and- power-

ful institutions
that support the
proposition, but
so far the exact
nature of. the

proposition has
not been explained.

Tests of reasoning
from causation:
d.

a)

True cause

b.)

Capable cause

c.)

Part cause

4.)

Counteracting
causes

(Truth-of The listener is
trying to deter general
mine if the genprincieralization the
ple)
speaker is making
is valid.

e;

(Emo-

tionaily
loaded)

5.)

2.

Tests of reasoning
from general principle:
a.)

Truth of the
general principle

b.)

Applicability of
the general principle

f.

of thciSe Skills;
(Reli-

ability
of sigh-)-

The listener is
trying to determine if the
speaker's claim
is supported by
reasonably constant indicators

g.

o f the condition
Said to exist.
(Part
cause)

(Simi -

of esSential
aspects)

Match labels of critical lis
tening skills with descriptions

a;

The listener is
concerned because
the speaker is
citing many big

The listener wonders if some cont ribUtingiforces

The listener
notes that the
speaker is using
very negative
labels to describe something
the,audience is
to judge.
The listener is
trying to decide
if the items being_ compared are

alike in ways
that make a difference about the
strength of the
claim_being advanced.

(Moore- - The listener is
ciprocaI trying to determine if just besigns)
cause one condition usually
signals the existence of aisecond.;
condition it can
also be said that
the second condition- signals the

are not being
overlooked in the
speaker's desire

presence of the
first condition.

toclaim that
h.

only one thing -is

responsible for
the present situation.
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(Exhau-- The listener
tVe=li,St thinks many good
of alter- possibilities
were never con natives)
sidered in the
speaker's rush to

claim there was
only one solution
to the problem.

(Direct
appeal
to emotions)

I.

J.

(True
cause)

(Appeal-

te tradition)

k.

(Fair

treat-

ment_af
alternatives)

1.

(Coun-

teraating
causes)

The listener
avoids jumping to
the conclusion
that just because_
one thing
ppened
,after anothe the
first thing aused
the second.

The listener
thinks new conditions require
a change in
policyi but the
speaker has just
told the audience
that the only
right way to
judge the proposal is_to
accept what has
always been done
in the past;

(Attack

am
source)

(Capable
cause)

The listener is
trying to determine if an allodged caused
would have the
ability to create
the condition
described in the
speaker's claim.

The listener is
trying to decide
if the speaker
can present an
explanation for
ferences) wKy differences
between cases do
not_affect the
(Ade-

quate
explanation

Claiffi adVanced.
q.

(Sign

disrupters)

The listener is
trying to decide
if any factors
may work against
effectiveness of
the factor the
speaker is saying
_will solve the
problem.

m.

p.

The listener
thinks two possible ways of
solving the
problem were
dismissed too
quickly without
giving any attention to their
good points.

or _reduce the

o.

The listener
notes that
little evidence
is being presented while the
speaker tries to
scare the audience into accepting the proposal
being adVanced:

r.

k

cability
of general

principle)

The listener
would like the
speaker to return
to the issues at
hand.
For the
past few minutes,
the speaker has
done nothing but
attack the personality of his
opponent.

s.

(Sepa-

rable
alternatives)
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The listener is
trying to decide
if anything might
upset the relationship between
one condition as
an indication of
the other under
these particular
circumstances.
The listener is
questioning
whether_the in=
Stance being bahsidered_is a member of the gen-.
eral class the
speaker has deSeribed.
The listener is
trying to decide
if the alterna7
natives presented
are distinct
ideaS so that if
one is discarded
the others are
not significantly
affected.

B.

8.

StUdent8 should determine which of
the factors of critical listening
to apply when considering the
An
following sample_ sentences.
alert, critical listener would have,
reservations before deciding to
accept or reject the statements.
1.

(Exhaustive list
of--aiternatives)

2.

thority)

3.

(Reliability_
of-Sigh)

They must be rich.
TomorroW they leave
on a five -day vacation to Hawaii.

4.

(Part
cause)

The_swimming_team
finiShedWith a per-

5.

(Simi-

larity of
essential
aspects)
6.

(Direct

appeal to
emotionfear)

9:

(Adequate

I know St. Paul's is

explanation of
differ-

a four -year paro

ences)

(Emotionally
loaded-namecalling)

Talk about rejects
and losers-7that
group is nothing
but a bunch of
wierdos.

fect 10 -0 season
this year. They owe
it all to Steve
Iverson who is such
a fabuldUS swimmer.

11.

(True
cause)

Walking under that
ladder was a bad_
Just after
Mistake.
we did that I
sprained my ankle.

If it worked in New
York City, it's got
to work in Chippewa
Falls, WisconSin.

12.

(Fair

My parents say we
can have the car to
go to Minneapolis
either this weekend
or next weekend.
After that they'll
hoed it for several
I don't
months.
think we should go
next weekend because
t might rain so

t,ratillont

of alternatives)

Who will be the next
innocent victim if
we don't stop those
who murder us While
we sleep? No-one is
safe as long as mad
men and rapists are
allowed to terrorize
our streets at

At's go this week-

en.
13.

(Truth of
gergeral

(capabl,_e

cause)

chial high school
'th a student popula on of 350 while
e a_three_year
publi high school
With ver 2;500
stud° ts; I Still
think a course
modeled after their
Great ReligionS
course would be
popular here;

10.

night.
7.

Are you going to
believe an ex-con?
This man has spent
five years of his
life behind bars,
and now he expects
its to value his
opinion.

We can either go to
the movies downtown
Or watch television
at home tonight.
I've already seen
the movies dOWntoWn
Se we will have-to
watch television;
You're foolish to
argue the point.
The Attorney Ge eral
of the United S ates
sees it my way.

(Appeal

to au-

(Attacking -the
-Source)

Prin-

He sure lost his job
in a hurry for being
five minutes late to
that meeting with

ciple)

the vice .plesident
She
of the company.
to be
doesn't 1
kept waiti
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Baptists never dance
or drink so there is
no reason to invite
Chuck to the party
because he won't
join in the fun.

14.

(Direct

appeal to
emotionpity)

Members of the
jury, open your
hearts to my
Client who has
known so much
suffering.
Orphanediat the
age of five,
She liVed for
ten years with
a cruel, alcoholic uncle.

our contact sports.
We aren't going to
break time-tested
rules for you.
19.

Atthe age of

(Applica
Most child abusers
bility of come from backgeneral
grounds where they
principles were abused as
Children. Fred
spanks his children
so I imagine he was
abused as a child;

fifteen, she

ran away.,

Students shbuld analyze the following sample hypothetical speech fragment-in the light of 'eritiCal
listening factors.
Students should
identify factors that are present
and apply appropriate tests to any
ferMs of reasoning.

With a broken
spirit she
turned to proStitUtion Only
to survive;
15.

(Emotionally
loaded,-

glittPring generality)
16.

(-Counter-

acting
causes)

We stand for
brotherhood,
love, and
true justice
with dignity.
Join us;

Speaker: Student President of the
High School Band

Proposition: Our hith Sehool should
get new uniforms for members of the
marching band;

I expect all
My grades to
improve next
semester.

Audience:i Members_ of the school
beard; interested band members, and
members of the general public;

I

won't be
Studying as
much, and I'll

_Occasion:

First school board\ eeting at the beginning of a new chool

have -play

year.

practice, but
Laurie says
she will help
Me review be-

Background: Last year the school__
board turned down a request for new
uniforms.
Two new school board
Members have been elected Since
budget decisions were made laSt

fore -any big
tests;

year;
17.

ble-

After_high_
sehbel I'll

alter-_
natives)

go--on for more
schooling:

(Separa-

Last year this board made a decision
that had terrible consequences. Let me
begin -by reviewing the problems that
1_

I've thought
about medical
school, law
school, or
college; I've
ruled out law
scHeol and
college, but
medical school
7
would be great;
18.

(Appeal

to tra7
ditien)

occurred as a result -of -your decision;

Attendance at practice sessions for
marching band dropped dramatically as a
consequence of your decision. We lost
Our drum major when he and his family
decided to move to_ghother_town;,Fewer
new students showed an interest in
trying out for marching band because of
your decision. In shAt, the marching
band was a shambles after your decision
to deny us new uniforMs.

We have never
allowed girls
to go out for

.

2
Now last year some of you warted to)
purchase new uniforms, but Al didn't
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have a majority because of the votes -of
Mr. Jackson and Mrs. Robertson._ Those
two stood opposed to the need for new
uniforms so the- proposal was rejected.
But now I'm sure'you know_ what kindof
people they_are. Mr. Jackseh recently

1.

Paragraph one
a.

went threuh a very "Messy,divorce.
Right now he is being investigated by
the Chamber of Commerce with regard to
Mrs.
some shady business dealings.
Robertson was arrested for_Speedihg
again last week and is in danger -of
But no matter what
losing her license.
type of people they were, the point is
that this board can make up for past
mistakes.

Students shoUld note that
thiS is reasoning from
causation because it is
alleged that the decision
not to buy new band uniforms'caused:
1.)

DraMatic drop in
attendance at pra tices

2.)

Loss of the drum
.mayor

3.)

The_Sehotil board of this community
has a long history of support for music
programs. It has been customary in the
past to make some major addition to the
quality of the high school music depart
mentevery four years. Five years ago
the board authorized the purchase of
new choir robes; four years before that
the department received new stereo equipMent, and four years before that two
pianos were purchased. Let's pot break
that pattern of excellence.
3

b.

Lack, of interest by
new students

Students should apply the
releVAnt tests of calflopi
reasoning:

14- Gettingnew band uniforms is_an
In all faitheSs
"All-,American" idea.
to the student_body,-if you really,
s of students at
have the best inter
heart, if you really ant to be loyal
to our school; -if you want to be just
to all concerned, and honest_with_yourselves, then you wili_recognize that
the high school_band is a deserving
group and you will meet our request.
I began -by recalling some of the
5
negative results that followed last
Let_ me conclUde by
year's_ mistake.
_
ome of the positive effects
suggesting some
that new band uniforms would create:
higher morale among band members,_
greater civic pride in the band, increased attendance at home feetbAll
games, and an improved win -loss record
in football_because of mutual pride
betweenband members and team players.
NoW is the time to see to it that our
high school marching band gets new
uniforms.
2.

In evaluating student analyses of
the Sample speech fragments,"
teachers may want to consider the
following:

1.)

True cause - One
should be wary of_
saying that because
things followed the
decision they were
caused by it.

2.)

Capable cause - Would
a drum major and his
family move out of
town over the issue
of uniformS?

3.)

Did
Part cause
factors like more
students taking_
after school jobs or
more students goingout for sports interact with the alleged
cause to reduce participation in band?

4.)

Counteracting cause Might the leadership
Of a good band director, the pride of
students as musicians,
etc. reduce the effect
of the decision on
band uniforms?

Paragraph Two
a.

Students should note that

thiS is an irrelevant
122
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strategy of attacking
the character-Of
sources of acIaim.

4.)

3.

Students should realite that the private
lives of Mr. Jackson
and Mrs. Robertson
have no bearing on
their opposition to
the purchase of new
band uniforms.

Students should
recognize this as an
appeal to tradition
or custom.

b.

Students should
realize that special

Students should appIthe
relevant tests of causal
relasoning:

Paragraph Three
a.

I.)i

Capable cause -- Would
the decision to buy
new band uniforms have
that kind of farreaching influence?

2J

Part cause- What
other causes would
have to interact if
these benefits were
to happen?

3.)

factors -may have

warranted a change

from eStablihed past
practice.*
4.

win-loss

ripcord
b.

b.

An imp

Counteracting cause Won't there be other
factors that will
interfere with the
operation of the
alleged cause (e.g;,
better football
teams)?

Paragraph Four

recognize -this as

Activities for the conclusion of-the
unit'-on persuasiin discourse - speaking
to influence

the use of glittering
generality.

A.

VII.

Students should

b.

Simply labeling a
proposal "All-_
AMerican," "fair,"
and__"honest".does not
guarantee that it
should be accepted.

volumes of collected speeches with
commentary like Contemporary American-Speeches, copies of student
work from previous semesters, and
students currently involved in a
forensics program may offer excellent examples for analysis.

5. tParagraph Five
a.

Stud4nts should note
that this is causal
reasoning because it
is alleged that new
band UnifermS will
cause:
1.)

B.

A boost in

moale
2.)

3.)

Students should analyze a complete
persuasive- speech from the- perspective offered in this unit and
earlier relevant units. The teacher may secure_an acceptable persuasive speech for student analysis
in a variety- of--ways.
For_example,.
recent issues of Vital Speeches,

StudentsiShoUld present feUrsix-minute speeches using the
skills and meeting the guidelines
presented in this and earlier units.

Greater civic
pride

Specifid criteria from thiS
unit should focus on

Increasedatten-

a.

dance at football games
123
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Formation of a proper persuasive proposition

b.

2.)

Proper determination of the
major contentions to advance in Support of the
proposition.

variety of mot1Ws_i
of amplification where
appropriate

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
c.

Utilization of a variety
of types of evidence in
accord with the appropriate

I.

tests
d.

Effective use of dimensions
of source credibility

e.

EffebtiVe use of a variety
of motivational appeals

f.

Demonstration of critical
listening factor§ in 'the

A unit test may be constructed to
evaluate student understanding of basic
Items that_could
terms and concepts.
be included in the test to check understanding at recall and comprehension
levels would ask the student to:
A.

List three general guidelines for
forming the proposition of a
persuasive speech

B.

Selectthree paraphrased general
guidelines for forming propositions
from a list of responses

C.

List three general steps for determining contentions

D.

Select three paraphrased general
steps for determining contentions
from a list of responses`'

preparation and reception
Of messages
2.

Specific criteria from earlier
units would focus attention (in:
.DeliVery
I.)

b.

Factors in the public
speaking setting

2.)

Vb.-cal delivery

3.)

Physical delivery

List three tests of specific instancest three tests of testimony,
and four tests of statistics
F.

Matchjabels of evidential tests
with descriptions of the tests

G.

List four dimensibhS Of Source
Credibility

Language Qualities
1.)

Appropriateness

2. )"

Clarity

3.)

Dynamism

Match dimensions of source credi-.
bility with descriptions of those
dimensions

Organization

d.

1.)

PatterhS of organiZatidh

2.)

Introduction

3.)

Conclusion

4.)

Outlining

I;

List two major classes of motivational appeals

J.

Match-descriptions of claSSeS Of
motivational appeals with those
classes

K.

Identify two uses of emotional
appeals, three attention diVerting
strategies, and appropriate tests_
for five common forms of reasoning

L.

Match labels of critical listening
factors with descriptionS of those

Informative discourse
sharing informatibh
1.)

Appropriate standards
shared by propositions
and subject sentences

factorS.
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II.

Some of the work performed in the
learning activities may be evaluated;
For example:
A.

K.

C011eet and score student attempts
to identify violations of the
guidelines for forMing proposi-

Evaluate student analyses of the use of dimensions of source
credibility in sample speeCh fragments

L. ..Evaluate student speeches utilizing
at least two dimensions of source
credibility

tions
B.

Evaluate student analyses of sample speech fragments to- determine
an appropriate proposition

C.

Evaluate student efforts to create
propositions in line with the
guidelines

N.

Evaluate student analyses of the
uses of motivational appeals in
persuasive messages

D.

Collect and score student attempts
to identify which general steps
for determining contentions have
been omitted from sample situations

0.

Evaluate student speeches using
both classes of motivational
appeals

P.
E.

Evaluate student analyses of sample
speech fragments in the_light of
the general guidelines for forming
contentions

Collect and score student_attempts
to identify the critical flstening
factors that should be applied to
sample-sentences

Q.
F.

Evaluate student efforts to create
contentions that meet the guidelines for forming contentions

Evaluate student analyses of a sample hypothetical speech fragMentin
the light of factors of critical
listening

Collect and score student attempts
to identify_classes of motivational
appeals used in sample situations

,

Collect and score student attempts
tp identify violations of
evidential tests

III.

H. Evaluate student analyses of sample speech fragments from -the perspective of the proper use of
evidence

The learning activities that come at
the conclusion of this unit require
students to operate -at higher leVelS of
analysis and synthesis using the content of the unit.
Teachers may want to
assign additional weight to the following learning activities when determining student grades for the unit:

I.

Evaluate student speeches utilizing
all three kinds of evidence

A.

Analysis of a complete persuasive
speech from perspectives offered
in this unit and earlier units

J.

Collect and score student attempts
to identify dimensions of source
Credibility used in sample sentences

B.

A four- td six-minute speech demonstrating competence in the skills
of this unit and earlier units
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UNIT SEVEN

SPEAKING ON CEREMONIAL OCCASIONS
important role_as reiufbrcers.of.- shared
values is overlooked. :In addition, casual
treatment of cereMonial speaking' does not
eQcourage thoughtful analysis of the influences of audience expectations: and
occasions.
Students miss - valuable opijor7
tunities toj'develop their communication
sktlls.when ceremonial speaking is not

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
There is no other_kind_cif speaking that
makes so great a demand fbr dignity and
for emotional rapport with an audience.
/And-there is no other kind that requires

such excellence of style. Anyconsidertion of the fyinctionsandrequirements

given proper attention as animportant

of the speech to inspire leadS to the
conclusion that it should -be considered
the capstone of public speaking.1

speech type.

The purpose of this unit is to improve bbth
speaking and listening skills related tb
ceremonial discourse. The first section
focuseson three characteristics of ceremonial discourse that 'help to distinguish it
from other types of speech. The second
Section presents ten'types of ceremonial
speeches; the ceremonial functions and ideas
related: to each type are discussed. The
third section.identifies guidelines for
superior ceremonial speeches; criteria are
presented by which to judge the excellence
of ceremonial speech. Taken as a unit, the
three sections should improve both speakers'
and listeners' understanding of ceremonial

Robert Oliver and Rupert Cortright
Effective Speech
Professors Oliver and Cortright suggest the
significance of inspirational or ceremonial
speaking; The primary function of this type
of speech is to reinforce, directly or indirectly,_values that are 'important to a
group of listeners. Both speakers and
listeners may benefit from a better understanding of ceremonial" speaking designed_to,
intensify social cohesion. Speakers need to
develop skill in analyzing and satisfying
audience expectations and the requirements of
Speakers must be able to -give
the occasion.
compelling expression to beliefs, attitlides,
and values because audiences have high standards for eloquence in ceremonial speeches.
Listeners can gain a greater awareness of
the role of values in shaping decisions and
actions. Listeners as individuals may grow
to appreciate the social bonds which unite
them with other people. Cooperative effort
may increase and become more successful when
speakers and-listeners have publicly,focused
on their shared values.

discourse-.

As teachers approach the_teaching,of ceremo
nial speech they should be especially aware
of three aspects of this unit. Teachers
should consider the type of- classroom
ations they want to create for these speecheS.
ASking students to imagine artificial occasions and audiences may not- be very successful.
A variety of ceremonial speech types
may be given without having to pretend that
students are other people in other places.
It is important to establish a climate where
students feel free to express personal
feelings and sensibilities on subjects close
:Use of the manuscript method of_
tca. them.
delivery ay be advisable. Students should
practice e ough with their_manuscripts to
be sure th t desirable vocal and physical
delivery is not inhibited. Teachers may do
well to cautiontheir students about a
typical downfall of ceremonial discourse-beautifully expressed and well delivered
speeches devoid of substance.
Students
need help capturing the style necessary for
this type of message without being vacuous.
Teachers should emphasize that success is
bUilt On the use of concrete MethbdS of
amplification combined with striking langu-

Instruction in the forms and methods of
ceremonial speaking may not be -all that it
could be -in -the present secondary school
Too often
speech communication classroom.
this type of speaking is totally ignored.

Ceremonial speech is unjustly criticized
because mazy speakers are unable to demonstrate -the skins which the form requires.
Individual speakers may be faulted for their
lack of competencei but ceremonial speaking
Sometimes
should retain its significance.
ceremonial speeches are thrown into_a
miscellaneous or catch-all kind of speaking
unit including such things as impromptu
speaking, after dinner speaking, .using a
microphone,. answering questions, and interTreated in this manner; their
viewing.

age;
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INSTRUCtIONAL:OBJECTIM
I.

Given.shortdescriptions of ceremonial speaking occasions, -the
student will_be able to identify,
the guidelines fOr-'excellencd' that

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR;,DIST NC-

TIVE FEATURES OF.CEREMONIAL PEE

ES

are violated-.
A.

B.

The student will be able to iden:tify three distinctive features of
ceremonial speeches.

The studentwill be able to select
three paraphrased 'distinctive
features of ceremonial speeches
from .a list of responses.

C.

II.

speaking.
E.

Given descriptions of speech:situations, the student will be a
.blp
to determine whether speeches given
in those situations would be
ceremonial.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR
CEREMONIAL SPEECHES
A.

The student will be abld Pp analyze
a sample speech fiagment,in'the
light of the three guidelines for
achieving excellence in,ceremonial

D.

'Given instances of ceremonialdiS7course that violate the guidelines
for achieving excellencei the
student. will be able to rewrite the
instances to meet the 'guidelines:

CONTENT OUTLINE

YPES QF

I.

Ceremonial speeches have three distinc-

AiVe features.

The student will be ctib1e.to list

A.

ten types of ceremonial speeches.

The'primary purpose of ceremonial
speeches is to sustainHand intensify
_

pre-existing.,beliefs, attitudesi: and
B.

The student will be able to match
descriptions of ten types of
ceremonial speeches with those
speech types.

values. 2
1:

The_speaker_tries to amplify and
illustrate ideas rather than to
argue for- or justify claims.

C.

D.

E.

AI.

Given short speech fragments, the
student will be able to identify
the.type of ceremonial speech from
which they were taken.
The student will be_able tp analyze'
sample speeches to determine how
well they satisfy ceremonial purposes and audience expecpations.

-

Given short descriptions of ceremonial occasions, the student will
be able to create a list of ideas
that would be appropriate to those
occasions.

B.

Ceremonial speeches must conf artitii
audience expectations;

Audience expectations impose
limitations on the subjeqp
matter.
2.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR GUIDELINES
FOR ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE IN CEREMONIAL
SPEAKING
A.

The speaker tries to establish
new connections between familiar
ideas,'beliefsi and attitudes
and positive or negative audience
values:

4

C.

The student will be able tolist
three guidelines.for achieving
excellence in ceremonial speaking.

Ceremonial speeches are characterized by eminence in language usage.
1.

The student will beable to match
the three guidelines for achieving
excellence in ceremonial speaking
with descriptions of those guide-

Audience expectations impose
limitations on the treatment
of the subject matter.

On ceremonial occasions peop
believe that talk of a public
-sort is required.,
The ceremor
nial speech becbMes an integral
part of the oceasion-and
reflect through_ language_ phe

'dignity, solemnity, and,formality of the occasion.

lines.
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1

2.

II.

.qualities the award is
intended to symbolize.

The speaker need not concentrate as much on originality
of ideas, butmust demonstrate
superiority in illustration
and phrasing.

2.

i

There are ten major types of
:speeches

Certain_kinds:of ideaS are
typically inclUdedin a speech
of presentation. Audience
members expect to hear about:
a.

A welcoming speech extends greetings to Visitors -- new members
of an organization.

itself,

X
1.

b.

Welcoming- speechesiusually
serve two ceremonial functions:
a.
.

-0°1

The speech expresses genuinejsentiments of hospitality.

b.

The speech serves to create
good feelings between members of the audiehce and
the individual being wel-

C.

b.

An acceptance speech usually
serves three ceremonial functions:.

Certain kinds of ideas are_
typically_ included in a welcoming speech. Audiente members
expect to hear:
a;

The recipient's qualities
that make the award appro(These
priate in this caSe
qualitieS may include
personality traits outstanding achieveme ts, and
influences on others )

An acceptante speech fellOWS the
presentation of an award; honor,
or gift.
0
1.

Corned;
2.

The nature,signifitance,
and value of the award

Why and for whom you are
speaking
COtplitentary remarks:that:.
relate the values and goals
of the person(s) welcomed
to the values and goals of
the group extending the
WeldoMe

a.

The speech expresses the
recipient's sincere gratitude

b.

The speech creates good
- feelings between those who
have given the award_and
the person(S) receiving it

c.

The speech serves to honor
and elevate values; which
are implicit in the ceremony.

c.

B.

A prediction of enjoyable
and successful times because the visitor or new
meMber is with the group

2.

A-presentation speech pays tribute
_
to a person receiving an award.
1.

Speeches of presentation
usually serve two ceremonial
functions:
They_cause the_audience to
realize that the right per.son has been chosen for the

cottain kinds of ideas are
typiCally included in an
acceptance speech. Audience
members expect to hear:
a.

Expressions of appreciation and gratitude for the
recognition being granted

b.

Acknowl dgement of assistance fro others in winning
the award

c.

Expressions of anticipated_
ple,isurein using the award
or remembering the donors

d.

Evidence that the speaker
possesses the qualities the

award.
.

They encourage audience
members to recommit themS01VeS to the values and
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award is meant to honor
D.

a;

Remarks expressing the
speaker's personal relatsion to the people and
place he/she is leaving

b.

Statemehts about the
emotions the individual
is experiencing as he/
she leaves

A eulogy pays tribute to the lives
of individuals or members of a
group.
1.

A eulogy usually serves two
ceremonial functions:
a;

The speech helps the-audience recognize the essential worth of the person(s)
being eulogized.

Favorable predictions for
the future
F.

b.

The speech inspires audience members to emulate
the individual praised in
the eulogy.

Inaugural speeches mark the transfer of leadership.
1:

Inaugural speeches usually
serve two ceremonial functions:

2;

Certain kinds of ideas are
typically included in a eulogy.
Audience members expect to

The speech suggests in
broad terms how the new
leader intends to- proceed
in the administration of
his/her duties and
responsibilities.

hear:
a.

Expressions of appropriate
Tersonal and audience grief

b.

Discussion of the admirable
qualities that characterized
the eulogized person

c.

Suggestions regarding the
values of the deceased
person that should be
emulated by those people
who remain

b.

2;

Certain kinds of ideas are
typically included in an inaugural speech. Audience members expect to hear:

A farewell speech gives public
recognition to the departure of a
group member.
1.

Positive references to
successful and honored
personalities and practices
of the past

A farewell speech usually
serves two ceremonial func-

b.

Magnification of those
beliefs, values, and traditions that unify members of
the group

c.

overview sketches of what
the speaker foresees in
the future--including
challenges and opportuhitieS

tions:
a.

The speaker is-expressing
his/her official "good by"
to those who are assembled.
I

b.

The speech serves to reunite people in their
commitment to central
goals and values.

Audience metbers and the
speaker formally acknowledge that a change in
their relationship is
occurring.

G.

A commencement speechsignalsthe
completion of programs of study.

2.

Certain kinds of -ideas are
typically included in a farewell speech. Audiences expect
to hear:

1.
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COmMenceMeht Speeches usually
serve two ceremonial fundtions:

a.

b.

2.

c.

The speech honors those who
have completed the program
While deepening audience
appreciation for the Significance of the event.

1.

The speech inspires the
graduates to seek ever_
higher levels of excellence and achievement.

A speech of dedication marks the
completion of a structure or task.
1.

Dedication speeches usually
serve two ceremonial functions:
a.

Certainkindsof ideas are
typically included in a._
toMMencement speech. Audience
members expect to hear:
a.

Comments about the SacrifideS that were made to
reach this moment

b.

Discussion of the nature
of the world the graduates
are about to enter

0:

b.

2.

Descriptions of the effOrtt
inVolVed in completing the
project
b.

2.

J.

A keynote speech signals the begin
ning of a meeting:.
1.

The speech impresses audience members with the worth
and essential significance
of the event or action being remembered.
The speech strives to
spire the audience to
valuable lessons frbt
event or action being
membered:

Statements about howthe
completed project will
benefit others

Commemorative speeches usually
serve two ceremonial funttions:

b.

The speech is designed to
highlight what tA completed project will mean
to the life of the larger
community.

Certainkindsof ideas are
typically included inaispeech

commeniefated.

a:

;40

Of dedication. Audience members expect to hear:

Posiive remarks about the

A commemorative
speech remembers
_
mportant events or
or celebrates important
actions._ Particular persons may
be as- -elated with that being

1.

The speech is deSigned to
honor the efforts of those
Whb made the project possible.

opportunities fOr the graduzates to contribute to the
Working of a better world
H.

StateMents relating the
commemorated event and
life in the present day

inlearn
the
re-

2.

Certain kinds of ideas are
typically included in a COM7
Audience
metbrative speech.
members expect to hear:

Keynote speeches usually serve
two ceremonial functions:
a;

The speech is designed_ to
highlight the forces that
unify group members as
they begin their task.

b.

The speech is designed to
inspire audience members
to concentrated effort:

Certain kinds of ideas are
typically included in a keynote
Audience members
speech.
expect to hear:

a.

Detailed descriptions of
the event or action being
commemorated

a.

ReassurandeS that the work
they will be doing is im=
portant

b.

Discussion of vital ideas
and values associated with
the event

b.

why they may be
Rea,ton
confident of success in the
completion of their task
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There are three_useful guidelines for
aahlwitiT excellence in ceremonial
speeches.3

value, then what standards will
the audience tie when deciding
whether or not someone dettinstrates courage?)

A ceremonial speech should satisfy
the ceremonial requirements of:the
occasion.

A.

4.

The speech should satisfy the
ceremonial functions of the
occasion.
2

The speech should satisfy audience expectations regarding the
appropriate ideas to be included in the speech;
,/)

B.

beliefs.)

A ceremonial speech must focus on
appropriateAralUeS fbr perpetua7
tion qr rejection. The ceremonial
speaker'should:
1.
.

2.

C.

Consider thesubject of the
speech and the audience's
general value structure
Consider the common topics of
praise'and_blame.
Aristotle
provided advice on this_point
when -he discussed the elements
of virtue:
Things done by
them, any signs of them, and
things done_in the manner of
thet are noble. Aristotle_
identified the folloWing elements of virtue:4
a.

Justice

b.

Courage

c.

Temperance

d.

Magnificence

e.

Magnanimity

f.

Liberality

g.

Gentleness

h.

Prudence

i.

Wisdom

Analyze the subject of the
speech -to discover qualities,
actions, attitudes, beliefS,
etc. that will meet the audience's criteria for the relevant value_(e.g., if the audience considers physical suffering fore beliefs evidence of
courage, then the speaker
should demonstrate how the
subject has suffered for

A ceremonial speech should gives
compelling expression to the values
selected. Compelling expression
should be given througli:
1.

Coherent organization

2.

Excellence in the use of meth-

OdS ofamPlification
3.

Excellence in language usage

4.

Excellence in delivery

LEARNING ACTIVITIESI.

Activities related to the three distinctive features of ceremonial
SpeecheS
A.

A beginning step for students is
the ability to list the threedistinctive features of ceremonial
speeches. A sample listing would
be:

3.

B.

Determine which criteria the
audience will use when deciding
whether or not to attribute a
certain value to a subject
(e.g., If courage is a relevant
133

1.

A primary purpose of sustaining
and intensifying pre-existing
beliefs, attitudes, and values

2.

The strong need to Conform to
audience expectations

3.

Eminence in language usage

Students should select three pard;phrased distinctive-features of
ceremonial speech from the-responses that follow. Students
Should place a check_mark next to
the phrases that reflect a diStinctive feature:

3.

Length of time required
for delivery
Generally heard only in
democratic societies

2.

3.

Every weekday morning
several_local bUSineSs
people have coffee
together at a downtown cafe. A candidate for city council
drops by the group

_

(

Role of audience expectations in shaping content
and treatment

today.

TOm has been named
Master of Ceremonies
for this year's VariEntertainety Show.
ment is supplied by

4.

Size of audiences assembled to hear the speech

4.

5.

1-4-

(4

dances; instrumental
selections, and magic
shows.
5.

Focuses on reaffirmation
of existing beliefs rather
than conv raibn to new
belief
.

C.

talented- students
through skits, songs,

Limited to certain times
of the

6.

7

High standards for expression of ideas through
language

morrow's beginning of
the year assembly.
The guidance counselor
in charge of the exchange prograt ba8
asked the principal to
say a few words.
6.

An angry mob has
gathered in the
super market parking
lot to protest increased prices on
fresh fruits and
vegetables. The
store manager tries
-

to -calm the group

and explain her new
pricing policy.
2.

(cere7

monal)

The eight foreign exchange students who
will be studying:at
the high schobl thiS
year will be at -to-

_

Below the stud nt is provided with
brief descri ions of situations
in which so e type of speech_ is
The
likely to_be_appriapriate
student shOUld determine whether
the speech to be given in each
situation would be ceremonial.
Write the word "ceremonial" in
the space proVided if the Sitqa
tion deScribed seems appr6priate
for that type of speech.
1.

(tee -re-

monial)

II.

Members of the high
school band are
having their annual
The diredbanquet.
tor_of the marching
band is retiring this
year after thirty
years of service to
the school district..

Scout leaders from all
over the country have
gathered for a week at
Camp Philmont to consider new directions
The
for scouting.
leader of the confer,
ence from the national
office is scheduled to
speak with all of the
scout masters on the
firSt morning after
they arrive.

Activities related to the ten major
types of ceremonial speeches
A.

Teachers will want to be sure that
StUdentS kno'' the ten major types
of ceremonial speeches described
in the content outline before more
challenging activities are introTeddhers may ask students
duced.
(working individually or in small;
groups) to
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(cere
monial)
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1.

Name the ten major types of
ceremonial speeches. A
sample response would be:

j."

B.

WelcoMing speech

a.

b. 'Presentation speech
c.

Acceptance speech

d.

Eulogy

e.

Farewell speech

f.

Inaugural speech

g.

Commencement speech

h.

Commemorative speech

i.

Dedication speech

j.

Keynote speech

(CommenoratiVe).

Past events are
remeMbered

Students should identify the
following speech fragments according to thetype of ceremonial
speech in which they occur.
1.

(Farewell)

These have been an
enjoyable three
years together.
Together we have
discovered and explored many exciting areas.
I leave
confident that my
replacement will
benefit from the
same supportive
climate you offered
me.

2.

:(Prenentation)

We have a very de-.
serving recipient
tonight.
Barbara
Benson's many civic
projects have enriched our commuWe are proud
to recognize her as
our "Citizen of the
Year."

3.

(Eulogy)

(Any order is acceptable)
2.

Match the names of ten ceremonial speech types with the brief
descriptions that follow._ There
is one best answer in each case.

a.

(Eulogy)

Favorably remembers the dead

b.

(Dedica-

The significance
of completed tasks
is noted

Michael was a
leader,,and we will
miss the enthusiasm
and courage he
brought_to every

Extends hospitality
to newcomers

task.

ing)
d.

(Commencemeat)

Graduates are
honored

e.

(Presenration)

Honors the achievements of a person

f.

(Farewell)

Part of formal
leave-taking

tion)

c.

(Welcom-

4.

g.. (Ac beptance)

Expresses appreCiation for recognition

h.

(Keynote)

Stresses the_importance of group
deliberationS

i.

(Inaugural)

Appropriate when
taking office

Weshould

not be,content to
let his dynamic
spirit die with
him.
His example
can inspire our future efforts.
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(Commencement)

We celebrate your
achievements and
the bright poten-1
tial you represent.
The intelligence
you have demonstrated here will
be tested in new
ways..
If you trust
in your proven
abilities, your
future rewards will
be great.

5.

(Welcoming)

have encouraged me.
They kept me going
When it would have
been easy to quit4
I will wear this
medallion proudly
as a symbol of what
we have been able
to achieve together.

On behalf of the
Milwaukee chamber
of Commerce I want
to voice our appreciation for your
visit to our city.
Ybut life has been
dedicated to encouraging humane
progress. We_in
the Chamber Share
We
your goals;
are confident that
the time you spend
here will be re!
warding for

10.

4a-ezi:ca-

tion)

When they_met
seventy -five years

agb_tbday in
Philadelphia,they
had no idea that
the fundamental
principles of jUS=
tice and personal
integrity that
they were writing

one.

6.

(Commenorative)

Five years ago a
small group of
individuals
mitted theteelVeS
That
to a dream;
dream has become a
reality in our new
dancer Research
Center. The work
carried on here will:
benefit our entire

into their. laws

would survive to
influence fUture
generations; We
would do well to
remember those
principles as we
face the political
turmoil of today;

society.
C.
7.

8.

9.

(Inaugural)

(Keynbte)

(Acceptance)

I step into thiS
position at a time
of great promise
for the future of
our organization.
Susan has managed
our activities well.
We are in an excellent position to
'expand our overseas
programs.

students should analyze the following sample speech fragments to de.termine how well they satisfy ceremonial purposes and audience
expectations.
1.

We have gathered to
complete an imporThe_
tant task.
deliberations of
the next feW days
Will_require,bbr
finest effort. We
have enough talent
and dedication
assembled here to
accomplish great
things together.

Elreta Alexander,
Commencement.
District Court_Judge, Guilford
County, North Carolina, delivered this_commencement
address at Greehsboro Day
School, Guilford County, North
Carolinaj June 4, 1976.5 The
excerpt below suggests some of
the principal themes developed
in the address

is apparent that you and our
younger citizens who are moving -toward the mantel of leadership are a
better_ prepared, better equipped
I commend you and all_who
species.
.

have contributed to yourarriVal at
this plateau, this launching pad
1976 is a
for new horizons....
very important year in the annals
of your lives, in the annals of the
United States and in the hiStory
of the world. To you, it is the
commencement, the beginning of what
you had anticipated would be a

I wish this stage
was large enough
to hold the many
talented and'un-,

selfish people who
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pleasant journey on your road to
,life..-To "We the people" of the
United,States, it is the 200th
anniversary of the greatest
political statement...To the world,
it is a year of decision--an optidn
for or against continuing 'existence
on this space ship we call earth,
this planet we call home.... WHAT
IS IN YOUR HAND? Are you willing
to test your faith against -the
bigots, the diehards, the tempters
of disaster?...ARE YOU WILLING TO
CLIMB THE ROUGH SIDE OF THE
MOUNTAIN? It is the only way to
the top;
You will never attain the
heights on the slick side.... Dare
to be different.
Dare to be your
creative self."

skills they have acquired.
"WHAT IS IN YOUR HAND? Are
you willing to test your
faith against the bigots,
thediehards, the tempters
Of disaster?...
Dare to be different. Dare
to be your creative self."
d.

ment.

In evaluating student analyses
of this sample speech fragment,
the teacher may wish to c9nsider the following:
The speaker honors the
graduates, and notes the
significance of their
accomplishments.
1.)

2.)

Judge Alexander notes
'that these graduates
are "a better prepared,
better equipped
species."

1.)

The graduates' pre/It
position is a "plateau,
this launching pad for
new horizons."

2.)

Life ahead_is a mountain and the graduates
are challenged with
"ARE YOU WILLING TO
CLIMB THE ROUGH SIDE
OF THE MOUNTAIN? It
isitheonly way to the
top;
You will never
attain the heights on
the slick side."

President Jimmy
Carter delivered his inaugural
address to the American people
from Washington, D.C. on
January 20, 1977.6 Excerpts
from his address follow:
Ijaatiqaral.

Specific congratula
tions are offered when
the judge says "I commend you and all who
have contributed to
your arrival at this
plateau."

b.

The speaker urges the
graduates to seek ever
higher levels of achieve-

"Two centuries ago, our Nation's
birth was a .milestone in the long
quest for freedom. But the bold_
and brilliant dream which excited
the Founders of this- Nation still

The speaker refers_to_the
nature of the world the
graduates are abOUCtO

awaits its consummation. I --ave no
new dream to set forth today, but
rather urge a fresh faith in the

enter.

Old_gream.... We have already_
fouda a high degree of personal
liberty, and we are now struggling
to enhance equality of opportunity.
Our commitment to_human rights must

"1976 is a very i\pprtant
year...To the world, it
is a year of--decision - -an

option for or against
continuing existence on
this space ship we call
earth,..."

be absolute, our laws fair,our
national beauty preserved; the
powerful must not persecute the
weak, and human dignity must be
enhanced....
And I join in the
hope that when my time as_your
President has ended, people might

The speaker urges the
graduates to apply creatively the knowledge and

say this about our nation:
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--that we had remembered the WOkdS
of Micah and renewed our search
for humility, mercy; and justice:

3.

- -that we had torn down the barriers
that separated those of,different
race and region and religion and
where there had been mistrust, built
unity, with a respect for diversity:

"I believe that we have emerged
from one of the most trying decades in our history with new
maturity, with the foundations of
A long-term policy in place, with
the world and America more_tranquil
than we found them and with considerable opportunities for construe-,
tive achievement before us... You
and I have been reasonably good
protagonists; The jokes and the
conflicts, the cooperation and pain
that we have had over the past
eight years reflett the-fact that,
Under our tyttom; the press and the
government are natural sparring
partners that nevertheless: need
This may bethe
each other....
occasion to say that fOr all my
needling, I have admired the
objectivity the hone-sty and fundamental fairness of the press corps
which covers the Department of State
I would be
and the white House....
hypocritical if I pretended that
I-erivy you the
to part is easy;
excitementithe responsibility, the
opportunities that will be yours,
I shall never forget how hard you
I.Shall always:cherish
:tested me.
the experiences we enjoyed together.
And I will think of you with affection tinged with exasperation."

- -that we had found productive work

for those able to perform it;..."

In evaluating student analyses
Of this sample speech fragment;
the teacher may wish to consider the following:
a.

The speaker makes positive
references to the past.
"...the bold and brilliant
dream which excited the
FounderS of thit Nation
Still awaits its:consummation.

I have no` new

dream..., but rather urge
a fresh faith in the old
dream..."
b.

The speaker recites commitment to central values and
goals like_"a:high degree
of personal libetty;"
"equality of- opportunity,"
"COMMitment to human
rights," fair lawsi_and
the enhancement of human
-dignity.

c.

Farewell; Former Secretary-of:
State Henry A. Kissinger spoke
to the National Press Club in
Washington, D.C. on January 10,
1977. 7 Excerpts from his
address follow:

The- speaker provides an

In evaluating student analyses
Of this sample speech fragment,
the teacher may wish to consider the following:

overview sketch ofSome
Of his goals for the
future. TheSe goals
include:
1.)

A renewed search for
humility, mercy, and
justice

2.)

The tearing down of
barriers separating
different races,
regions, and religions

a.

The speaker reflects on the
quality of the relationships
and experiences he has had
with his aUdierice.

3.)

1.).

He notes that the
press and the Secre-

tary of Statehave
been "reasonably good
protagonists."

Finding productive
work for those able
to perform it

2.)
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He refers to their
roles as "natural
sparring partners

that neitertheless need
each other."
3.)

b.

The Navy Stands, as always, ready
to serve the interest of the
American people. How well the
Navy is able to serve depends upon
how much importance the American
public attaches to the Navy....

He expresses_his_adthiration for the objectivity, honesty, and
fairness of the press
corps.

Thi8 is the time ft:it the AMerican

public to voice its concern...about
our Navy our entire defense establishment; remaining second to none.
If Americans do voice their cotcern,
Congress will listen and will act
to ensure we do have the resources
to do our job;

The speaker shares the
emotions he is experiencing as ,he leaves.
1.)

He says it would be
hypocritical to pretend that parting is

He admits envy over

In evaluating student analyses
Of this sample speech fragment,
the teacher may wish to consider the following:

the- opportunities he
will miss.

a.

easy.
2.)

3;)

c.

4.

/

The speech would probably
have.been strengthened by
the incltSion of a deStription of events leading up
to the founding of the
United States Navy. The
speaker moves too quickly
into.the need for public
support without giving
sufficient attention to
the founding of the Navy

Overall his feelings
are "affection tinged
with exasperation."

The speaker makes- favorable
predictions for the future.
Based on his view of our
new maturity, existing
foundations for a longterm policy and a more
tranquil world, Kissinger
believes the United States
has_"considerable opportunities forconstructive
achievement."

itself.

The speaker focuses on N.
values and ideas that are
appropriate for his audi-

b.

ence:

Commemorative Speech.
M.F.
Weisner Admiral, United States
Navy,- Spoke to the Joint_Navy
Leagte in Honolulu, Hawaii on
October 14, 1975.8/ Excerpts
from the address are printed
below.

.

"Today is a significant day for the
United States Navy; This is the
first day of the Navy's Third
Century....no_one in the fall of
1775 ever dre med of the major
position the
ited States, and its
Navy, woultio 1-cupy in world affairs
200 years later..;; The Navy's
traditions are a significant part
of America's heritage....
The Navy
-has fought to build, and to preserve this democracy, and all that
it, stands for.
It has fought, when
tnecessary, because it was the will
of the American people to fight....

c.

5.
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1.)

The will of the AMerican people to fight

2.)

The degre-e of importance the AMerican
people attach to the
Navy

The speaker_ relates the
commemorated, vent to the
present -day by stressing
that Americans have a
responsibility. to see that
the Modern Navy remains
second to none.

Keynote Speech. On July 12,
1976; Barbara Jordan, U.S.
Congresswoman from Texas delivered a keynOte address to
the Democratic_ National Convention in New York City.? An
excerpt is printed below.

beginning to shape a
common future.

"...what is it about the Democratic
Party that makes it the instrument
the people,use when they search for
ways to shape their future?... It

c.

is a concept deeply rooted:ill_ a set

of beliefs firmly etched in the
national conscience, -of all of
us...we believe in equality for all
and privileges for none.... We
believe that the government which
represents the authority of all
people...has an obligation...to
remove those obstacles which would
block individual'achievement....
We have a positive vision of the
future founded o%the belief that
the gap between the promise and

"I have confidence that the
Democratic Party can lead
the way."
D.

we must define the common good and
begin again to_shape a common good
and begin to shape a common future.
Let each person -do hiS or her
I have confidence that we
part.
can form that kind of national comI have confidence that the
munity.
Democratic party can lead the way."

b.

As Student Eddy President you
have been asked to be the
student speaker at a ceremony
dedicating the new high school
gyOnasium.

,

Teachers may wish to consider
the following when evaluating
student work:
a.

Students shoUld resist a
temptation to err in either
of two ways:
Criticizing the school
board's decisionmaking practices

The speaker reassures her
aUdiehte that the work they
will be doing is important;
1.)

You -don't partici-

pate in any athletics, but you
are very active in -your school's
theater productions. You know
that sections of the theater
are badly in need of repair,
but the school board decided to
put the -money toward the new
The high school
gym inItead.
principal, theathletic director, the superintendent, and
meMbers of the schdol. board
will be sharing the platform
with you. Audience members
will include students, faculty,
parents, and interested mem7
hers of the community.

In evaluating student analyses
of this sample speech fragment,
the teacher may wish to consider the following:

The speaker focuses on
common beliefs and.values
which she believps unite
the Democratic Party.
These include "equality
for all," "the authority
of the people," the
government's responsibility
to remove obstacles to individual achievement, and a
belief that America can
live up to its drdam.

Students should create list8 Of
topic ideas which would be appropriate for the ceremonial occasions
described below.
1.

reality of America- can -one day be
closed;;;; In this election year

a.

The speaker expresses her
confidence in the abilities
of her audience members.

She makes audience
'members part of "the,

2.)

Presenting apersuasive speech in favor
of the-needed theater
repairs

instrumet the-peop10.
use when they, search
for ways to shape
their,future."

b.

Topics to consider would
include:

2.)

She gives her audience
the difficult task of
defining and shaping a'
common good and

,1.)
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How the efforts of
many determined and
united people led to

the completion of the
'new gymnasium-

3.

.

2.)

The 05(c-eller-it way your

community responds to<
the needs of-students
3.)

How a_completed struc-

ture like this addsso
much to many people's

sibil,ity and.meet1ng obligate,
tions., but managed somehow to

experiencesstudents,
contestants. and spectators (here you could
draw a parallel to
other parts of the

keep the position until the end
of the year. Ybu will b9
speaking only to Membett of
the Junior Class at the beginning of the year assembly;',

school)
2.

As editor_of the school paper V
you have been asked-to present
the student Journalist of the
YetrAward:at the school's
honors assembly. You recognize
that the student who got the
most votes this year has
talent, but you think this
y
year's competition became toO
much of a personal popularity:

YOU haVe_jUSt been elected
JUhibtClatt President.
Several groups have ill
feelings about your position.
Last year the individual who
was your Sophomore Class
PrOtident_Mdde a mess of
things.
That person was proven
incapable of handling respon-

Teadhert may wish to consider
the following when evaluating
student work:
a.

It-would be inappropriate
for the speaker to criticize
the work of his/her predecessor;

1

contest.

Teachers may wish to consider
the following when evaluating
student work:

Topicsto C.tOhsidet would
include:
1.)

a.

It would be inappropriate

The positive values
and goals_ that unite

for the ,speaker

b.

This is not eta_

occasion for emphasizing
how similar mistake's will
not be made.

members of the elatt

fault with the method of
selection ofothiSyear't
recipient.

2.)

The promise of new
opportunities

Topics to consider would

3.)

The major challenges
that the class will
face together

1.)' An emphasis on the'__
potential this journal-:
ist has demonstrated--;
note how the award
could spur the stu -:
dent onn to,higher

levelsof achievetent

Activities, related to guidelines for
achieving excellence in ceremonial
speaking
ver

A.

Teadhers will want to be sure that
studentS Underttand the basic
guidellnes'from the content out-

line beforemovingonto:mbre_
2.)

The qualities -the

difficult activities. Teachers
may.ask students.working individually or in small groups to:

award is meant to
honor as demonstrated
by the recipient

1.

3.)

The lasting traits
and chalacteristics
the award is meant
to tymboliZe

List three guidelines for
achieving exceIlence:inoeremonial.speaking. A sample
response would be:
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a.

SatiSfy the ceremonial:
requirements of the
Occasion

b.

Focus on appropriate values
for perpetUati6n or rejet- '
tion

Sierra Club at a
dedication of their
new headquarters.
3.

(Compelling
expresSion)

c.

2.

Give compelling expression
to the values selected

Match the guidelines for achieving excellence in ceremonial
speaking with the descriptions
The guidelines may be
below.
abbreviated-to: satisfy requirements, focus on appropriate values, and give compelling expression;
.

(Compelling

expression)

(Satisfy
requirements)

4.

4S-atiSfy

requirements)

Themes are arranged around a
central purpose
and ideas are
illustrated in
a variety of
vivid ways.

5.

(None)

Audience exPectatiOns are
analyzed and
met.

c.

(Focus

AppropriaW

on appropriate

positive and
negative themes
are treated.

values)
B

6.

viii
expression)

Students ShOUld identify -the guidelines being violated in the following descriptions of ceremonial
The guidelines
speaking occasions.
may be abbreViated to: satisfy
requirements, focus on appropriate
ValUeS; and give compelling exIf none is violatedi
pression;
write "none" in the space provided.
1.

(Focu§

on appropriate
values)

(Satisfy
requirements)

7.

(Focus

on appropriate_
values)

A speaker stresses
the greediness and
selfishness of the
departed doctor.

8.

A speaker makes_a
plea for increased
industrial production whatever
the environmental
The speech
costs.
is delivered to
members of the

(None)

The speaker is,unable to_illustrate
or amplify the
idea that the new
Music_building will
make significant
contributions to
the community.
A baseball player
receiving the Most
Valuable Player
Awardicomments on
his own initiative
and sacrifice but
ays_nothing of his
ellow players'
c ntributions to
m success.
A speaker highlights
how the charitable
and selfless acts
of this year's
winner make het the
perfect recipient
of the Humanitarian
Award.

A speaker telieS On
'worn out Metaphors
and trite expreSsions to capture
the significance
of a past eV-eft fbr
our generation;
A speaker commemorating the day
Allied forces landed
at NOrMandy chooses
to highlight the
importance of
isolationism and
peace at any price.
A speaker succeeds
in making graduates
feel good about_
their accomplishments and insp1 es
them to improve the
world.

C.
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Students should analyze the following sample_ speech fragMent in the
light of the thAee guidelines for

7\

achioving"excellence in ceremonial
speaking: This excerpt was taken
from the:Presidential Inaugural
Address of the late John Fitzgerald
Kennedy,10 It was delivered from
Washington, D.C. on January 20,
1961.
It was addressed primarily
to the American people, but a
speech of:this stature always has
multiple audiences including
world headS=Of-state and people
everywhere.

whattogether we can do for the
freedom of man."
In evaluating:student..analyses`of
this 'sample speeCh fragment.
teachers may wish to consider the
following:
1.

Satisfying_ the_ceremonial-re-

Auiretents of the occasion

The spe4er'redirects audience
attention to central goals ind

"In your hands, my fellow citizens,
more than mine,.willrest the final
success or failure'of our course.
Since this country was founded, each
generation of Americans has been
summoned to give testimony to its
national loyalty.
The graves of young
Americans who answered the call to
service surround the globe.

values when he' calls his
audience to test its "national
loyalty" in "a Struggle against
the common enemies of man:
Tyranny,_poverty,_diseasei:and
war itself.) MeMbers of the
audience are- given "the role of
defending freedom" and weirking'
together "for the freedom of
,man."

Now the trumpet summons us again-not as a call t,b bear arms,, though
arm we need - -not as a call to
e, theUgh embattled we are- -but
11 to bear the burden -of a long
light struggle,, year in: and year

The _speaker_iedillMitid8%
the audience of honored personalities from the past when
sections ofhis address echo
the words Of earlier presidents.
Kennedy echoes Abraham Lincoln
when he,says l"In your hands. my
feliow.citizens, more than mine,
will rest the fin-1 success or
failure of our co rSe."
Kennedy echoes, Fri hklih D.
Roosevelt when he says "In.the
long history of the world, only
a few generations have been
granted the role of defending
freedom in its hour of maximum

out'rejoicing in hope, patient in
tribulation' - -a struggle against the
common enemies of man: Tyranny,

poverty, disease and war itself;

Can we forge against these enemies a
grand and global alliance, North and
SOUth, East and West, that can assure
a more fruitful life for all mankind?
Will you join in that historic effort?
In_the long history of the world, only

danger;" IltmttE01,

a few generationshavegeen granted

refers to honored past actions
when he refers to "the graves
of young Americans who answered
the call to service surround the
globe;"

the_ role Of defenditig'freedOM in its
hour of maximum danger;

I do not shrink from this responsibility-7T welcome it. I do not believe
that any of us would-exchange places
with any other people or any other
generation. The energy, the faith,
the devotion which we bring to this
endeaver will light_our_country and all

The speaker provides a? broad
overview of the cherttenges and
opportunities he secs ahead
when he talks of "a- struggle
against the common enemies of
man: Tyranny, poverty, disease
and war itself." Our task is
to "forge against these enemies
a grand and global alliance...
that can assure a more fruitful
life for all mankind."
_

who serve it - -and the glow from that
fire can truly light the world;

And so, my fellow Americans: Ask not
what your country, can do for you--ask
what you can do for your country.
My fellow citizens of the world: Ask
not what America will do for you, but

2.

FOC-u-s-i-hci-on--appropriate-- values

for perpetuation or rejection
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The loc61 chapter of the
American Legion is awarding
six hundred dollar college
Scholarship to a graduating
high school senior. Criteria
for the award are good citizen=
ship, superior schol4kShip, and
service to others. The- scholarship is presented at the annual
Honors Convocation at the high
Students, faculty,:
school.
administrators, parents, and
interol;ted community members
are in the audience.

The speaker calls
':to unite
against common enemies:
"Tyranny, poverty, disease and
war itself." Kennedy urges his
audience to- demonstrate

Motional loyalty" in working
together "for the freedom of
man."
G1V-ing-ICOMpelling expression

to the values,s4ected
Coherent organization = this
brief 'excerpt is bUilt on tty
theme -of national- loyalty

Student Speech

against common enemies and for
The excerpt concludes
freedom.
with a larger sense' of_loyalty
Which would inclUde all nations
working together for the freedom of all humankind.

I deserve this award and tans,
others like it- because I am a
small example of what makes
this country so nice. Its no

big deal_for me to winthiS
Legion thing bedAUSe I'll be
getting:plenty of money from

Language usage -_Several
figures of speech add to the
ViVidne8S-Of_this passage.
Antithesis is evident in "not
as a, call to bear arms, tho gh
arms we need.- not as a cal4
to battle, though embattled we
Ate" and the closing memorable
ideas-, . "ask not what your
country can do for you - ask
what you .can.do for:your
country...Ask not what America
Will db for you, but -what7
together -we can do for the
freedom of man." Metaphor is
evident in "The energy, the
faith, the devotion which we
btihg to this endeavor will
light our country and all who
and the glow from
serve it
that fire can truly'14ight the
world." Climax may be seen in
the movement from Americans
asking -what they can do for
their country to citizens of
the, world asking what together
can be done fdr the freedom
of man.
D.

other people, too. I've sailed
through a lot -of easy high
school courses and noiet'iii

ready to tackle some college
I'm going to make mystuff.
self very happy with these,
Thanks, fellas.
bucks.
In revising this acceptance
speechl;_students should be
concerned with:
a.

Satisfying ceremonial requirements
1;)

Expressing sincere
gratitude
The speaker take8 it
sound like the American Legion should
thank him for accepting the:award! He

clAiMsnedeeerVeS it
and it's "no big deal"
The closest
to win;
he comes to expressing
gratitude is "thanks,
fellAS."

Students should rewrite the following mini-speeches to meet the__
guidelines for achieving excellence
in ceremonial speaking.

2.)

Acknowledging assistance

Acceptance Speech
No one else is given
.any-credit_for_contri-

Situation

buting to the speakers
144

success. i"I''plays a

be working with members_of_the
high school orchestra for a
week.
On SatUrday evening he
Will join theiorcheStra in a
concert open to the public.
This afternoon he_is being
welcomed at a special convocation for all students involved in music programs at
the high school.

big -part ink the

speaker's vocabulary
and thinking.
3.)

Anticipatingipleasure
andiremembering the
donor
The speaker says he is
anxious to try "college
stuff" and make hiMself happy with the
money. One doubts if
theispeaker will re-

Student Speech
the Orchestra

Finally your bUSy Schedule

call thosepeople who

allowed you -to spend a little.

contributed to his
future pleasure.
4.)

of your precious time with us
kids.
I better tell you that
rot of us are in music now
beedUSe our parents forced us
to take lessons when we -were
younger;
Recently my old man
told me I better keep playing
if I knew what was good for me.
Tobifte a big,hot shot:professioual_aud we're really beginners so we're as different
as night and day in desire and
talent.
Let's hope this week
isn't a..,:pomplete waste.
And
by the way; please don't work
us too hard;

Demonstrating qualities
the'award is meant to
honor
The speaker belittles
any claim to scholarship (sailed through
easy classes)' and_does
not seem concerned
enough about anyone
else to demonstrate
citizenship or service.

b.

Focusing on appropriate
values

In revising this welcoming
speech students should be
concerned with:

The appropriate values are
those, the award is meant
to honor:
citizenship;_
scholarship, and service
to others.
The speaker
does little_to suggest -he
possesses those qualities.
c.

President of

Satisfying ceremonial
requirements

Giving compelling expression to the selected values

1.)

The speaker fails
to make eleat why
and for whom she
is speaking.

2.)

The Saidentisso
concerned About
herowncomfort_',
that she fails to
offer any assistance_orisupport
which might make
the violinist's
visit more enjoy-

The speaker's language does
not fit_the occasion in
tone nor iS it original;
He uses very common and
uninspiring words_(e,g.,
swell, nice, big deal,
stuff, etc.)

able.
2.

Welcoming Speech
3.)

qituation

A professional violinist from
the metropolitan symphony will
145
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The speaker may be
creating ill feelings between the
violinist and the
orchestra when she

semesters, and students currently
inVOlVed in a forensics program may
Offer excellent examples for

seems tb chide him for
"finally-finding" some
"precious time" to be
with "kids."
4.)

analysis;

NoeffOrt is made_to

B.

relate:the professional's goals or ideals
to orchestra members'
It seems the
goals.
speaker feels coerced
into playing an instrument and cannot see
beyond her parents'
demands.
5.)

Students should present four - to
six - minute ceremonial speeches
using the skills and meeting the
guidelines presented in this and
earlier relevant units.

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
I.

The- speaker-does not

predict enjoyable or
succdsful times now
that the guest_has
arrived. She just

A Unit test may be constructed to
evaluate student understanding of basic
Items that could
terms and concepts.
be included: in the test to check understanding at recall and comprehension
leVelS would ask students to
A.

List three diStinctive feature8 of
ceremonial speeches

B.

SeleCt three paraphrased distinctive features of ceremonial
speeches from a list pf responses

C.

List the ten major types of ceremonial ipeoches

D.

Define (in his/her_own wordS) ten
types of ceremonial speecheS

E.

LiSt three guidelines for achieving
excellence in ceremonial speeches

F.

Explain (in- his/her own words)
three- guidelines for achieving

licipeS it all -isn't

a waste of time;
b.

Focusing on appropriate
values

NOMentibnii5:madeofthe
Values- associated with
learning and playing music.
The speaker suggests -that
the guest-and student MOMbers of tht orchestra are
fat apart in their goals.
c.

Giving compelling expreSsion to the selected values

excellence in ceremonial speeches

The speaker's language does
not fit the occasion. She
relies on her everyday conversational vocabulary and
at times uses words which

II.

Some of the work prepared -in the learning activities may be evaluated. -For
example, the teacher may choose to

might Offend theguest
musician (e.g., "hot shot").
Iv.

A.

C011eCtand score student efforts
to determine whether ceremonial
speeches would be appropriate in
certain situations

B.

Collect and score student efforts
to identify the type of ceremonial
speech in which given speech frag-

Activities for the conclusion of the
unit on ceremonial discourse
A.

complete
StUdentS ShOUld_analyze
ceremonial speech fromitfit4perspective offered in this unit and
preceeding relevant units. The
teacher -may secure an acceptable
ceremonial speech -in a variety of
ways. For example; recent issues
of
of Vital Speeches; volum
collected speeches with co entary_.
like Contemporary AMerlOan4p-eches;
copies of student work from earIier

ments wouleoccur
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C.

Evaluate student analyses of speech
fragments in the light of ceremoni-.
al requirements_

D.

Evaluate student lists of topic
ideAS that would be appropriate for

certain ceremonial occasions

III.

E.

Collect and score student efforts
to identify_ violations of the
guidelines for ceremonial speeches

F.

Evaluate student analyses of_
speech fragments from the viewpoint
of guidelines for achieving excel-

The learning activities that come at
the conclusion of this unit require
Students to operate at higher levels
of analysis and synthesis using the
content of the unit: Teachers May want
to assign. additional weight to the
foullowing learning activities when
determining student's grades for the
unit:

lehce
G.

Evaluate student attempts to rewrite instances of ceremonial discourse in accordance with the
guidelines

A.

Analysis of a complete ceremonial
speech from perspectives offered
in this unit and earlier units

B.

A four-to-six minute speech dethbhstrating competence in the skills
of this unit and earlier units

SELECTED UNIT REFERENCES
Culp; Ralph B:

Basic Types of Speeches

(Dubuque, Iowa:

Wm. C. Biuwn, 1968)

.

This book -is especially helpful for those seeking advice on the organization of ideas in
ceremonial speeches.
King, Robert C.

Forms of Public Address-

(Indianapolis, Indiana:

Bobbs-Merrill; 1969).

-\

King spends considerable time discussing methods of amplification used in ceremonial
speeches.
Specimen speeches for analysis are also provided along with guideline
questions.
Linkugel, Wil A.; R. R. Allen, and Richard L. Johannesen.
4th ed.
(Dubuque, Iowa:
Kendall/Hunt; 1978):

Contemporary American Speeches.

These_authors provide thOughtful guidelines -by which ceremonial speeches may be
evaluated. Excellent sample speeches are offered for analysis and expert commentary
is provided.
Minhitk, Wayne C.

The Art of Persuasion.

2nd ed.

(Boston:

Houghton- Mifflin; 1968).

Several major value structures are discussed in the text.
Oliver, Robert T. and Rupert L. Cortright.
Rinehart, and Winston, 1970).

Effective SpePr.h.

5th ed.

(New York:

Holt,

These authors emphasize the high-standards which audiences apply to ceremonial speeches;
Rogge'; Edward and James C. Ching.
WihSteh, 1966).

Advanced Public Speaking

(New York:

Holt, Rinehart and

This_text_provides_excellent examples that demonstrate how many speakers have satisfied
the demands of ceremonial speaking.
Yeager, Willard H. Effective:Speaking for Every Occasion;
NOW JerSey:
PrehtiaeHall, 1951).

.2nd ed:

CliffS,

This author discusses a variety -of strategies that may be useful when trying to satisfy
the requirements of ceremonial speaking occasions.
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FOOTNOTES
-1 Robert

T. Oliver and RUpert C. Cortright; Effective Speech, 5th ed.
Rinehart Press, 1970); p. 444.
2 John

(San Francisco:

Art; 3d ed; (Boston:

Wilson and Carll Arnold, Public-

Allyn and Bacon, 1975), pp. 147-152;

3Wil A;_LiekUgel; R. R. Allen, and Richard C. Johann9sen, Contemporary Americ
Kendall/Hunt; 1978), pp. 331-333.
4th ed; (Dubuque; Iowa:
4Lane Cooper, editor and translater, The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New York:
Century-CreftS, 1960), pp. 46-55;

_0

Appleton-

Elreta Alexander, "Date to Be Your Creative Self;" Vital Speeches 42 No. 20 (1 August
1976), pp. 628-632;

6President Jimmy Carter; "The Ever-Expanding AMerican Dream;" Vital Speeches 43 No.
9 (15 February 1977), pp. 258 -259.
7Renry A. KiSSinger; "Our Common Purposes Transcend our Differences," Vital-speelle-8_
43 Nb. 9 (15 February 1977); pp. 265-267.

F. Weisner, "The Crucial Question," Vital Speeches 42 No; 4 (1 December 1975),
PP- 98-99.
8 M;

9Barbara Jordan, "Democratic Convention Keynote Address," Vital _s_poeche-s: 42 No; 21
(15 August 1976); pp. 645-646.

1°John F. Kennedy, "Inalligural Address," Linkugel et al., Contemporary American SpeecheS,
Kehdall/Hunt, 1978), pp. 366-370.
4th ed. (Dubuque; IOW-a:
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UNIT RESOURCES
Permission has been obtained -from the felleWing sources. Listed in order of their appearance,
these sources are sample speech fragments that have been used for analysis-level learning
activities found in this guide.
1.

Vital Speeches-Of-tha-Day City News Publishing Co.,Box 606 Southold, New York, 11971
FOR THE UNIT ON ORGANIZATION:
Susan C. Buer
1978); pp. 230-232.

men's OpportUnity:

Starting Your Own Business," 44 No. 8 (1 February

Victor V. Veyscii; "Panama Canal TreatiOS:
(15 Mardh 1978) , pp-331-334.

A Flight Down San Juan Hill," 44 No; 11

Chaim Herzoggyptian-Israeli Negotiations:
(15 May 1978); pp. 457 -461.

Breaking Down the Barriers," 44 No. 15

Sig Mickelsoni "Filling the Information Gap;" 44 NO. 1G (1 July '1978), pp. 573 -576.
Farah Pahlavi, "Iran:

The Preservation of Our Culture,"

pp. 308 -311.

44 No. 10 (1 March 1978);

0

FOR THE UNIT ON SHARING INFORMATION:
Elizabeth B. Bolton, "Have It Your Way:
18 (1 July 1978); PP, 571-573.

Mid - Career Women and Their Options," 44 No.

Jeffrey R. Holland, "To nerve the Nation:
(15 June 1978), pp. 533-536.

Life IS More Than A Career," 44 No. 17

John W. Hanley, '"What We Don't Know Can Hurt Us," 44 N

.

17 (15 June 1978), pp. 536-539.

FOR THE UNIT ON SPEAKING TO INFLUENCE:
_Kenneth R. Giddens, "The:_War We Are Losing:
Radio,"
44 No. 15 (15 May 1978), pp. 477-480.-

R.F. Shaw, "Why Nuclear Energy!
1977), P. 648.

We Can Reach the Masses of the People by

Be ThoUghtful--Not Emotional," 43 No. 21 (15 August

Robert R._Gibson, "What Can We Do About Consumers?:
44 No. 7 (15 January 1978); pp. 221-223.

The Economics Education Gap,"

Earl G,__Gravesi "Leadership ChAlenges in the PriVate See-tor:
Help Others?", 44 No. 11 (15 March-198)i-PP. 337-341;

What Are You Doing to

FOR THE UNIT'ON CEREMONIAL SPEAKING:

President Jimmy Cacer,
1977); pp. 258-259.

The Ever-Expanding AMeritati DreaM," 43 No. 9 (15 February

Henry A. Kis nger, "Our COmmon PurposeS Transcend Our Differences-' 43 No; 9 (15
February 1977), pp. 265-267;
M.F. Weisner, "The Crucial Question " 42 No. 4 (1 December 1975), pp. 98-99.
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Barbara Jordan; "Democratic Convention Keynote AddreSS," 42 No
pp. 645-646.
Elreta Alexander, "ReflectiOn8 for a Graduate:
No. 20 (1 August 1976); pp. 628-612.
2.

21 (15 August 1976),

Due to be Your CreatiVe Self," 42

The Interstate Oratorical Association in EVanSton, Illinois 60204
Society" 0i-itch was
For the use of:a speech by Riehatd Marvin entitled "Man's Other
This
speech
is used in part as a
--i1961 on pages 100-102.
published in Winning
the
unit
on
language.
sample for analysis i
--

_
1;

Kendall /Hunt Publishing Company
2460 Kerper Boulevard, Dubuque, IbWa 52001
Contemporary American =apeetheS_:1 A Sourcebook of Speech Forms and-P-riniples
Wil A. Linkugel R.R. Allen; and Richard L. Johannesen Fourth Edition 1978.
357-362.
Speech -by General Douglas MacArthur entitled "FareWell to the Cadets" on pages
fret
MacArthur
This was used in part in_an dritli-8 level activity in the unit on language
Assistant;
1
MacArthur
Memorial Library and ArehiVeS. Arthur J; Boone, Jr, Administrative
Square, Norfolk, VA 23510;

Portions of the "Inagural Address" of John F. Kennedy_on pages 366-370.
the unit on language and the unit On ceremonial speaking.
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This was used in

